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Abstract
Our preliminary survey showed that most of the recent flood-related studies did
not formally explain the physical mechanisms of long-duration and large-peak
flood events that can evoke substantial damages to properties and infrastructure
systems. These studies also fell short of fully assessing the interactions of coupled
ocean-atmosphere and land dynamics which are capable of forcing substantial
changes to the flood attributes by governing the exceeding surface flow regimes
and moisture source-sink relationships at the spatiotemporal scales important for
risk management. This dissertation advances the understanding of the variability
in flood duration, peak, volume, and timing at the regional to the global scale, and
quantifies their causal mechanisms that include land surface conditions, large-scale
climatic patterns, and mesoscale atmospheric teleconnections. Analyzing recent
trends in the frequency and duration of global floods indicates that there is a sig-
nificant upward trend in the statistics of their annual probability distribution, and
large-scale climate teleconnections play a major role in modulating this trend. A
comprehensive hydroclimate-informed framework is then presented to identify
the physical causative relationship between floods of varying duration and peak
and their regional land surface conditions, rainfall statistics, and moisture trans-
ports and convergences. Then, flood duration is modeled using the antecedent
i
exceeding flow, large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns, interrelated ocean-
atmospheric conditions, and dynamics of moisture transport systems in a physically
informed Bayesian network framework. Statistical scaling relationships of floods
with basin-wide geomorphologic characteristics and precipitation variability are
then estimated. This is followed by an understanding of the spatial manifesta-
tion of widespread simultaneous heavy precipitation events (SHPEs), including
quantifying their risk footprints. Subsequently, an experimental study has been de-
signed to study the flood risk propagation in the river network along with deriving
the relationship between infrastructure failure probability and the probability of
SHPEs. Ultimately, this full conditional probability based framework provides a
multi-angle precautional insight on better management and maintenance of critical
infrastructure systems such as flood control dams, water supply reservoirs, bridges,
and power plants.
This dissertation contributes the following aspects to the growing literature on
the hydroclimatology of floods and its impacts: 1) Global trends in the duration
and frequency of observed floods, and their driving atmospheric teleconnection to-
gether with their impacts are revealed, 2) A comprehensive hydroclimate-informed
framework is developed to assess the variability of flood duration, peak, volume,
and timing at different spatiotemporal scales conditioned on large-scale climate
and atmospheric teleconnections, 3) The cause-effect relationship between floods
of varying duration (and peak), regional preceding dry/wet conditions and large-
scale atmospheric circulations are statistically modeled, 4) Statistical scaling of flood
duration, peak, and volume with the regional geomorphologic and precipitation
patterns are established, 5) Spatial manifestation of widespread heavy precipita-
tion events are derived and their projected geometric attributes on the ground are
ii
modeled and predicted, and 6) Flood risk propagation across the river network and
vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure systems such as the flood control dams to
the specific driver of flood (e.g., simultaneous extreme rainfall) are quantified.
iii
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Flood losses accounted for more than $1 trillion (US dollars) in damages with
220,000 fatalities around the world during the 1980–2013 period (NatCatSERVICE,
2013). In the United States, overall losses related to 78 costly flood events that
occurred between 2013–2018 were $26 billion with 244 fatalities and $8.5 billion of
the insured losses (NatCatSERVICE, 2019). A single catastrophic flood in the United
States could cost over $10 billion overall loss with 13 fatalities ($3.5 billion insured
losses). In China, a 26-day flood event (June 18 to July 13, 2016) affected most
of Anhui, Huangshan, Xuancheng, Hubei, Macheng, Wuhan, and Hunan regions
and caused $20,000 million in overall loss with 237 fatalities and $520 million of
insured loss (NatCatSERVICE, 2019). There is a long list of such costly flood events
that occurred around the world, in particular across the U.S. Midwest, West Coast,
and the Northeast belt, Thailand, Pakistan, Queensland, India, China, and Europe
that have explicitly placed risk assessment for floods and quantifying their causes
at the forefront. In some cases, such as Thailand and the Mississippi River, the
efficacy of the flood control projects and their operation have also been called into
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question (Ziegler et al., 2012; Promchote, Simon Wang, and Johnson, 2016). Areas
not previously considered a major risk had industrial infrastructure inundated by
flooding, leading to substantial global supply chain effects in addition to the direct
loss of use of assets (World-Bank, 2011; Haraguchi and Lall, 2015).
While some of these floods of interest such as “Mumbai 2005” and “The Great
USA Flood of 1993” were attributed to a single intense rainfall event, several were
associated with multiple, recurrent, and widespread events that led to floods of
durations of 30 to 170 days. Past flood risk analyses did not formally consider the
risk of such long-duration flood events (Ward, Kummu, and Lall, 2016). There is
little to no literature on how to estimate and link the probability of persistent rainfall
over 30 to 120 days that leads to high antecedent moisture conditions in the region
(Slater and Villarini, 2016), as a basis for projecting the risk of mega-floods in a
region. The single event floods conform to the traditional view of flood risk analysis,
where a single extreme event (e.g., tropical cyclone-induced rain) appears to occur
randomly, and predictability may be limited to a few hours to a day. On the other
hand, the events related to persistent and recurrent rainfall may correspond to the
persistence of particular atmospheric circulation patterns and transport of moisture
from the oceanic source(s). For example, Nakamura et al. (2013) and Robertson
et al. (2011) recently demonstrated that the 2011 flood in the Ohio River Basin is
due to repeated waves (recurrent advection) of tropical moisture every 5 to 7 days
leading to high antecedent moisture conditions across the basin and subsequent
river overflows. Similarly, Smith et al. (2013) showed that the June 2008 Iowa flood
was produced by a sequence of organized thunderstorm systems over a period of
two weeks. The repeated tropical cyclones and rainfall in Thailand and Queensland
in 2011, and the 2015 floods in Chennai, India provide more examples of persistence
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in the moisture delivery system.
The high degree of spatiotemporal variability in the meteorological processes
that result in large area inundation and regional floods and pose challenges to
reservoir management is also of interest in this context. For example, a combination
of cumulative season-ahead snowpacks on the Rocky Mountains followed by multi-
ple early spring- and summer-time precipitation events caused a record river and
reservoir levels as well as extensive flooding over the Missouri and Souris River
Basins (along the states of Montana to Missouri) from May through August 2011.
This flood event resulted in extensive damage to almost one-third of the homes
located in the states of Missouri, North Dakota and Kansas (NWS-NOAA, 2013).
Winter snowpack conditions in the mountainous headwaters are strongly linked
to factors affecting the position of the jet stream and the Pacific North American
(PNA) pattern of flow (Dettinger et al., 1998; Brown and Comrie, 2004; Woodhouse
et al., 2010). The phase and strength of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and
Northern Pacific decadal variability (e.g., PDO) also influence winter snowpack
across high altitudes in the U.S. Midwest including the Missouri River Basin (MRB).
Hoerling, Eischeid, and Webb (2013) in their climate assessment report showed
how a season-ahead La Nina climate pattern that aided the shift of position and
strength of the Jet Stream could set the stage for the 2011 Missouri flood event.
Recently, Archfield et al. (2016), in their work on trend analysis for flood frequency,
magnitude, duration, and volumes, demonstrated that among several climate
indices, ENSO has statistically significant correlations to flood duration and volume
at lag times of 0 to 6 months for approximately 25% of the 345 streamflow stations
across the United States. The character of the streamflow and floods can vary
substantially over the basin (Villarini, 2016), and an assessment of the spatial and
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temporal coincidence of the floods is of interest, especially in the context of adaptive
water systems management.
In summary, the potential for simultaneous occurrences of flood events and their
persistence can be associated with climate and atmospheric variables at various
levels in the hierarchy of the climate system. These diagnostic variables can range
from slow varying large-scale surface temperature gradients (e.g., equator-to-pole,
ocean-land) and regional forcing (e.g., soil moisture and its associated land-surface
fluxes) that can lead to persistence of intermediate atmospheric variables such as the
potential vorticity, regional blocking frequency as well as frequency and intensity of
persistent highs and lows in the geopotential height. In addition, from a climate risk
management perspective, one has to focus on the quantifying the physical-statistical
pattern of flood events with different durations and identifying their space-time
causative drivers and inter-relationships and spatial concordance as well as how
the statistics of such events may change with time and location.
Consequently, the overall objective of this dissertation is to advance the under-
standing of the variability in the flood attributes (i.e., flood duration, peak, volume,
and timing) over multiple spatiotemporal scales (daily to seasonal to annual, and
regional to global scales) and quantify their causal mechanisms including land sur-
face conditions, large-scale climatic patterns and mesoscale atmospheric dynamics.
A series of investigations were conducted at the global, regional, and national scales
to achieve this objective.
With the dissertation’s core objective in mind, these investigations were inspired
by the following issues.
1. It is required to scrutinize the recent flood events that occurred at the global
scale, in particular, their duration, frequency, and damages in addition to
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identifying their significant causal teleconnections (presented in Chapter 2).
2. There is a need to develop a comprehensive hydroclimate-informed frame-
work to investigate the characteristics in flood duration, peak, volume, and
timing at both regional and global scales (presented in Chapter 3).
3. There is a lack of clear understanding of the physical relationship between the
floods of varying duration (and peak) and local dryness/wetness conditions
and rainfall mechanisms subjected to the large-scale atmospheric teleconnec-
tions and circulations (developed and presented in Chapter 4).
4. There has been little to no focus on understanding the scaling of floods with
basin-wide land surface conditions, and rainfall patterns (e.g., preceding
rainfall accumulation and variability) (presented in Chapter 5).
5. There is a need to quantify the spatial characteristics of extreme precipitation
events’ manifestation on the land (shown in Chapter 6), and
6. It is necessary to systematically develop the propagation of flood risk due
to these spatially concordant extreme precipitation events’ along the river
network to provide a range of precautional insights on the construction,
design, and maintenance of current critical infrastructure systems. Ultimately
this will guarantee sustainable and reliable infrastructure management under
extreme events (shown in Chapter 7).
1.2 Science Questions
This dissertation will come under the purview of the flood risk assessment, which
will be ultimately used to engage with hydrologists, climate scientists, natural
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hazard prevention and mitigation agencies, infrastructure managers and water
resources stakeholders.
The research questions that are going to be addressed in this dissertation are
listed below:
• Question 1: What are the characteristics of flood attributes (duration, peak,
volume, and time) at regional (a specific watershed and basin), continental
(conterminous United States water resources regions; regions 1 to 18), and
global scale? What is the space-time pattern of the recent flood events?
• Question 2: How are the changes in flood attributes related to the local dry-
ness/wetness conditions and specified rainfall regimes? Specifically, can
the flood duration and peak variabilities be quantified/modeled using the
changes in antecedent moisture/flow conditions, available moisture in the at-
mosphere, and systems of interrelated pressure and winds in the atmosphere?
• Question 3: What is/are the critical factor(s) that would trigger a long-duration
flood in a specific region?
• Question 4: What regions in the United States and around the world are
exposed to the catastrophic flood events (i.e., long duration/large peak)?
What was the manifestation of heavy precipitation that might be causing
such events? Then, what are their physical causes and associated large-scale
teleconnections? What flood control dams, water supply reservoirs, and





It is vital to understand the spatiotemporal characteristics and causes of flood
events with varying duration and peak at regional, continental, and global scales
together with their implications on the critical infrastructure to establish a pre-
disaster hazard mitigation program. The following dissertation has produced this
knowledge – a focus on rainfall processes (duration and intensity), large-scale
atmospheric dynamics as well as the regional land surface conditions of the flood-
prone regions (e.g., wetness/dryness rate, physical attributes of the basin) as a basis
for projecting the risk of mega-floods at multiple space-time scales.
1.4 Dissertation Structure
On the whole, this dissertation comprises of eight main chapters. Chapter 1 is an
introduction to the scientific problem. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 form the main
contents of this dissertation. Each chapter starts with a summary and a comprehen-
sive introduction and literature review before explaining the data processing and
methodology. There are complete results and discussion sections for each chapter,
and the concluding remarks and highlights are presented at the end of each chapter,
in addition to the supplementary information (if any). Finally, Chapter 8 underlines
the concluding remarks and future works.
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Recent Trends in Frequency and
Duration of Global Floods1
2.1 Summary
Frequency and duration of floods are analyzed using the Dartmouth Flood Observa-
tory’s (DFO) global flood database to explore evidence of trends during 1985–2015
at global and latitudinal scales. Three classes of flood duration (i.e., short: 1–7, mod-
erate: 8–20, and long: 21 days and above) are also considered for this analysis. The
non-parametric Mann-Kendall trend analysis is used to evaluate three hypotheses
addressing potential monotonic trends in the frequency of flood, moments of the
duration, and the frequency of specific flood duration types.We also evaluated if
trends could be related to large-scale atmospheric teleconnections using a General-
ized Linear Model framework. Results show that flood frequency and the tails of the
flood duration (long duration) have increased both at the global and the latitudinal
scales. In the tropics, floods have increased four-fold since the 2000s. This increase
is 2.5-fold in the north mid-latitudes. However, much of the trend in frequency
1Najibi, N. and N. Devineni, 2018, Recent trends in the frequency and duration of global floods,
Earth System Dynamics, 9, 757–783, doi:10.5194/esd-9-757-2018, https://doi.org/10.5194/esd-9
-757-2018, https://www.earth-syst-dynam.net/9/757/2018/
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and duration of the floods can be placed within the long-term climate variability
context since Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation, and Pa-
cific Decadal Oscillation were the main atmospheric teleconnections explaining this
trend. There is no monotonic trend in the frequency of short-duration floods across
all the global and latitudinal scales. There is a significant increasing trend in the
annual median of flood durations globally and each latitudinal belt, and this trend
is not related to these teleconnections. While the DFO data comes with a certain
level of epistemic uncertainty due to imprecision in the estimation of floods, overall,
the analysis provides insights for understanding the frequency and persistence in
hydrologic extremes and how they relate to changes in the climate, organization of
global and local dynamical systems and country scale socioeconomic factors.
2.2 Introduction
Higher levels of vulnerabilities to extreme events, especially floods, are becoming a
“new normal" in both developing and developed countries (Mirza, 2003; Thomalla
et al., 2006). There is rapidly growing population, assets, and expanding residential
and commercial sectors that are susceptible to damages during these events (Halle-
gatte et al., 2013; Singh and Zommers, 2014). Moreover, while flood-related fatalities
have substantially decreased in recent decades mainly due to improved early warn-
ing systems and better flood control infrastructure, statistics still point out that there
are people (in)directly affected by these events. For instance, Guha-Sapir, Below,
and Hoyois (2016) in their annual disaster statistical review of 2016 reported that
the number of people affected by hydrologic disasters (floods or landslides) is 78.1
million, approximately 13.7% of all people affected in 2016. It is also striking to note
that 60 million of these 78.1 million people were affected by one flood in China.
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Other impacts of floods include various deteriorations of social services, eco-
nomic disruptions, health-related issues, and consequences of population displace-
ment (i.e., disturbances in food supply chain, under-nutrition, water/vector-borne
diseases, and being injured, displaced or left homeless) (Schultz, 2006; Milojevic
et al., 2011; Lowe, Ebi, and Forsberg, 2013; Moftakhari et al., 2017). An unusual
increase in the bacillary dysentery risk in Baise (Guangxi Province, China) during
the years 2004 to 2012 is a case in point (see more details in Liu et al. (2017)). The
recent Thailand floods that occurred in July 2011 and December 2014 also caused
severe supply chain disruptions (Ziegler et al., 2012; Haraguchi and Lall, 2015;
Promchote, Simon Wang, and Johnson, 2016).
Often, these impacts are magnified when the floods are due to persistent and
recurrent rainfall. Such floods typically last longer (henceforth called long-duration
floods) and are associated with repeated rainfall events in the regions. Recently,
Robertson et al. (2011), Nakamura et al. (2013), Lu et al. (2013), Ward et al. (2015),
Haraguchi and Lall (2015), Najibi, Devineni, and Lu (2017), Gao, Zhang, and Lu
(2017), and Lu and Lall (2017) have attempted to quantify the causal mechanisms
and impacts of such long-duration floods at the regional scale. An important
question in this context is whether we understand the planetary nature of the
trends in the frequency and duration of these long-duration floods. Understanding
the global trends and quantifying their potential climate-related attributes can
help improve flood forecasting systems and in better management of flood control
infrastructure.
Global and near-daily observations from the Earth’s surface are now available
through satellite microwave sensors (active/passive) which are being employed to
measure the changes of water surfaces (e.g., river discharge and watershed runoff)
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(Brakenridge et al., 2007). Utilizing such information even with limited ground-
based discharge data can allow the mapping of flood inundation extents at many
locations around the world. Such satellite-based measurements have a particular
advantage in understanding the impacts of floods in developing nations where
there is lack of sufficient in-situ measurements (Brakenridge et al., 2007; Van Dijk
et al., 2016; Brakenridge et al., 2016). In this study, we provide a global-scale analysis
of the recent trends in the frequency and probability distribution of the duration of
floods provided by such satellite imagery products with an objective to understand
the trends from the context of ocean-atmospheric interactions and socioeconomic
factors.
Given the floods (especially the long-duration floods) are caused by a systematic
organization of the global-to-local dynamical systems of climate and atmosphere
(Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017), characterizing the underlying features of temporal
trends, i.e., whether the trend is due to secular changes or due to low-frequency
oscillations manifesting as periods of wet/dry phases (regime like behavior) will
help us understand better, the frequency and persistence in the organization of
these systems. We can use this understanding to explore their predictability using
state space models (Abarbanel and Lall, 1996; Karamperidou et al., 2014; Perdigão
and Blöschl, 2015). Together, the characterization of the trends and the predictability
of these extremes will enable us to improve the climate impact assessment and
understand whether or not a regional persistent flood regime is likely to end or
continue.
Consequently, we utilized the global active archive of flood events (with 31 years
of data from 1985 to 2015) to address the following five questions:
1. How has the annual frequency of floods changed at the global scale and
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various latitudinal belts during the last three decades?
2. How has the probability distribution of flood duration (i.e., the moments
and extreme values) changed at the global scale and various latitudinal belts
during the last three decades?
3. Are the changes (if any) in the flood frequency and the probability distribution
of flood durations due to the changes in a specific flood class, i.e., short,
moderate or long duration?
4. Can the changes (if any) in the flood frequency and the probability distri-
bution of flood durations be related to the variability in the atmospheric
teleconnections and low-frequency climate oscillations?
5. Which countries are most vulnerable to short-, moderate- and long-duration
floods?
We address each question using a formal hypothesis-testing framework. This
chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.3 provides the detailed information about
the global flood database, design hypotheses, and employed methodology in this
study. Section 3.4 presents the results of the hypothesis tests and the country scale
vulnerability analysis to different flood durations. In Section 3.5, we present a
Generalized Linear Modeling (GLM) framework to investigate the potential causes
of the observed trends and also discuss the other comparable global trend studies.
Finally, we present the concluding remarks and highlights in Section 3.6.
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2.3 Data, Methodology, and Hypotheses
2.3.1 Global active archive of flood events: Dartmouth Flood Ob-
servatory (DFO)
A comprehensive record of flood events is available from the Dartmouth Flood
Observatory (DFO) founded in 1993 at the Dartmouth College, NH, United States.
In 2010, the observatory moved to the Community Surface Dynamics Modeling
System (CSDMS) (http://csdms.colorado.edu/) as a division of Institute of Arctic
and Alpine Research (INSTAAR) at the University of Colorado, Boulder, United
States (Brakenridge, 2010). Information in this archive is based on instrumental
measurements and remote sensing sensors. These events are validated based on
officially reported flood details by governmental and news agencies (Brakenridge
et al., 2016). DFO mostly takes advantage of orbital remote sensing sensors to
identify, measure and monitor global flood events by gathering globally consistent
information on surface water changes, in particular since 1999. Floods are detected
using MODIS (Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) sensors (approx-
imately 250-m footprint pixel), and river discharges are measures using satellite
microwave data such as AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for
EOS -Earth Observation System- from Global Change Observation Mission-Water
(GCOM-W)). The discharge values and runoff coefficients are then calculated from
the Water Balance Model (WBM) embedded with the specific soil type, surface
gradient, soil permeability, and land use/land cover (LULC) characteristics. These
remote sensing and model outputs are employed conjunctively to map the potential
flood inundation extents frequently. Then, a number is assigned to the flood if a)
it is unusually "large" compared to the typical annual high water and previously
mapped water-land extents, and/or b) if there are significant damages caused to
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the structures, extensive land inundation, and fatalities (Brakenridge et al., 2016).
It is important to note that the quality of data has improved in the recent times.
The improvements in the level of media reporting and information quality have
improved the reliability of the data. At the same time, the likely improvements
in the accuracy of in-situ measurements, advances in satellite and ground-based
sensors, data storage, and transfer facilities also contributed to the data quality.
Moreover, Brakenridge et al. (2003), Brakenridge et al. (2005), and Brakenridge
et al. (2012) have discussed that the frequent temporal sampling of satellite-based
observations and ground sources (media reporting) determines the accuracy level
amongst the (non-)flood event candidates.
The dataset covers flood events at the global scale from January 1, 1985, to
present. Any recent flood event is added immediately to the data archive. In
this study, we considered 31 years of global flood events from January 1, 1985,
to December 31, 2015. This comprehensive dataset includes information on the
location of a flood event (longitude, latitude, and the name of the country), flood
beginning and end date, its duration (which is the number of days between the flood
beginning and end dates), and damages due to flood which is an estimation of flood
induced damage according to all the relevant sources). It is reported by DFO that
occasionally when there is no flood beginning date mentioned in the news report,
they assume middle of the month as the start date (http://floodobservatory
.colorado.edu/Archives/ArchiveNotes.html). We verified the fraction of such
events among the total events and found that less than 5% (194 out of 4311 events
globally over the 31 years) have such assumption. We also explored the distribution
of the month of occurrence for the flood beginning and end dates across the globe.
While investigating these records, it become apparent that the days 1, 5, 10, 15, 20
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and 25 also have an increased number of flood counts (around 4%), which suggests
a reporting bias or a rounding off to the nearest 5th day phenomenon. While there
was information on the middle of the month rounding off phenomenon in the DFO
data description, we did not find any relevant information on the pattern every fifth
day. However, we did not find any systematic spatial pattern for these apparent
reporting biases (see appendix B in section 2.8 for more details). The DFO is the only
global dataset of observed flood events. Much of the prior studies either focused on
rainfall-based datasets or model-based river flow data. In this regard, the present
study adds a new dimension to the flood literature, especially the understanding of
the long-duration floods at a global scale.
2.3.2 Aggregating floods on the basis of the latitudinal belts
The flood events are spatially aggregated to five climate zones: tropics (23.5◦S to
23.5◦N), northern hemisphere subtropics (23.5◦N–35◦N) and mid-latitudes (35◦N–
55◦N), and southern hemisphere subtropic (23.5◦S–35◦S) and mid-latitudes (35◦S–
55◦S) (Environmental Literacy Council, ELC (2015)). We chose these spatial aggrega-
tions along the latitudinal belts to be consistent with the global circulation dynamics,
zonally symmetric thermal forcing (Walker and Schneider, 2005; Zhai and Boos,
2015), temperature variabilities and precipitation patterns (Gabler et al., 2008).
Besides, such specifications will result in achieving higher coherency in satellite-
based data acquisition in particular for the passive sensors, because of varying
solar reflectivity and ascending/descending satellite orbits along different latitudes
(Thenkabail, 2015). Figure 2.1 represents the schematic of the five climate zones.
We also show the geographical locations of four countries (USA, China, India, and
Thailand) that have already experienced high rates of long-duration floods among
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all the countries from 1985 to 2015.
Figure 2.1: Spatial segmentation to assign the global flood events (1985 to 2015) into
different latitudinal belts; Mid-latitudes (N): 55◦N-35◦N, Subtropics (N): 35◦N-23.5◦N,
Tropics: 23.5◦S-23.5◦N, Subtropics (S): 35◦S-23.5◦S, and Mid-latitudes (S): 55◦S-35◦S; (N) and
(S) indicate Northern and Southern hemisphere, respectively; the four rounded rectangles
shows the United States of America (USA), China, India and Thailand.
Next, for each latitudinal belt, the total number of floods per year (calendar year
from January 1 to December 31), the duration of these floods and their location
(name of country) are processed. This procedure is formulated as follows:
Ft,rC = total number of flood event(s) in latitudinal belt r
and year t [count(s)]
(2.1)
Ft,rD = duration(s) of flood event(s) in latitudinal belt r
and year t [day(s)]
(2.2)
Ft,rL = location(s) of flood event(s) in latitudinal belt r
and year t [name o f country(ies)],
(2.3)
where FC indicates the flood counts (frequency), and FD and FL denote the
vectors of flood duration and flood location for each of these flood events respec-
tively. The superscripts r and t denote the latitudinal belt (r= {global, tropics, mid −
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latitudes(NandS), subtropics(NandS)}), andyear(t= {1985, 1986, ..., 2015}).
In addition, the number of floods in each latitudinal belt are also categorized
in terms of their duration. We denote the event as a short-duration flood Ft,rCS if the
duration is between 1 and 7 days; moderate-duration flood Ft,rCM if the duration is
between 8 and 20 days; and as long-duration flood Ft,rCL if the duration is greater
than or equal to 21 days. These categories are also consistent with the DFO’s
flood classification (Brakenridge, 2010). The subscripts S, M and L stand for Short-,
Moderate- and Long-duration flood events respectively.
2.3.3 Atmospheric teleconnections and climate indices
We used large-scale ocean-atmospheric teleconnections to investigate the extent
to which the trends in the floods can be related to natural variability (Enfield,
Mestas-Nuñez, and Trimble, 2001; Ward, Kummu, and Lall, 2016) in the climate-
atmospheric system. Since the climate system has as quasi-periodic nature that
often manifests as wet and dry regimes, it is important to understand whether the
trends, if observed, can be attributed to these natural oscillations. Hence, we used
El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) as proxies
for interannual, decadal and multidecadal climate variability.
We obtained 31 years (1985–2015) of ENSO data (aggregated based on the
monthly anomalies of Niño 3.4) from the HadISST1 dataset (Rayner et al., 2003).
Monthly AMO and PDO anomalies are obtained from the NOAA/Earth System Re-
search Laboratory at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list
(Zhang, Wallace, and Battisti, 1997), and then averaged to yearly time series
from 1985 to 2015. Similarly, the monthly NAO indices are obtained from the
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NOAA/National Weather Service, Climate Prediction Center at http://www.cpc
.ncep.noaa.gov/products/monitoring_and_data/ (Barnston and Livezey, 1987;
Hurrell and Van Loon, 1997) and averaged to yearly time series.
2.3.4 Calculating resistant metrics from the distribution of flood
duration
In addition to the frequency of floods (Ft,rC ), we calculate a set of "resistant measures"
to evaluate the existence of any significant monotonic time trend in the probability
distribution of flood duration. Four moment indicators are selected because of their
scale-invariant characteristics suitable for such asymmetric distributions. These
metrics include the median, median absolute deviation (MAD), resistant skewness,
and the 90th percentile of the distribution of flood durations in each year. Each of
these metrics is computed as a time series of 31 years (1985–2015) for each of the six
spatial scales (i.e., global, tropics, mid-latitudes (N), mid-latitudes (S), subtropics
(N), subtropics (S)).
It is straightforward to calculate the median and 90th percentile from the distri-
bution of flood duration each year. We explain the formulation and the properties
of the other two metrics here:
2.3.4.1 Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of flood durations
We calculate the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of flood duration as an indicator
of the deviation from the central tendency. The MAD is a robust measure to quantify
the within-year variation of flood duration. It is a good measure of scale for
distributions with heavier tails (Sachs, 2012). It is also resistant to the influence of
outliers (Hampel, 1974). Contrary to the standard deviation (SD) –which is affected
by non-normality of probability distribution and extremely high/low values– the
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presence of outliers does not influence the MAD value (Leys et al., 2013). However,
the interpretation of MAD is similar to SD; as it measures the deviation from the
average flood duration. MAD is computed as follows:
Ft,rDMAD = median
(
∥FDt,r − Ft,rDMedian∥) (2.4)
where t, r, and FDt,r are the same variables defined in Equation 2.2 and Ft,rDMedian is
referred to the median of distribution of flood duration.
2.3.4.2 Resistant skewness of flood durations
The presence of outliers amongst the variables will generate a large and possibly
misleading measure of skewness (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992). Instead, the resistant
skewness is a more robust measure for capturing the asymmetrical/symmetrical

















where Ft,rDrSkewness is the resistant skewness of flood duration, r and t are the same
variables previously given in Equation 2.2, Ft,rD0.25 and F
t,r
D0.75
refer to the 25th and 75th
percentiles of flood durations for each year for the specified latitudinal belt.
Note that the sample sizes (number of floods) may be different for different
years. For instance, the total number of floods in 1985 at the global scale is 69. We
compute the median, MAD, skewness and the 90th percentile of the duration for
these 69 events. Similarly, the total number of floods in 2015 at the global scale is
101, and we compute the median, MAD, skewness and the 90th percentile for these
101 events. After obtaining the time series of these metrics, we then investigate for
monotonic time trends.
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2.3.5 Country-scale flood frequency and flood damage statistics
For a specific country, we calculate the relative flood frequency of short, moderate,
and long durations with respect to the total flood events occurring in that country.
This can help us identify what flood duration class has occurred more frequently
from 1985 to 2015 in that country. Correspondingly, the reported flood damage for
that event has also been noted along with its relative damage in reference to the
total flood damages in that country from 1985 to 2015.
In order to investigate the association between flood duration and damage at
the country scale, we present a nonlinear model for flood damage (Fdamage) as a
function of flood duration (FD) in the log-space as follows:
Fdamage = αF
β
D → log(Fdamage) = log(α) + β log(FD) (2.6)
where α and β are respectively the intercept and scaling components of flood
damage for a specific country. The parameter β in this formulation captures the
change in flood damage due to changes in flood duration. The error term is excluded
here.
2.3.6 Hypotheses
Most of the global precipitation studies indicate that there is a recent increase
in both the annual precipitation and extreme rainfall intensities (Solomon, 2007;
Zhou, Lau, and Liu, 2013). Consequently, our goal here is to investigate whether
we see a significant trend in the frequency and duration of floods during the last
three decades. Based on this, the main hypotheses (H1, H2, H3, and H4) and the
evaluation procedure are presented in Table 2.1.
We begin our investigation with H1, the hypothesis that there is no monotonic
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Table 2.1: Proposed hypotheses and evaluation approach.
Hypothesis   Evaluation Strategy 
H1 There is no monotonic trend in the annual 
frequency of flood events globally and in different 
latitudinal belts. 
  ►Non-parametric Mann-Kendall trend test is 
applied on the annual time series of flood counts 
(FCt,r). 
    
H2 There is no monotonic trend in the distribution of 
flood duration globally and in different latitudinal 
belts. 
 ►Non-parametric Mann-Kendall trend test is 
applied to the annual time series of median, median 
absolute deviation, resistant skewness, and 90th 
percentile of flood duration’s distributions (FDt,r). 
    
H3 There is no monotonic trend in the annual 
frequency of short-, moderate-, and long-duration 
flood events in different latitudinal belts. 
 ►Non-parametric Mann-Kendall trend test is 
applied to the annual time series of short, moderate 
and long duration flood events (FcSt,r, FcMt,r, FcLt,r). 
     
H4 Any observed trend(s) in H1 and/or H2 is related 
to atmospheric teleconnections. 
  ►Generalized Linear Models are developed for FCt,r 
and FDt,r using climate indices; Mann-Kendall trend 
test is applied to the residual of models. 
 
trend in the annual frequency of the flood events. We test this hypothesis using
the Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test (Mann, 1945). The MK test uses the ranks of
data and assumes no underlying probability distribution (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992).
The test statistic is based on a pairwise comparison between the values and is
independent of the distribution of the original series. The magnitude of the slope of
the trend is estimated using the method of Sen, the median of the pairwise slopes
between the elements of the series (Sen, 1968). Ties in the data are adjusted using
an assumption that the number of ties is equal to an even number of positive and
negative differences (Burkey, 2006). Statistical significance is evaluated at a 5%
significance level, the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis.
In hypothesis H2, we are exploring whether there is a change in the probability
distribution of the flood duration over time. We test this hypothesis by applying
the MK trend test on the three resistance moments (median, median absolute
deviation, and skewness) and the 90th percentile (extreme flood duration) of the
annual distribution of flood duration. H3 is intended to investigate the changes
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in the patterns of flood frequencies for each category: short-, moderate- and long-
duration floods. Lastly, in H4, we investigate the potential large-scale atmospheric
teleconnections that the observed trend(s) in H1 and H2 can be related to by using
a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) framework.
2.3.7 The Generalized Linear Model (GLM) framework
Our hypothesis (H4) is that the detected time trend is due to cyclical climate influ-
ences (i.e., oscillatory behavior) associated with the large-scale ocean-atmospheric
interactions. Hence, for all the cases where the null hypothesis of no trend is re-
jected, we attempted to understand whether the trend relates to large-scale climate
oscillations. For this purpose, we employed a Generalized Linear Model (GLM)
framework on the time-series of the above-developed metrics with ENSO, AMO,
PDO, and NAO as covariates. GLMs are the mathematical extension of classical lin-
ear regression models to include a broad class of model assumptions such as linear,
Poisson, exponential, log-linear and so on with specified link functions (McCullagh,
1984; Yang et al., 2005; Chandler and Wheater, 2002). For all the spatial scales where
we see a statistically significant trend, a Generalized Linear Model is fit to the time
series (1985 – 2015) of FC, FDMedian , and FD90 with climate covariates.
FC = a + b1ENSO + b2 AMO + b3PDO + b4NAO (2.7)
FDMedian = a + b1ENSO + b2 AMO + b3PDO + b4NAO (2.8)
FD90 = a + b1ENSO + b2 AMO + b3PDO + b4NAO (2.9)
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where a, b1, b2, b3, and b4 are the GLM’s coefficients (parameters). We then select
the best model using the forward and backward stepwise regression and obtain
the residuals of the best model in each case. The residuals represent the values for
FC, FDMedian , and FD90 after adjusting for exogenous variables. In other words, they
reveal the variability beyond what could be attributed to exogenous climate factors.
The analysis of the time trends in the residuals will help discern any unexplained
trend after accounting for background variability due to the climatic modulation
(e.g., Merz et al. (2012) and Armal, Devineni, and Khanbilvardi (2018)). The models
are fit using the stepwiseglm toolbox in MATLAB 2017a (McCullagh, 1984) that uses
the forward and backward regression algorithm. We used the Deviance Information
Criterion for the best model selection among a finite set of models. Results from the
models are presented in Section 3.5 where we discuss the associations.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Addressing H1: Trends in the annual frequency of flood
events
Mann-Kendall (MK) test (Equations 2.10–2.12 in Section 2.7) is applied to each time
series of FC (i.e., global, tropics, mid-latitudes (N), mid-latitudes (S), subtropics (N)
and subtropics (S)) for the detection of monotonic trends. Figure 2.2 presents the
time series of FC for the global scale and the five latitudinal belts. A solid LOESS
(LOcal regrESSion) curve is shown if the trend is significant. Alternately, a dashed
LOESS curve is shown for the time series that do not exhibit a statistically significant
trend. The detailed statistics derived from the trend analysis are given in Table 2.2.
A total of 4311 flood events occurred during last three decades worldwide. The
results of MK test on the annual frequency of global floods indicate that there is
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Figure 2.2: Frequency of flood events at the global scale and the latitudinal scales (i.e.
Tropics, Subtropics (N), Subtropics (S), Mid-latitudes (N), and Mid-latitudes (S)); a LOESS
curve fitting is shown (solid line) for the time-series where a significant trend on number of
flood events is observed (Mann-Kendall Test with significance level α = 0.05). A dashed
line indicates the LOESS curve for the regions with insignificant trend.
a statistically significant monotonic trend with τ (Kendall correlation coefficient
between FC and time) and β (robust Sen Slope) values of 0.26 and 2.12, respectively.
A total of 2020 events (out of the 4311 floods) occurred in the tropics. The hypothesis
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Table 2.2: Summary of Trend analysis (Mann-Kendall Test with a significance level α = 0.05)
on the frequency of flood events at the global scale and the five latitudinal belts.
Spatial Scale   Frequency of Flood Events (1985 − 2015)     
  Trend Analysis 
 Total flood events 
Maximum number 
of floods occurred 









Global 4311 293  0.26  2.12 0.0429  
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
1077 88  0.22 
 
0.5 0.086 × 
Subtropics 
(North) 
856 48  0.032 
 
0.048 0.8115 × 
Tropics 2020 137  0.4  1.74 0.0016  
Subtropics 
(South) 
210 13  0.366 
 
0.22 0.0038  
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
59 7  0.327 
 
0.083 0.0077  
 
that there is no trend in the frequency of floods in the tropics is rejected. This is
also the case for both subtropics (S) and mid-latitudes (S). However, while we
see an uptrend in the number of floods in mid-latitude (S) post-2000, we urge
caution in interpreting this trend as zeros dominate the time series. Finally, for both
subtropics (N) and mid-latitudes (N), the hypothesis that there is no trend in the
annual frequency of floods cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level.
• H1: There is a statistically significant increase in the frequency of floods at the
global scale, and over the tropics, subtropics (S), and mid-latitudes (S). The
temporal pattern of the data for global floods resembles that of the tropics.
2.4.2 Addressing H2: Trends in the distribution of flood duration
The MK trend tests are performed on the time series of the median, median absolute
deviation (MAD), resistant skewness, and the 90th percentile of the flood duration.
The following four subsections elaborate the results for each metric.
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Table 2.3: Same as Table 2.2 but for the median of flood durations.
Spatial Scale   Median of Flood Durations (1985 − 2015)     
  Trend Analysis 
   
Maximum flood 










Global   168  0.484  0.125 0.000103  
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
 131  0.2667 
 
0.0909 0.0346  
Subtropics 
(North) 
 122  0.3097 
 
0.125 0.0141  
Tropics  168  0.4473  0.15 0.00037  
Subtropics 
(South) 
 93  0.3312 
 
0.1667 0.0088  
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
 21  0.3613 
 
0.2105 0.0034  
   
 
2.4.2.1 Trends in the median of flood durations
From Figure 2.3, we can see that there is a statistically significant monotonic trend
in the median of the flood duration at the global scale and all sub-spatial scales. We
see that the median of the flood duration at the global scale has increased steadily
from four days in the year 1985 to ten days in the year 2015, indicating that the
median flood duration changed to moderate duration in 2015 from short duration in
1985. In other words, it shifted one class from being less than one week to between
one week and three weeks. Similar shifts can be observed in the tropics and the
subtropics. In Table 2.3, we present the statistics of the tests. As in the case of the
frequency of floods, we urge caution in interpreting the trends seen in mid-latitude
(S) due to the presence of zeros.
2.4.2.2 Trends in the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of flood durations
The MK trend test is performed on the MAD of flood duration (Equation 2.4) at the
different global and latitudinal scales and presented in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.4.
The output statistics show that there is a significant increasing trend in MAD at
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Figure 2.3: Same as Figure 2.2 but for Median of flood durations.
the global scale, and in the tropics and subtropics (N). It is interesting to note that
the MAD has essentially remained constant, around 2 - 3 days from 1985 to 2000
and has increased since to around five days in 2015, indicating increased variability
of flood durations within years in these belts recently. There is no significant change
in the variability in the mid-latitudes (N and S) and subtropics (S).
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Figure 2.4: Same as Figure 2.2 but for Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of flood durations.
2.4.2.3 Trends in the resistant skewness of flood duration
The resistant skewness of flood duration is calculated for each time series using
Equation 2.5 and presented in Figure 2.5. As before, MK trend test is applied to
these time series. A statistically significant trend in the skewness is observed at
the global scale, tropics, and the subtropics (S) latitudes. Similar to Tables 2.2,
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Table 2.4: Same as Table 2.2 but for the median absolute deviation (MAD) of flood durations.
Spatial Scale Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of Flood Durations (1985 − 2015)   
  Trend Analysis 








Global    0.372  0.0588 0.0021  
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
   0.1892 
 
0.0417 0.1323 × 
Subtropics 
(North) 
   0.2817 
 
0.0909 0.0251  
Tropics    0.3763  0.0833 0.0025  
Subtropics 
(South) 
   0.2409 
 
0.0769 0.0570 × 
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
   0.1914 
 
0.00001 0.0924 × 
   
     
     
 
Table 2.5: Same as Table 2.2 but for the resistant skewness of flood duration distributions.
Spatial Scale Resistant Skewness of Flood Duration Distributions (1985 − 2015)   
  Trend Analysis 








Global    0.2731  0.1146 0.0321  
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
   0.0925 
 
0.0386 0.4750 × 
Subtropics 
(North) 
   0.0129 
 
0.0084 0.9322 × 
Tropics    0.4839  0.2468 0.00014  
Subtropics 
(South) 
   0.2839 
 
0.2017 0.0260  
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
   0.2903 
 
0 0.0092  
   
 
2.3, and 2.4, in Table 2.5, we present the test statistics. We observe that the yearly
asymmetrical/symmetrical behavior of the distribution of flood durations has
considerably changed during the recent three decades (from 5 to 8 approximately)
with a more significant tendency towards high skewness. This change towards
right-skewed type distribution of flood durations (e.g., from 5 to 8) can be due
to the increase in occurrence of moderate or longer duration floods. Conversely,
there is no significant trend in the skewness of flood duration in subtropics (N) and
mid-latitudes (N) at the 5% significance level.
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Figure 2.5: Same as Figure 2.2 but for the resistant Skewness of flood durations.
2.4.2.4 Trends in the 90th percentile of flood durations
Finally, we test for monotonic trend in the extreme values (expressed here as 90th
percentile) of flood duration. This measure serves as a surrogate for extremely
long-duration flood events each year. By definition, the 90th percentile of the flood
duration (Ft,rD90) is the value which is exceeded by only ten percent of the events
in that year (year t) in the latitudinal belt r. Consequently, a value as large as this
indicates the long-duration extent of the flood. Figure 2.6 and Table 2.6 present the
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summary of MK analysis on the 90th percentile of flood duration.
Figure 2.6: Same as Figure 2.2 but for the 90th percentile of flood durations.
The extreme duration of floods has substantially changed over the recent three
decades at the global scale, tropics, mid-latitudes (N and S) and subtropics (S), as
presented in Table 2.6. The null hypothesis that there is no monotonic trend in the
tails is rejected in all regions, except the sub-tropics (N). Furthermore, we find that
the extreme values of the durations related to the flood events are more than 30
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Table 2.6: Same as Table 2.2 but for the 90th percentile of flood duration distributions.
Spatial Scale 90th Percentile of Flood Durations (1985 − 2015)   
  Trend Analysis 








Global    0.3699  0.4417 0.0037  
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
   0.3355 
 
0.4875 0.0084  
Subtropics 
(North) 
   0.0452 
 
0.0750 0.7338 × 
Tropics    0.3054  0.6364 0.0165  
Subtropics 
(South) 
   0.2946 
 
0.7385 0.0206  
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
   0.3570 
 
0.3182 0.0038  
   
 
days in the recent decade, whereas they were less than 20 days in the 1980s and
1990s. The increase was monotonic.
The highlights of trend analyses presented in Figures 2.3 to 2.6 and Tables 2.3 to
2.6 are outlined below:
• H2: The median of flood duration has increased at the global scale and all sub-
spatial scales. There is also an increasing monotonic trend in the MAD (within
the year variability) of flood duration across the global, tropics, and subtrop-
ical (N) spatial scales. We also see an increase in the resistant skewness of
flood duration around the globe, tropics, subtropics (S) and the mid-latitudes
(S). For the extreme flood durations (i.e., 90th percentile), we see an increasing
trend in all spatial scales except the subtropics (N) over past three decades.
Due to the presence of a significant number of zeros in the statistics of the
floods, we urge caution in interpreting the trends seen in the mid-latitudes
(S).
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2.4.3 Addressing H3: Trends in the frequency of short-, moderate-
and long-duration floods
Given that we find statistically significant trends in the tails of the distribution
(90th percentile of the duration of floods), we were interested in exploring whether
there would be a trend in the frequency of the long-duration floods as well. To
investigate this, we performed the MK test on the frequency of long-duration floods
(FCL) for tropics, subtropics, and mid-latitudes. We also performed these tests on
short-duration flood frequency (FCS) and moderate-duration flood frequency (FCM).
We present these results in Table 2.7.
As it can be seen from Table 2.7, there is no monotonic trend in the frequency
of short-duration floods occurring across all the spatial scales, indicating that the
number of short-duration floods has not changed significantly over the last three
decades worldwide. However, this phenomenon is not true for moderate and
long-duration floods. In fact, the frequency of both moderate- and long-duration
floods has increased in the tropics. There is also an increasing trend in moderate-
duration floods in the subtropics (S) and long-duration floods in the mid-latitudes
(N). These findings are consistent with the results from H2, where we see a trend
in the skewness and the tails of floods in these belts. An increase in the frequency
of moderate- and long-duration floods will result in shifting the quantile of flood
duration distribution, thereby changing the skewness and the tails.
For the long-duration flood events in tropics, the total number of events has
increased from 60 before 2000 to 249 after 2000. Similarly, the total number of
events in the mid-latitudes has increased from 27 to 70 post-2000. In other words,
long-duration floods occurred during recent 15 years are four times more than
before the year 2000. The increase across the mid-latitudes (N) is around 2.5 times
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Table 2.7: Summary of Trend analysis (Mann-Kendall Test with a significance level α = 0.05)




Total flood events 
[1985 to 2015] 
Maximum number of 

















724 68 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Subtropics 
(North) 
496 34 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Tropics 1125 88 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Subtropics 
(South) 
121 8 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
42 7 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Moderate Duration (8 to 20 days) 
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
256 20 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Subtropics 
(North) 
235 15 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Tropics 586 48 Reject 58.6231 0.4602 0.6667 0.00028  
Subtropics 
(South) 
58 5 Reject 57.4 0.4022 0.0909 0.0012  
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 
16 4 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Long Duration (21 days and above) 
Mid-Latitudes 
(North) 
97 11 Reject 58.0345 0.357 0.1111 0.0045  
Subtropics 
(North) 
125 8 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Tropics 306 37 Reject 58.6174 0.5462 0.5417 0.0000158  
Subtropics 
(South) 
31 4 Cannot Reject - - - - × 
Mid-Latitudes 
(South) 




• H3: Frequency of moderate- and long-duration flood classes has changed
recently, but remain unchanged for the short-duration floods in all the lati-
tudinal belts. The annual frequencies of moderate and long-duration flood
events have increased across the tropics and mid-latitudes (N) (on the scale of
4 and 2.5 events per year, respectively) over last three decades.
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2.4.4 Country-scale vulnerability analysis to short-, moderate- and
long-duration flood events
There were 4311 flood events that occurred from 1985 to 2015 around the world.
According to Table 2 and Table 7, globally, the total number of short, moderate
and long-duration flood events were 2508 (∼59%), 1151 (∼27%), and 560 (∼13%),
respectively. In addition to the aggregate analyses at the latitudinal level, we also
explored the country scale vulnerability to short-, moderate-, and long-duration
floods. We interpret vulnerability as the expected value of the damage due to
floods, i.e., the severity of the consequence of the floods (Holling, 1978; Hashimoto,
Stedinger, and Loucks, 1982).
For this purpose, we first excluded countries which had less than 31 flood events
to ensure that we investigate only those counties that have experienced at least
one flood per year on the average. This screening resulted in 28 countries with a
minimum of 31 flood events during the last three decades. These 28 flood-prone
countries are sorted as follows: USA (388 events), China (344 events), India (226
events), Indonesia (190 events), Philippines (181 events), Australia (121 events),
Vietnam (107 events), Brazil (96 events), Bangladesh (88 events), Mexico (80 events),
Iran (77 events), Afghanistan (74 events), Russia (69 events), Thailand (66 events),
Pakistan (66 events), Nigeria (57 events), Malaysia (54 events), Kenya (49 events),
Canada (48 events), Colombia (44 events), Peru (43 events), Turkey (41 events),
Nepal (40 events), France (40 events), Romania (38 events), Ethiopia (35 events),
Somalia (34 events), and New Zealand (31 events).
Then, the fraction of flood frequencies for each country and duration class –short,
moderate and long– is calculated. Figure 2.7(a) presents these fractions for the 28
countries using the ternary plot. For 23 of these countries, we have the data on
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the damages due to the floods. We computed the expected value of the damages
for each country and plotted the fractional damage due to short-, moderate-, and
long-duration floods as the second ternary plot in Figure 2.7(b). The color bars
indicate the total number of events (Figure 2.7a) and the total flood damage (Figure
2.7b). In each plot, the location of the country shows the relative fraction of short-,
moderate- and long-duration flood frequency and damage. For example, in Figure
2.7(a), the USA is identified as a red circle in the top corner with > 60% floods
being short duration, between 20 and 30% of the floods being moderate and only
<10% of them being long-duration floods. However, in terms of the vulnerability
to floods (Figure 2.7b), USA is located in the bottom right corner of the triangle,
indicating that most of the vulnerability is due to low probability long-duration
floods. Similar observations can be made for Vietnam, Mexico, Indonesia, Australia,
and Malaysia, to name a few. These countries have a very low probability of long-
duration floods, but the consequence of these floods is the most important in terms
of the vulnerability. It is also noteworthy to emphasize that for most of the countries,
the overall damage is dominated by the damage due to moderate and long-duration
floods. This can be seen from the fact that much of the countries are found in the
bottom left and right corners of the ternary plot.
To further understand the relation between flood duration and flood damage, we
fit nonlinear models given in Equation 6 for four selected countries; USA, Thailand,
India and China. The results of the log-linear models for these four countries are
shown in Figure 2.8(a). These countries are selected because they have the highest
number of long-duration floods among all countries (Figure 2.8b). Parameter β is
the scaling exponent of the damages to the flood duration. Note that the scaling
exponent is similar for USA (0.89) and China (1.03) while India (0.23) and Thailand
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Figure 2.7: (a) Relative frequency of short (less than 7 days), moderate (8 to 21 days) and
long duration (21 days and above) floods for the countries with at least 31 events from 1985
to 2015; (b) Relative flood damages due to short-, moderate- and long-duration floods with
respect to total flood damages for the countries with at least 31 events from 1985 to 2015
(except Colombia, Peru, Ethiopia, Somalia, and Afghanistan due to lack of data)
(0.56) have much smaller exponents. In total, 226 flood events occurred across
India in which around 43%, 32%, and 25% of them were short-, moderate- and
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long-duration events respectively. In the United States, short-, moderate- and
long-duration flood events account for 66%, 26%, and 8% of 388 flood events that
occurred in last three decades. However, the fraction of long-duration flood events
is much higher for Thailand (30% of total flood events). In China, around half of the
flood events were related to the moderate- or long-duration flood classes (34% and
16% respectively). This opens up new questions about whether there are consistent
relations like this across the globe and how different these scaling exponents would
be. We do not pursue them as part of this investigation, however, in the spirit of
examining flood duration and damages, in Figure 2.8(b) and (c), we present the
data on flood duration, and flood damage ranked for various other countries.
According to the DFO flood data from 1985 to 2015, the ranking results show
that the frequency of short-duration floods for the USA, China, India, and the
Philippines is respectively 255, 173, 133, and 122. For moderate-duration floods,
the countries of China, USA, India, and the Philippines have experienced 118, 101,
74, and 52 flood events, respectively. The long-duration floods were seen mostly
in India (55 events), China (53 events), USA (32 events), and Thailand (20 events)
from 1985 to the end of 2015. It should be noted that here we only presented the top
21 countries in each category.
As discussed in this section, the consequences of floods of different durations
should be paid attention to, as this plays a big role in designing appropriate flood-
proofing infrastructure and developing early warning systems and flood insurance
payout structures. The relation between the duration of floods and the induced
damages, and how they might vary across different countries was also investigated
here.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Covariation of flood duration with the corresponding flood damages for
the top four countries with maximum number of long-duration flood events (i.e., India,
China, USA, and Thailand), (b) Total number of short- (less than 7 days), moderate- (8 to 20
days) and long-duration (21 days and above) floods, and (c) Total damages due to short-,
moderate- and long-duration floods. These countries are the top 21 countries which are
ranked based on the frequency of each flood duration category and corresponding flood
damages using the DFO flood data from 1985 to 2015.
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2.5 Discussion
The trends in the frequency and the distribution of the floods (prominent in long-
duration floods) may be related to several causes ranging from measurement un-
certainty in the DFO flood data, climate and atmospheric teleconnections, and
socioeconomic contributions such as the increased exposure to the flood events. We
attempt to explain these possibilities in the following two sections:
2.5.1 What are the uncertainties in DFO flood archive data, and/or
have the exposure to the flood events changed?
The flood archive data provided by DFO are being collected from different meth-
ods of observation and validation since 1985 (see the summary of the methods
in Brakenridge et al. (2005)). Besides, there are more flood warning systems and
facilities, transmitting instruments, reporting networks, and communications nowa-
days at different levels of social and governmental divisions that DFO is using to
provide more comprehensive flood information. They have improved their flood
detection methods by including the MODIS products since 1999. MODIS products
contain surface inundation information based on vertically and horizontally po-
larized backscatters acquired remotely from the radiance changes between water,
land and vegetation-covered surfaces (Brakenridge et al., 2007). We acknowledge
that there could be some uncertainties as a result of this since surface may also be
interpreted as water in the presence of clouds, cloud shadows, and mountainous
terrain (Brakenridge, Tracy, and Knox, 1998). Further, inclusion of this improved
technology will result in better monitoring of floods. This improvement is likely a
potential driver of trend in the flood duration. In our analysis of H3, we find that
there is no significant trend in the frequency of ’short-duration’ events across all
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latitudinal scales (Table 2.7), but a significant trend can be seen across the tropics for
’moderate’- and ’long-duration’ flood events. The introduction of improved satellite
products would have increases the chances of detecting more short-duration floods
(small events) along with providing better resolution for longer floods. We think
that it is not possible to see the systematic contributions of such products into only
one specified type(s) of flood duration.
To validate the DFO’s flood statistics, we have corroborated the DFO floods with
the available in situ streamflow observations from the GRDC (The Global Runoff
Data Centre, 56068 Koblenz, Germany, 2013, http://grdc.bafg.de). Among the
stations that had matching time periods and locations, we found that a high percent
of stations (≈ 90%) have very little errors (i.e., less than seven days) when their
flood durations were compared. The results demonstrate that the recorded flood
information in the DFO appear to be reliable with respect to the GRDC river
discharge measurements (see more details in Appendix B in Section 2.8). However,
we did identify a reporting bias in the start and end date of the floods where the
events with no reported flood beginning date are assumed to start in the middle
of the month. Some biases were also identified for days 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
which had increased number of flood counts. These biases will potentially lead to
estimation uncertainties in the trend model. We believe that interpretation at the
global level will remain robust due to the effect of averaging and large numbers, at
the local level interpretation needs more attention to such reporting details.
While understanding such uncertainties is essential, especially while interpret-
ing trends in limited data, it is also documented in the literature that there has
been an increased exposure to floods in the recent times. The number of people,
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residential, industrial properties, and assets exposed to the flood events has drasti-
cally increased (Bouwer, 2011; Jongman, Ward, and Aerts, 2012; Kundzewicz et al.,
2014). The type of vulnerability to flood risk is mostly connected to development
of the country and its land-use and environmental management (Peduzzi et al.,
2009). Recent studies by Di Baldassarre et al. (2010) and Vogel, Yaindl, and Walter
(2011) in Africa and the United States respectively, showed that there had been a
considerable change in the flood frequency and magnitude in regions which have
undergone intense urbanization.
While exposure of people to floods is the main concern in developing countries,
exposure of assets and properties to floods is the vital concern for the developed
countries (Jongman, Ward, and Aerts, 2012). Recently, many residential and indus-
trial infrastructure has moved to the flat and cheap lands of floodplains (Peduzzi
et al., 2011). The nature of geomorphological features of land has been modified to
embrace these new developments. Hirabayashi et al. (2013) and Stevens, Clarke,
and Nicholls (2016) have recently indicated that the increase in the reporting of
floods can be linked to the rise in the land use development in the floodplains.
2.5.2 Can the trends be related to natural variability in the climate
and atmospheric systems?
The frequency of heavy precipitation events has increased at the global scale (Gro-
isman et al., 2005; Zhou, Lau, and Liu, 2013; Liu and Zipser, 2015). Using daily
precipitation observations from the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN)
dataset, Alexander et al. (2006) showed that the distributions of precipitation in-
dices in 1979–2003 period are significantly different from the 1901–1950 period with
a tendency towards wetter conditions. Solomon (2007), in the fourth assessment
report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), discussed that the
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annual precipitation intensity has increased over high-latitudes during the periods
1901 to 2005, except the southwest of the United States, northwestern Mexico, and
the Baja Peninsula. This IPCC report also highlights the increasing contribution of
extreme rainfall events to the total precipitation across Europe and the United States
which mostly happened during the last three decades of the 20th century. Westra,
Alexander, and Zwiers (2013) tested 8326 land-based rainfall stations (with at least
30 years of record from 1900 to 2009) and found that the annual maximum daily
precipitation has significantly increased for more than two-thirds of these stations
at the global scale.
Theoretical studies also discussed that mean global precipitation intensity in-
creased by 1–3% (conditional on available energy budgets) in proportion to the
1◦C increasing rate of surface air temperature. Trenberth (1999), Trenberth et al.
(2003), Trenberth (2011), Schiermeier (2011), and Glur et al. (2013) among others
have also argued that an increase in air temperature will increase the atmospheric
water-holding capacity (Clausius-Clapeyron relationship) leading to more intense
and frequent precipitation events. Hence, fluctuating precipitation regimes would
interrupt the current balances of components within the hydrological cycle and
human activities (Doherty et al., 2000; Dentener et al., 2006). Consequently, warmer
and wetter atmosphere is likely to intensify the global water cycle that ultimately
will result in more frequent and larger flood events.
The space-time distribution of these precipitation regimes is potentially related
to the large-scale ocean-atmosphere circulations (Portmann, Solomon, and Hegerl,
2009; Yu et al., 2016; Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017; Lu and Hao, 2017; Conticello
et al., 2018) driven by the natural climatic variability (Trenberth et al., 2007; Zappa
et al., 2015). Natural climate variability often causes periods of increasing extremes
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(flood rich cycle) or decreasing extreme events (flood poor cycle) depending on the
phase of the climate (Merz et al., 2014; Hall et al., 2014; Blöschl et al., 2015; Cioffi,
Conticello, and Lall, 2016; Armal, Devineni, and Khanbilvardi, 2018).
Hence, in an effort to investigate any significant relationship between the ob-
served trend in the flood data (characterized in H1 and H2) and the variability
in the climate and atmospheric circulation patterns, we considered large-scale at-
mospheric teleconnections and climate indices (with quasi-periodicity in nature
that can lead to wet-dry regimes) to explain the trend, i.e., to place the short term
trends within a longer climate variability context as argued by Merz et al. (2012)
and Armal, Devineni, and Khanbilvardi (2018).
2.5.2.1 Addressing H4: Relationship between observed trend(s) in hypotheses
H1 and/or H2 and the atmospheric teleconnections
Our hypothesis (i.e., H4) is that the detected time trend is due to cyclical cli-
mate influences (i.e., oscillatory behavior) associated with the large-scale ocean-
atmospheric interactions as recorded in the ENSO, AMO, PDO, and NAO indices.
The corresponding residual time-trend analysis from the models explains whether
the long-term natural variability dominates the trends. We considered Poisson
distribution as the link function for FC and FD90 and FDMedian in the GLM framework
since they represent the counts. The detailed information on the GLM’s outputs,
best choice explanatory variables, and the MK test’s outputs on the residuals are
shown in Table 2.8. The most important remarks from Table 8 are given below:
1. ENSO, AMO, and NAO are related to FC at the global scale. There is no
statistically significant trend in the residuals of the model indicating that
the trend initially observed in the global flood frequency data could be in
part due to the variability in these indices. AMO and PDO in the tropics,
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Table 2.8: Summary of Generalized Linear Model (GLM) results relating selected predictors
to flood frequency (FC), median and 90th percentile of flood durations (FD) for the global
scale and over five latitudinal belts from 1985 to 2015.
Trend 
(or −) 












FC GLM (Poisson) 
Trend in flood data  − −    
a+b1ENSO+b2AMO+b3PDO+b4NAO a,b1,b2,b3 − − a,b2,b3 a,b2 a,b2,b3 





− − AMO, PDO AMO AMO, PDO 
FDMedian GLM (Log-Normal) 
Trend in flood data       
a+b1ENSO+b2AMO+b3PDO+b4NAO a a a a a a,b1,b4 













FD90 GLM (Poisson) 
Trend in flood data   −    
a+b1ENSO+b2AMO+b3PDO+b4NAO a,b2,b4 a,b2,b3,b4 − a,b2,b3,b4 a,b1,b2,b4 a,b1,b4 

















AMO in the subtropics and AMO and PDO in the mid-latitudes (S) are the
climate indicators that are dominant in explaining the variability in the flood
frequency. The trend in the residuals is non-existent. Together, we can see that
the monotonic trend initially observed in the frequency of floods at the global
and the sub-spatial scales may be due to the variability in the climate and
atmospheric teleconnections. Ward, Kummu, and Lall (2016) and Emerton
et al. (2017) have previously demonstrated the role of ENSO in modulating the
global floods. Besides, Hodgkins et al. (2017) demonstrated recently that AMO
has a significant negative (positive) relationship with 25 and 50-year flood
occurrence for large (medium) catchments in North America (Europe). Our
results corroborate with their remarks along with showing that the decadal
oscillations also modulates the floods both at the global scale and in each
latitudinal belt.
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2. We did not find any significant climate indicators that can explain the vari-
ability in the median of the floods except for mid-latitude (S). However, as we
pointed out before, given the limited data available at this latitudinal belt, we
do not further interpret these climate indicators as causing the trends. There
should be one or a set of inexplicable factor(s) beyond climate teleconnections
that might drive the observed trend in FDMedian . We speculate that this increase
relates to improved instrumentations and land use/land change conditions
among others.
3. AMO and NAO have an association with FD90 at the global scale. There is no
statistically significant trend in the residuals after adjusting for the background
variance. In the mid-latitudes (N), the trends in the extreme flood duration
values (i.e., FD90) can be explained using AMO, PDO, and NAO. In the tropics,
AMO, PDO, and NAO are related to the FD90 , but we still observe a statistically
significant trend after adjusting for this factor. In contrast, the trend in FD90
across the subtropics (S) can be related to ENSO, AMO, and NAO. ENSO and
NAO can explain the trends across the mid-latitude (S).
In summary:
• H4: We have approached the explanation of observed trends in an exploratory
spirit and formulated models based on the well-known atmospheric telecon-
nections. We see that the observed trends in flood frequency across the globe
and tropics can be largely linked to the decadal and multi-decadal climate
variability. Regarding the flood duration, the observed trends in the median
could not be associated with any of these climate factors, while extreme flood
duration can be partially associated with AMO for the global and tropics, and
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ENSO for the southern subtropics and mid-latitudes. We note that the time
series (both observed variables and exogenous variables) may have autocor-
relation structure that may manifest as trends in limited data. Detection of
autocorrelation before ascribing trends is important. We investigated for any
structured autocorrelation in the residuals after accounting for the exogenous
variables and found none. We did not examine the effect of the lagged de-
pendence of the climate variables here. One can develop models where an
appropriate lag can be chosen based on the model performance.
2.5.3 Comparison of results to recent studies
To our knowledge, this study is the first analysis of "global flood events" that
exclusively focuses on the variability of the "flood duration" using the DFO dataset
over the last three decades (i.e., 1985–2015). In this part, we are corroborating the
presented results here with the most relevant previous studies. A high number
of recent flood studies have focused on the regional scale, and/or have used the
flood duration to calculate the flood magnitude (i.e., Log (duration × severity ×
affected area)). For instance, Halgamuge and Nirmalathas (2017) analyzed the
DFO data from 1985-2016 and concluded that there had been a slight increase
in the flood severity in both India and Australia. Similarly, it was reported by
Kundzewicz et al. (2014), Kundzewicz et al. (2017), and Kundzewicz, Pińskwar, and
Brakenridge (2017) that there is an increasing tendency in the number of floods with
large magnitude and severity in Europe. These are consistent with our findings.
Several flood-related studies analyzed the trends in the annual maximum stream-
flow and/or precipitation across multi spatiotemporal scales. For example, an in-
creasing trend in annual maximum precipitation intensities was found by Min et al.
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(2011) in addition to the increasing trend in the extreme precipitation (Lehmann,
Coumou, and Frieler, 2015) at the global scale, but the catchment characteristics
and river geomorphology can substantially regulate the streamflow regimes despite
the intensified rainfall trends (Hall et al., 2014). Recently, Do, Westra, and Leonard
(2017) used the Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC) database to investigate the
potential trends in the annual maximum streamflow and found decreasing trends
for many stations in western North America but increasing trends in eastern North
America, some parts of Europe and South America and southern Africa. A com-
plete comparative analysis is required in this regard, especially to identify the DFO
locations with the river basins and then analyze the trends in those river basins. We
believe that this involves developing a separate study in the future.
2.6 Conclusions
A global assessment of flood events is performed here, focusing on the flood fre-
quencies and duration characteristics at different global/latitudinal/country scales
from the year 1985 to 2015. The comprehensive assessment of frequencies of flood
events and characteristics of probability distribution of flood durations presented
here is the very first large-scale study of "actual" flood events worldwide focusing
on understanding the temporal changes over the last three decades. It was verified
here that the frequency of floods increased at the global scale, tropics, subtropics (S),
and mid-latitudes (S). Selected metrics of the flood duration showed a monotonic
increasing trend for the median (in all spatial scales), MAD (across the globe, tropics,
and subtropics (N)), resistant skewness (across the globe, tropics, subtropics (S)
and mid-latitudes (S)), and extremes (all spatial scales except subtropics (N)). More
importantly, we find that the frequency of moderate- and long-duration floods has
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increased recently, but remain unchanged for the short-duration floods in all spatial
scales. The trends in the flood frequency and extreme durations at global scale
can be largely ascribed to ENSO, AMO and NAO, the interannual to decadal to
multi-decadal modes of variability, while the trend in the median flood durations
remains unexplained. An overall summary is presented below:
• The frequency of flood events has increased; the year 2003 is recognized as the
year with the maximum number of flood occurrences across all spatial scales;
however much of this increase is within the long-term decadal to bi-decadal
climate cycles.
• There is a statistically significant trend in the moments of the flood duration
at the global scale, tropics, subtropics, and mid-latitudes; the extreme floods
post-2000 is more than 30 days as opposed to less than 20 days in the 1980s
and 1990s. These trends in extreme flood durations (FD90) can be related to
climate teleconnections, whilst the trend in the median is still unexplained.
• The yearly number of moderate and long-duration flood occurrences increased
(from before to after the 2000s) by a factor of 4 and 2.5 events per year across
the tropics and mid-latitudes (N), respectively.
• There was no monotonic trend observed in the frequencies of short-duration
floods (i.e., flood duration of 1 to 7 days) across all the spatial scales.
• Comparison of the DFO flood events with the corresponding GRDC stream-
flow over mid-latitudes (N) and subtropics (N) (locations that had common
records) reveal that the reported flood events by the DFO are reasonably re-
liable. For instance, 90% of events contain less than seven days deviation in
their flood durations.
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In addition, we also presented a simple overview of the vulnerability profile for
different countries. This can be helpful to inform and improve the flood warning
systems tailored to the various types and resource management during the post-
disaster responses. Furthermore, with increasing globalization, countries are now
interdependent through supply chain networks to achieve streamlined production
and overall cost reductions. A country level understanding of the exposure to
different types of floods can help predict more accurately, the vulnerable nodes that
might cause a systemic network failure. It can also provide the necessary analysis
for pricing and portfolio risk management for the agencies that insure and hedge
against the flood losses.
While this study explores the trends in the frequency and duration of global
floods, especially the long-duration floods, it is necessary to investigate the cause-
effect mechanism of these trends along with socioeconomic variables to fully under-
stand the emergence of floods. Understanding these hierarchical layers will provide
us with a comprehensive information and realization that can be translated to better
define the multi-scale flood risk management and damage control strategies.
2.7 Appendix A: Non-parametric Trend Test
The nonparametric rank-based Mann-Kendall (MK) test is widely applied to detect
the monotonic trend (i.e., a gradual change over time with consistency in direction)
in climatic or environmental time series (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1948). It is an
appropriate approach to be employed for that type of variables that exhibit skewness
around the general relationship (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992). The MK’s null hypothesis
(H0) is that there is no monotonic trend (i.e. −Z1− α2 ≤ ZMK ≤ Z1− α2 ) (Hirsch, 1992).
A failure to reject H0 indicates that the data are not sufficient to conclude that a
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trend might be existing, bounded to that specified level of confidence (Meals et al.,
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if S > 0
0 if S = 0
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Var(S)
if S < 0
(2.11)
where T is the total number of observations, yq and yp are respectively the data
values in the time series p and q (p>q). Hence, three cases can be associated with
the S value derived from Equation 2.10 (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992) as:
1. It is a large positive number: an upward trend is observed since the later-
measured values tend to be larger than earlier ones,
2. It is a large negative number: a downward trend is indicated since the later
values tend to be smaller than earlier ones,
3. It is an absolute small number: no trend is indicated.
Further, the Kendall’s Tau (τ) nonparametric correlation coefficient and Sen’s





; and β = median{
yq − yp
xq − xp
}, p = 1, 2, ..., T − 1 and q = 2, 3, ..., T
(2.12)
where Kendall’s Tau (τ) value is between -1 and +1 (similar to correlation coefficient
in linear regression analysis).
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Table 2.9: Summary of GRDC stations (<110 km) with available daily observations (at least)














Global 517 54.95 72.78 
Mid-Latitude 
(North) 
319 44.86 80.13 
Subtropics 
(North) 
122 49.3 85.43 
Tropics 12 34.22 60.92 
Subtropics 
(South) 
62 41.85 58.45 
Mid-Latitude 
(South) 
2 104.53 79 
 
2.8 Appendix B: Comparing the DFO’s Flood Database
with the GRDC and EM-DAT Databases
2.8.1 Validating the DFO’s flood duration using the GRDC river
discharge measurements
We validated the reported flood statistics in the DFO database with in situ discharge
observations from Global Runoff Database from GRDC (The Global Runoff Data
Centre, 56068 Koblenz, Germany, 2013, http://grdc.bafg.de). The GRDC global-
scale streamflow dataset maintains records of more than 9000 stations with an
average available length of 42 years per station. From the 4311 DFO’s global
flood events, we found 517 stations in GRDC database that have a temporal span
matching 1985 – 2015 and are within a radial distance of 110 km (≈ 1◦ radial
distance). Among these stations, 319 are found in the mid-latitudes (N) and 122 are
found in subtropics (N). Further, these stations are predominantly located in the
USA, Europe, and South Africa. A summary of the identified GRDC stations in this
validation across different spatial scales is presented in Table 2.9.
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We employed the following procedure to validate this common record.
1. Three flow exceedance thresholds (Q*) as 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile of the
entire daily streamflow time series are calculated for each station separately.
These thresholds for flood definition are consistent with earlier studies on
this subject (e.g., Wu et al. (2012), Wu et al. (2014), Koirala et al. (2014), and
Asadieh and Krakauer (2017)).
2. The starting and ending date of a flood event in a year based on the DFO
database is delineated from the daily time series of the GRDC streamflow in
that year.
3. Then, the total number of day(s) within the DFO’s flood span when the daily
streamflow exceeds the threshold (Q*) is recorded as GRDC’s flood duration.
4. The difference between these two estimates is calculated as F{DFO}D − F
{GRDC}
D .
If the GRDC flood duration is as long as the flood duration of DFO, we consider
this as a perfect match and the difference is 0. If GRDC did not exhibit a threshold
exceedance flow during the DFO span, we consider this as a miss and the difference
will be as high as the flood duration for DFO. Hence the absolute error is between 0
and F{DFO}D . We group this error into four categories; 0, [1 – 7], [8 – 21), and 21 days
and above for each spatial unit. The results are presented in Table 2.10.
At the global scale and over the mid-latitudes (N), for a threshold of 90th per-
centile, up to 90% of the events have an error less than seven days indicating that
the GRDC stations had experienced threshold exceedance floods when the DFO
was reporting a flood. Even if we increase the threshold to 95th, we still have up to
85% of the events with a deviation less than 7 days. A similar pattern is seen for the
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Table 2.10: Comparing flood duration (FD) reported by the DFO and calculated from the
GRDC ground-based observations for the global scale and over five latitudinal belts. Three
flood-related exceeding thresholds (i.e., 90th, 95th, and 99th) are derived from the entire
daily observations of the GRDC stations located adjacent to the centroid of flood event
reported by the DFO.
Spatial Scale 
FD {DFO} – FD {GRDC} [days] 
0 [1 – 7] [8 – 20] > 20 0 [1 – 7] [8 – 20] > 20 0 [1 – 7] [8 – 20] > 20 
[0 – 7]  #Counts (inside parentheses as %) [0 – 7]  
GRDC Flood threshold 90th percentile 95th percentile 99th percentile 
Global 197 (38%) 267 (52%) 40 (7%) 13 (3%) 126 (24%) 314 (61%) 60 (12%) 17 (3%) 42 (8%) 363 (70%) 82 (16%) 30 (6%) 
Mid-Latitude 
(North) 
126 (39) 162 (51) 24 (8) 7 (2) 82 (26) 188 (59) 38 (12) 11 (3) 25 (8) 224 (70) 49 (15) 21 (7) 
Subtropics 
(North) 
37 (30) 71 (58) 11 (9) 3 (3) 25 (20) 79 (65) 15 (13) 3 (2) 11 (9) 85 (70) 21 (17) 5 (4) 
Tropics 5 (42) 7 (58) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (17) 9 (75) 1 (8) 0 (0) 1 (8) 9 (75) 2 (17) 0 (0) 
Subtropics 
(South) 
28 (45) 26 (42) 5 (8) 3 (5) 16 (26) 37 (60) 6 (9) 3 (5) 4 (6) 44 (71) 10 (17) 4 (6) 
Mid-Latitude 
(South) 
1 (50) 1 (50) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (50) 1 (50) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (50) 1 (50) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
 
subtropics (N). We refrain from interpreting the error results for the other spatial
units as most of the GRDC matching data are only found in the mid-latitudes (N)
and subtropics (N).
Despite certain uncertainties in calculating flood duration (such as the distance
between the GRDC station and the location of a flood event, anthropogenic inputs
to the nature of flow rates, and a physical streamflow exceeding threshold that
could mimic precisely the occurrence of a realistic flood event), it can be concluded
that around 80% of GRDC stations in this comparison could verify that the recorded
flood information in the DFO including the start/end date and flood duration
parameters are reliable and would provide a certain path towards assessment of
global flood events since 1985.
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2.8.2 Comparing the DFO’s flood frequency with the EM-DAT
database
We corroborated the global DFO’s flood frequency with the flood frequency data
available at global scale from the EM-DAT database (The Emergency Events Database,
http://www.emdat.be/database) during the same time-frame (1985 to 2015). As
presented in Figure 2.9, we can see that the original EM-DAT flood frequency time-
series (which is based on the reporting information) compares well with the DFO
data (which is based on both satellite observations and reporting information). It
should be noted that for a disaster to be recorded in the EM-DAT database, at least
one of the following criteria must be satisfied: 1) 10 or more people reported killed,
2) 100 or more people reported affected, 3) there was the declaration of a state of
emergency, and 4) there was a call for international assistance. We see similar trend
in EM-DAT data as in DFO, indicating potential increase in floods due to various
causes. It can be also inferred that DFO is collecting more flood information, espe-
cially, those events that are occurring in the regions with zero access to reporting
facilities. The Pearson correlation coefficient between these two flood frequency
datasets is 0.636 with p-value=0.0001 (it is significant at 5% significance level).
2.8.3 Distribution of starting and ending date of the DFO flood
events within a month
We investigated the DFO reported flood events from 1985 to 2015 in terms of the
distribution of the ’flood beginning date’ and ’flood ending date’ within each month.
For the starting date of flood, there are less than 5% (194 events) out of 4311 events
that have been reported with the flood beginning date as the middle of the month.
There are 282 events reported on the first day of the month. Together, the first and
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Figure 2.9: Frequency of flood events from the DFO database and EM-DAT at the global
scale (1985–2015).
the middle day of the month account for a total of 476 out of 4311 events (≈ 11%).
Furthermore, days 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 also have an increased number of flood
counts (≈ 4%), suggesting a reporting bias (likely rounding off of the start date to
a number that can be divided by 5). An exploration of the locations of these 194
and 282 events over the 31 years revealed no specific spatial pattern (not shown
here). Regarding the ending date of flood, 4.12% (174 events) and 3.62% (153 events)
of total floods were reported to be terminated in the middle and beginning of the
month, respectively. Figure 2.10 (a) and (b) present respectively, the distribution
of flood beginning and ending dates within each month at the global scale from
1985 to 2015. There is a wide distribution of the timing of the flood happening in
different days of the month which indicate that they are randomly occurring across
the globe and the timing distribution also indicates a uniform spread across the
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month.
 
Figure 2.10: Distribution of start (a) and end date (b) of the floods within a month from the
DFO database at the global scale (1985–2015).
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A comprehensive framework is developed to assess the flood types, their spatiotem-
poral characteristics and causes based on the rainfall statistics, antecedent flow
conditions, and atmospheric teleconnections. The Missouri River Basin (MRB) is
used as a case study for the application of the framework. Floods are defined using
the multivariate characteristics of annual peak, volume, duration, and timing. The
temporal clustering of flood durations is assessed using a hierarchical clustering
analysis, and low-frequency modes are identified using wavelet decomposition.
This is followed by an identification of the synoptic scale atmospheric processes
and an analysis of storm tracks that entered the basin and their moisture releases.
Atmospheric teleconnections are distinctively persistent and well developed for
1Najibi, N., N. Devineni, M., Lu, 2017, Hydroclimate drivers and atmospheric tele-
connections of long duration floods: An application to large reservoirs in the Missouri
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long duration flood events. Long-duration floods are triggered by high antecedent
flow conditions which are in turn caused by high moisture release from the tracks.
For short-duration floods, these are insignificant and random across the MRB in the
recent half-century. The relative importance of hydroclimatic drivers (rainfall dura-
tion, rainfall intensity and antecedent flow conditions) in explaining the variance in
flood duration and volume is discussed using an empirical log-linear regression
model. The implication of analyzing the duration and volume of the floods in the
context of flood frequency analysis for dams is also presented. The results demon-
strate that the existing notion of the flood risk assessment and consequent reservoir
operations based on the instantaneous peak flow rate at a stream gage needs to be
revisited, especially for those flood events caused by persistent rainfall events, high
antecedent flow conditions and synoptic scale atmospheric teleconnections.
3.2 Introduction
Recent mega-floods in the U.S. Midwest, Thailand, Pakistan, Queensland, India,
China, and Europe have placed risk assessment for floods at the forefront. In
some cases, such as Thailand and the Mississippi River, the efficacy of the flood
control projects and their operation have been called into question (Ziegler et
al., 2012; Promchote, Simon Wang, and Johnson, 2016). Areas not previously
considered a major risk had industrial infrastructure inundated by flooding, leading
to substantial global supply chain effects in addition to the direct loss of use of assets
(TheWorldBank, 2011; Haraguchi and Lall, 2015). While some of these floods of
interest (e.g. Mumbai 2005) were attributed to a single intense rainfall event, several
were associated with multiple, recurrent events that led to floods of durations of
30 to 170 days. Past flood risk analyses did not formally consider the risk of such
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long-duration flood events (Ward, Kummu, and Lall, 2016). There is little to no
literature on how to estimate and link the probability of persistent rainfall over 30
to 120 days that leads to high antecedent moisture conditions in the region (Slater
and Villarini, 2016), as a basis for projecting the risk of mega-floods in a region.
The single event floods conform to the traditional view of flood risk analysis,
where a single extreme event (e.g. the tropical cyclone-induced rain) appears to
occur randomly, and predictability may be limited to a few hours to a day. On the
other hand, the events related to persistent and recurrent rainfall may correspond
to the persistence of particular global climate patterns. For example, Nakamura
et al. (2013) and Robertson et al. (2011) recently demonstrated that the 2011 flood
in the Ohio River Basin is due to repeated waves (recurrent advection) of tropical
moisture every 5 to 7 days leading to high antecedent moisture conditions and
subsequent river overflows. Similarly, Smith et al. (2013) showed that the June 2008
Iowa flood was produced by a sequence of organized thunderstorm systems over a
period of two weeks. The repeated tropical cyclones and rainfall in Thailand and
Queensland in 2011, and the 2015 floods in Chennai, India provide more examples
of persistence in the moisture delivery system.
The high degree of spatiotemporal variability in the meteorological processes
that result in large area inundation and regional floods and pose challenges to
reservoir management is also of interest in this context. The recent 2011 Missouri
River Basin (MRB) flood is an example. According to the U.S. National Weather
Service (NWS) Office of Climate, Water and Weather Services, an anomalously
high snowfall, compared to conditions typical of the late 20th century (130% of
average for April 1st) occurred during the winter of 2011 in the Rocky Mountains
and Northern Plains of the MRB. An anomalously cooler spring that delayed
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the snowmelt followed this event. The rapid snowmelt during the late spring
coincided after that with the record-setting rainfall events in May and early June
2011 over Montana and western North Dakota (NWS-NOAA, 2011). Eventually,
the combination of these events caused a record river and reservoir levels as well as
extensive flooding over the Missouri and Souris River Basins (along the states of
Montana to Missouri) from May through August 2011. This flood event resulted in
extensive damage to almost one-third of the homes located in the states of Missouri,
North Dakota and Kansas (NWS-NOAA, 2011). Winter snowpack conditions in the
mountainous headwaters are strongly linked to factors affecting the position of the
jet stream and the Pacific North American (PNA) pattern of flow (Dettinger et al.,
1998; Brown and Comrie, 2004; Woodhouse et al., 2010). The phase and strength
of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Northern Pacific decadal variability
(e.g., PDO) also influence winter snowpack in MRB. Hoerling, Eischeid, and Webb
(2013) in their climate assessment report showed how a previous La Nina climate
pattern that aided the shift of position and strength of the Jet Stream set the stage for
the 2011 MRB flood event. Recently, Archfield et al. (2016), in their work on trend
analysis for flood frequency, magnitude, duration and volumes, demonstrated that
among several climate indices, ENSO has statistically significant correlations to
flood duration and volume at lag times of 0 to 6 months for approximately 25% of
the 345 streamflow stations across the United States.
A multitude of such recent developments motivated us to study and develop
a climate-informed flood risk assessment framework. It is important to explicitly
understand the dependence of the likelihood or frequency and intensity of extreme
regional floods on a causal chain of ocean-atmosphere processes whose slow varia-
tion and regime-like changes translate into significant and persistent changes in the
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probability of major floods in the large river basins. Mapping of these factors into
a dynamic risk framework is necessary for establishing a process by which flood
risk for large basins could be systematically updated reflecting changing climate
conditions, or as part of the natural cycles of climate variation. We define a flood
event, not just through the annual peak flow, but also through attributes such as
flood volume, duration, and time of occurrence, i.e., in a multivariate context. It
will help us to understand better, the effect of each attribute on flood control and
damage mitigation strategies (Moel et al., 2015).
In this study, we attempt to develop an exploratory data analysis based in-
ference system for flood risk assessment using regional climate information and
atmospheric teleconnections. First, we develop multivariate flood attributes and
classify their spatial variability using geographic characteristics, and temporal vari-
ability using the hierarchical clustering approach (Hartigan, 1975). Since there may
exist a systematic structure in the variability, we employ wavelet decomposition
to understand the dominant modes of variability in flood duration, i.e., the low-
frequency variability that could eventually be attributed to climate mechanisms.
Depending on the flood event type, different rainfall inducing mechanisms (e.g.
tropical storm, local convection, frontal system, recurrent tropical waves) may be
involved with characteristic spatial scales and statistical properties. Hence, we iden-
tify the flood types and map their corresponding specific atmospheric circulation
patterns using compositing of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis data. One
can then develop stochastic models that can reproduce these attributes with appro-
priate intensity-duration-frequency and spatial expression and provide a basis for
conditioning basin hydrologic attributes for flood risk assessment. We also present
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the case for developing the flood frequency analysis in a multivariate context. We
choose the MRB for the implementation of the framework given it is one of the
longest rivers draining approximately one-sixth of the contiguous U.S. (Galat et al.,
2005).
Section 3.3 presents the data and the MRB context. In Section 3.4, we introduce
the methodology of the statistical inference system to identify the spatiotemporal
properties of floods in MRB and discuss the results. In Section 3.5, we present the
case for multivariate flood frequency analysis and provide the implications for
managing the flood control pool. Finally, in Section 3.6 we present the summary
and concluding remarks.
3.3 Data and Missouri River Basin Context
The MRB as an essential part of Mississippi River System encompasses around
one-sixth of the U.S. (1,371,000 km2) including the state of Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and parts of Colorado, Minnesota,
and Wyoming. The basin is stretching from the Rocky Mountains in the west to
the Mississippi River Valley in the east and from the southern extreme of western
Canada to the border of the Arkansas River watershed (diametric extent of Lon-
gitude: 111◦, 90◦ and Latitude: 48◦, 38◦, respectively). The Missouri River in the
MRB is the longest river in the US and the second longest in North America at 4,180
km. The headwaters are in the Rocky Mountains, where snowmelt is the largest
source of water. The river then flows east across the Great Plains to its confluence
with the Mississippi River. Spring-to-early-summer rains are the dominant source
of moisture across this region. Figure 3.1(a) presents the detailed information about
the MRB geographical extent, topographical properties, and the river network,
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Figure 3.1: (a) Missouri River Basin and selected large dams with co-located United States
Geological Survey (USGS) streamflow stations and nearest Global Historical Climatology
Network (GHCN) rainfall gages stations; (b) Comparison of dam heights where the Dam
No. is sorted according to the decreasing altitude; and (c) Purposes of the dams (e.g., flood
control, hydroelectric, irrigation).
There is considerable geographic variation in the hydroclimatic processes in
the basin, ranging from extensively snowmelt-driven topographically organized
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systems in the upper Northwest corner (high-altitude dams) to spring-summer
precipitation and snowmelt processes (low-altitude dams) in other parts. The
geology ranges from the Rocky Mountains to the highly incised badlands of South
Dakota, the sand hills of Nebraska, and flatlands of Iowa and Kansas. The MRB
is part of a larger mid-latitude region that is projected to experience warmer and
wetter cool season conditions (the source of greatest runoff) by the end of the 21st
century, relative to the last decades of the 20th century (Solomon et al., 2007). The
character of the streamflow and floods can vary substantially over the basin (e.g.,
Villarini (2016)), and an assessment of the spatial and temporal coincidence of the
floods is of interest, especially in the context of adaptive water systems management.
By addressing these questions, we aim to understand better, the range of variability
in floods in the MRB, the forcing mechanisms of that variability, and the processes
that alter hydroclimatic relationships at the large watershed scale.
3.3.1 Streamflow and reservoirs data
The MRB water management division operated by the Northwest division of the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) hosts a suite of information
regarding the major reservoirs in the basin. We carefully identified 13 of the large
dams in MRB along the main stem and in the headwaters that are directly relevant
to operational decisions. It has been shown in the past that the annual peak floods
and annual mean flow for various recurrence intervals show scaling relationships
with drainage area of the catchment (Thomas and Benson, 1970; Lima and Lall,
2010). By choosing large dams, we are implicitly trying to understand how the flood
peaks in large drainage area catchments relate to the corresponding flood durations
and volumes. We have also identified their co-located stream gages. The specifics
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Table 3.1: Specifications and geographical locations of selected dams, USGS streamflow
and GHCN rainfall stations.






Longitude (deg.)  ID 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude (deg.)  ID Latitude (deg.) Longitude (deg.) 
1  Hebgen 44.865 -111.347  06038500 44.867 -111.338  USC00244038 44.867 -111.339 
2  Toston 46.120 -111.408  06054500 46.135 -111.420  USC00248324 46.331 -111.538 
3  Holter 46.992 -112.006  06066500 46.984 -112.011  USC00244241 46.991 -112.012 
4  Morony 47.582 -111.057  06078200 47.435 -111.388  USC00248430 47.547 -111.326 
5  Tiber 48.322 -111.098  06101500 48.301 -111.081  USC00248233 48.310 -111.088 
6  Fort Peck 48.003 -106.416  06132000 48.036 -106.356  USC00243176 48.012 -106.412 
7  Boysen 43.417 -108.178  06259000 43.417 -108.178  USC00481000 43.405 -108.163 
8  Yellowtail 45.307 -107.958  06287000 45.317 -107.919  USC00249240 45.313 -107.938 
9  Oahe 44.452 -100.399  06441500 44.318 -100.384  USC00393217 44.657 -99.672 
10  Cottonwood Creek 46.298 -98.268  06470500 46.355 -98.305  USC00325479 46.813 -99.509 




41.467 -97.367  06774000 41.368 -97.495  USC00251240 41.333 -97.565 
13  Smithville 39.399 -94.555  06821150 39.388 -94.579  USC00237963 40.247 -93.716 
 
of the co-located USGS stream gauges on the major tributaries corresponding to
inflow into each reservoir are also provided in Table 3.1.
The purpose and height of dams vary across the basin (Figure 3.1 b, c). We
ensured that all the stations have a common data record from 1966 to 2014. Relevant
information on the name, reservoir location, date of operation, height, storage and
surface capacity, maximum and normal capacity and drainage area for them are
available from the National Inventory of Dams (NID) (http://nid.usace.army
.mil/) (Dams (NID), 2015) and National Water Information System (NWIS) of U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/). Table 3.2 presents
this information for the thirteen selected reservoirs.
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Table 3.2: Specifications of selected large dams located in the Missouri River Basin main
stem.


















1  Hebgen MT Madison River 88 325000 525000 273000 384800 904 1915 
2  Toston MT Toston Reservoir 56 3000 32362 3000 23600 14641 1940 
3  Holter MT Holter Lake 124 243000 265000 245000 265000 16924 1918 
4  Morony MT Missouri River 59 3000 13000 7800 13000 20605 1930 
5  Tiber MT Tiber Reservoir 211 6081 1555898 967320 1337000 4944 1956 
6  Fort Peck MT Fort Peck lake 250 18463000 18910000 15200000 18910000 56487 1937 
7  Boysen WY Boysen Reservoir 220 892226 1473000 802000 819800 7701 1952 
8  Yellowtail MT Bighorn Lake 525 958 1375000 873000 1375000 19672 1966 
9  Oahe SD Lake Oahe 245 23500000 23300000 18900000 23300000 3147 1966 
10  Cottonwood Creek ND Cottonwood Creek 54 11400 11400 7540 4160 4390 1922 
11  Glendo WY North Platte River 170 1170505 1124000 795200 798400 15548 1958 
12 
 Lake Babcock-North 
Columbus 
NE Loup Canal 32 20000 20000 16000 5270 59300 1937 
13  Smithville MO Little Platte River 101 246500 246500 144600 144600 213 1965 
 
3.3.2 GHCN rainfall and NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data
The rainfall data are obtained from the Global Historical Climatology Network
(GHCN) (Menne et al., 2012; NOAA/NCDC, 2015) processed in National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC) of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). The GHCN rainfall gauges are also co-located or
geographically close to the USGS streamflow stations and the selected reservoirs.
Data on the atmospheric circulation variables that capture climate forcing driving
the regional hydroclimatology are obtained from NOAA’s Climate Diagnostics
Center (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/).
We used the anomalies of Surface Air Temperature (SAT), Precipitation Rate
(PR), Precipitable Water Content (PWC), Wind Vectors (WV)), Sea Level Pressure
(SLP) and 500mb Geopotential Height (GPH) available at 2.5◦by 2.5◦ resolution
from NCEP-NCAR reanalysis project (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001). The
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reanalysis data assimilation system includes the NCEP global spectral model with
28 sigma vertical levels. There are over 80 different variables including precipitation,
temperature, geopotential height, relative humidity, meridional and zonal wind
components at a 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ spatial resolution. The Type A variables (upper
air temperature, rotational wind, and geopotential height) within the Reanalysis
dataset are most reliable products (see more details in Kalnay et al. (1996)).
3.4 Statistical Inference for Climate-Informed Flood Risk
Figure 3.2 presents the conceptual framework for the climate-informed flood risk
assessment. We follow an inverse modeling approach to explicitly relate the like-
lihood of the floods on causal links of regional climatological and atmospheric
processes. It includes event selection, relating it to river basin’s physical character-
istics such as topography, identifying the spatial and temporal clustering of flood
attributes, detecting modes of the low-frequency variability in the data, relating
floods to antecedent rainfall and flow conditions and synoptic circulation patterns.
The essential parts of the methodology are shown in Figure 3.2 (b).
Each component is elaborated as follows:
3.4.1 Determining the flood attributes: Duration (D), Timing (T),
annual Peak (P) and exceedance Volume (V)
The Annual Maximum Flow (AMF), or the annual peak (P) is first identified for
each water year (October 1 – September 30) from the daily streamflow data for
each station. The day of the year corresponding to the annual peak is recorded as
the peak flow timing (T). The total number of days (within a window of k = ±30
days around the peak flow timing) when the daily streamflow exceeds a chosen
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) The climate-informed framework proposed in this study for flood mecha-
nisms, risk and characteristics assessment; (b) The step-by-step tasks involve spatiotempo-
rally analyzing the flood attributes (peak, volume, duration and timing) and relating them
to precursor rainfall characteristics, and climate and atmospheric variables.
threshold Q* is computed as the flood duration (D) each year. The cumulative flow
during flood duration days is calculated as the flood volume (V) per year. Hence,





i = days in the water year (October 1 − September 30 )
t = 1966 : 2014
j = 1 : 13 streamflow stations
(3.1)
Tt,j = i when Pt,j = Qit,j (3.2)
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1 if Qit,j > Q
∗
j




We choose the 90th percentile, Q90, of the daily streamflow as the threshold
(Q*). This threshold based on the daily streamflow, approximately corresponds to
a return period between 1 to 2 years for the selected stations. Dalrymple (1960),
Waylen and Woo (1983), and Irvine and Waylen (1986) recommended the usage
of an average return period of 1.15 years or between 1.2 to 2 years for threshold
exceedance problems. Lang, Ouarda, and Bobée (1999) also suggested various
tests for selecting the threshold, mainly to choose events that are independent
and identical. In our study, we use the threshold only to choose the flood days
around the peak flow each year; hence across the years the events are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed.
Figure 3.3 shows a simple schematic for computing P, T, D and V based on
discharge time series. It also shows preceding rainfall events (rainfall duration and
intensity) and the nearest rainfall wet spell within the same window. By computing
the flood attributes over a radius of k days centered on the peak (i.e., window=[T−k,
T+k]), we mimic the occurrence of floods that could relate to saturated soil condi-
tions produced during another event occurring a short time earlier. In other words,
the manifestation of recurrent rainfall events as floods can be captured. We tested
for the sensitivity of flood duration and volume to the choice of window k, and
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found that 97% of the events have flood duration less than 60 days. In addition to
these flood attributes, the initial flow fraction is calculated from the flow 30 days in





Q ft,j is the initial flow fraction representing the antecedent flow conditions (f
stands for fraction), QT−kt,j denotes the discharge 30 days before the occurrence of
the flood peak (k denotes the number of days preceding the peak which takes place
at time T). Q∗j is the threshold Q90 as defined in Equation 3.5. Q ft,j greater than
1 indicates that the initial flow at the beginning of the flood is greater than the
threshold – an incipient flood condition. Q ft,j close to 0 indicates that the initial
flow at the beginning of the flood is much less than the threshold – an empty
river condition. The time series (1966 – 2014) of the flood attributes and rainfall
components are thus computed for all the selected streamflow stations and rainfall
gages in the MRB.
The Missouri River stretches on an extensive territory with significantly varying
topographic features along the basin. Among the 13 reservoirs we selected, the
topography ranges from an elevation of 6448.47 ft for the Hebgen Dam (Dam # 1
with the highest altitude) to an elevation of 778.38 ft for the Smithville Dam (Dam #
13 with the lowest altitude). Figure 3.4 (a) presents the boxplot of the flood duration
time series for each dam arranged in descending order of elevation. A perusal of
the boxplots shows that there is a clear separation of flood duration for the high and
low elevation dams. The scatterplot of dam elevation and median flood duration
(Figure 3.4 b) clearly shows two distinct groups. Based on this, we separated the
low-altitude dams from the high-altitude dams using a threshold elevation of 2500
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of flood attributes derived from daily streamflow; P (peak)
is the annual maximum flow each year, T (timing) is the time of occurrence of flood each
year, V and D are the volume and duration of the flood around the peak based on the 90th
percentile of the daily flow.
ft. The average number of flood days for the low-altitude dams (elevation < 2500
ft) is approximately 15 days (with average of median flood duration around 9 days).
The Fort Peck Dam, Lake North-Columbus Dam, Oahe Dam, Cottonwood Creek
Dam and the Smithville Dam fall in this category. The average number of flood
days for the high-altitude dams (elevation > 2500 ft) is approximately 25 days (with
average of median flood duration around 27 days). The Hebgen Dam, Boysen Dam,
Glendo Dam, Toston Dam, Holter Dam, Morony Dam, Yellowtail Dam, and the
Tiber Dam fall in this category (see Figure 3.4 b).
Figure 3.4(c) shows the comparison of the probability distribution (using kernel
density estimation (Bowman and Azzalini, 1997) of the flood duration and flood
timing (day of the year of annual maximum flow) for the low altitude dams and
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Figure 3.4: (a) Spatial classification of high and low-altitude dams based on the altitudes
and flood duration, (the boxplots for each dam represent the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles
in the middle with whiskers extending to 1st and 99th percentile of the flood duration data;
and crosses indicate the average (arithmetic mean) of entire flood durations for each dam)
(b) Geographic locations of low-altitude dams (blue) and high-altitude dams (red) along
the MRB; (c) Kernel density estimates of flood duration and timing (e.g., DOY of 1 indicates
January 1) in high and low-altitude dams.
high altitude dams. While the low altitude dams have a heavy-tailed skewed
distribution for flood duration, the durations for high-altitude dams are more
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uniformly distributed. The timing of the low altitude dams indicates a dominance of
March−April−May spring floods. The timing of the floods for high-altitude dams,
however, is concentrated around the summer (June−July) indicating snowmelt-
driven floods. Persistence of seasonal snowmelt (from high altitude accumulated
snowpack) during late spring and early summer contributes to the inflows of
high-altitude dams leading to long-duration floods in summer. Since most of the
long-duration floods in the high-altitude dams are predominantly snowmelt-driven,
from here on, we only focus on understanding the spatiotemporal properties and
the driving climate and atmospheric processes for floods in the low-altitude dams.
We consider floods of varying durations, i.e., from a single day event through
long-duration floods over 30 days.
3.4.2 Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA) to identify tempo-
ral clustering in flood duration for low-altitude dams
We employ the hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) on the time series of flood
duration (D) to group the features based on the most similarity (least dissimilarity)
(Hartigan, 1975; Rokach and Maimon, 2005). HCA involves the following overall
steps:
-Find the similarity or dissimilarity between every pair of objects in the data set;
-Group the objects into a binary called hierarchical cluster tree;
-Determine where to cut the hierarchical tree into clusters.
HCA constructs a hierarchy of sets of groups formed by merging one pair from
the collection of previously defined groups. The HCA begins by placing each value
(of the flood duration time series in this case) into separate clusters. Next, the
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distance between the entire possible combinations of two rows is computed by con-
sidering a reasonable distance mode. For instance, the centroid method (UPGMC:
Unweighted Pair-Group Method using Centroid) will weight each component
equally in the candidate cluster regardless of its structural subdivision (Rokach
and Maimon, 2005). Then, the two most similar clusters are grouped together and
would form a new larger cluster. The number of clusters is thereby reduced by one
in each calculation step in which the distance between the new cluster and all those
remaining clusters is recalculated in subsequent steps using that predetermined
distance method (Lundberg, 2005). Eventually, all rows (here the flood duration)
are grouped into one large cluster. This procedure is implemented for all sets of
values separately to cluster similar values within each attribute. Finally, the hierar-
chical clustering output will be a range of indexed values in specific clusters (such
as Cluster 1, Cluster 2) associated to a dendrogram that is a branching diagram
indicating the relationships of similarity among a group of values.
Figure 3.5(a) presents the output of HCA on the yearly flood duration values for
five low-altitude dams from 1966 to 2014. One objective of this analysis is to choose
the level of aggregation in the dendrogram at which to stop further merging. A
standard practice is to find that level of clustering that maximizes similarity within
clusters and minimizes similarity between clusters. Jolliffe (2011) and Fovell and
Fovell (1993) provide discussion on various objective stopping criteria for HCA.
For further details on the HCA, readers are referred to Wilks (1999). We choose
two clusters based on the summary statistics of each group. The best number
of clusters for a given problem is not obvious and requires a subjective choice
that depends on the goals of the analysis. Figure 3.5(b) presents the temporal
manifestation of these clusters for the flood durations of five low-altitude dams.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Dendrogram of hierarchical clustering applied to flood duration of low-
altitude dams; (b) Illustration of Cluster 1 (short flood duration; C1: light) and Cluster 2
(long flood duration; C2: dark) for annual duration time series of low-altitude dams from
1966 to 2014; (c) Boxplot of aforementioned C1 and C2 clusters (groups) (the boxplot for
each cluster –of flood duration and timing– shows the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles in
the middle with whiskers extending to 1st and 99th percentile of the data); there is a clear
distinction between C1 and C2 in terms of flood duration.
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The grouping is prominent during 1993−1998 and again during 2009−2012. We
can also identify these groups during the 1970s and the mid-1980s. Finally, Figure
3.5(c) presents the boxplots of the durations for each cluster and the corresponding
timing of the flood. There is a clear separation in the duration of two clusters with
Cluster 1 having durations less than 30 days and Cluster 2 having durations greater
than 30 days. However, the distribution of the timing of floods indicates that there
is no difference in the timing of occurrence of these short (< 30 days) and long (>
30 days) duration floods. This result provides a first order understanding that while
the time of occurrence of the floods is the same for both the groups, depending on
the particular climate mechanisms and the variability in the atmospheric processes,
the duration of the floods vary as a result of the frequency of manifested rainfall.
3.4.3 Assessing the periodicity of long-duration floods using wavelet
transform
The wavelet transform can be applied to a time series to obtain an orthogonal
decomposition of the original signal in the time and frequency domain (Daubechies,
1990; Foufoula-Georgiou and Kumar, 2014). It enables the identification of dominant
frequency components as well as their temporal variation. The continuous wavelet














In Equation 3.7, W(s, t′) is defined as the wavelet spectrum, φ(t) is a wavelet
function, (*) is the complex conjugate, t’ is the localized time index, s 0 is the scale
parameter. We can localize the wavelet function at t = t′ in order to compute the
coefficients W(s, t′) and explore the behavior of x(t) at t = t′. We apply the wavelet
transform on the time series of the spatially averaged (of 5 low-altitude dams)
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2 , (Farge, 1992),
where ω0 is a frequency employed here.
Figure 3.6 shows the wavelet decomposition of this time series based on Torrence
and Compo (1998) wavelet tool. Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) present the raw time series
and the time variation of wavelet power versus the scale, respectively. Moreover,
Figure 3.6(c) represents the global wavelet power, i.e., the time integrated variance
of energy coefficients at every scale. A red-noise significance level for the global
wavelet power is also shown in Figure 3.6(c). An autoregressive (AR(1)) model is
fit to x(t), and then its Fourier spectrum and associated one-sided 95% confidence
limits are computed as a function of frequency. Global wavelet power spectrums
that are higher than the red noise significance level are deemed to be statistically
significant. For the flood duration time series, we note that the 8 to 16-year band
has a global wavelet power level higher than the red noise significance level, thus
providing evidence for decadal to bi-decadal variability in long-duration floods.
Such decadal scale variability often relates to large-scale climate phenomena
such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
(AMO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) through their influence on large-
scale circulations and local wind patterns (Maul and Hanson, 1991; Wakelin et al.,
2003; Ding and Wang, 2005; Bindoff et al., 2007; Bingham and Hughes, 2009). NAO
is an atmospheric mode derived from sea level pressure that is often related to
AMO in exerting decadal scale variability. Higgins, Yao, and Wang (1997) and
Trenberth, Fasullo, and Kiehl (2009) have shown that both Atlantic and Pacific
Ocean conditions can influence the hydroclimatic variability of the eastern portion
of the MRB (Yu and Zwiers, 2007; Yu, Shabbar, and Zwiers, 2007; Villarini et al.,
2011; Villarini et al., 2013; Farneti, Molteni, and Kucharski, 2014; Smith et al., 2013;
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Figure 3.6: The wavelet spectrum of averaged flood duration values for low-altitude dams
with the average global wavelet spectrum; (a) Annual averaged flood duration variation of
all low-altitude dams; (b) Wavelet power spectrum of flood duration time-series in panel a;
(c) Global averaged wavelet power.
Villarini et al., 2014; Nayak, Villarini, and Lavers, 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Newman
et al., 2016). Recently, Mallakpour and Villarini (2016), have also demonstrated that
large-scale climate indices can explain the inter-annual variability in the frequency
of flood events.
We investigated the joint relationships of lagged Pacific/North American (PNA)
pattern and NAO with flood durations and volumes. At a 15-day lag time, we
find a clear non-linear dependence (figure not shown). Moreover, there is a clear
separation in the distribution of these climate/atmospheric variables between short-
duration and long-duration floods. In fact, during the long-duration floods (C2,
D>30 days), NAO and PNA are anomalous and anti-correlated, whereas the NAO
and PNA anomalies are mostly under neutral conditions for the short-duration
floods (C1, D<30 days).
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3.4.4 Identifying the atmospheric circulation patterns for long-duration
floods
In this section, we investigate the meteorological context and the conditions that
lead to long-duration floods (Cluster 2) in MRB. Long-duration floods, especially
over large river basins are typically associated with persistent rainfall and high an-
tecedent moisture conditions that are always related to the slowly-moving weather
systems and persistent moisture supply in which ultimately will be linked to the
oceanic moisture sources (Paulson, 1991).
For each of the flood duration clusters (C1 and C2), we identify the time of
occurrence of the flood as the day of the year when annual maximum occurs.
There are 194 events/dates under Cluster 1 (floods with duration < 30 days) and 51
events/dates under Cluster 2 (floods with duration > 30 days). Among these events,
floods occur at two or more stations at least 56% of the times. The typical distribu-
tion of the flood dates for both clusters reveals a dominance of March−April−May
spring floods (Figure 3.5 c). To analyze the meteorological patterns of Cluster 1
and Cluster 2, we use the daily averaged NCEP-NCAR reanalysis V2 data as the
primary source of atmospheric data.
Figure 3.7 presents the composites of precipitation rate, surface air temperature
anomalies, and precipitable water content anomalies averaged over the 194 events
of Cluster 1 and 51 events of Cluster 2. Similarly, Figure 3.8 presents the composites
of the sea level pressure and geopotential height anomalies averaged over the events.
We can see from Figure 3.7 that there is a strong temperature anomaly for Cluster
2 (third horizontal panel from bottom), indicating frontal boundary separation of
cold air and warm air along the Missouri River that leads to upliftment, adiabatic
cooling, cumuliform cloud formation and intense precipitation ahead of the front.
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(Cluster 1) (Cluster 2)
Figure 3.7: The pattern of atmospheric processes (plotted as anomalies) concurrent with
flood events. The Precipitable Water Content (PWV) anomalies, Surface Air Temperature
(SAT) anomalies, and Precipitation Rate (PR) anomalies are shown along with the top 75th
percentile of wind vectors at 500-mb level for flood events in Cluster 1 (short-duration
flood events) and Cluster 2 (long-duration flood events). Hence, we examine the large-scale
weather and the atmospheric flow anomalies associated with organized moisture transport.
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It reveals a common cold front based mid-latitude cyclonic phenomenon with
intense, short-lived precipitation events. These surface temperature gradients are
the primary drivers of moisture transport from tropics to higher latitudes (Jain, Lall,
and Mann, 1999; Karamperidou, Cioffi, and Lall, 2012). To show the spatial extent
of the precipitation patterns during the flood events, composite of the precipitation
rate (second horizontal panel from bottom) and precipitable water content anomaly
(fourth horizontal panel from the bottom) is also plotted in Figure 3.7. Strong
positive anomalies exist over much of the MRB while negative anomalies exist
southwest of the basin.
Figure 3.8 shows the composites of sea level pressure anomalies and the 500-mb
geopotential height anomalies for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2. We see a strong negative
anomaly (low pressure) for sea level pressure over the MRB and a corresponding
upper-level divergence as a result of upper atmospheric ridge and trough manifes-
tation. A dipole pattern of a significant positive geopotential height anomaly to the
east of the basin together with a weak low anomaly to the west is revealed from
the composites. The top 75th percentile wind vectors are also plotted to show the
convergence and divergence of the flow aloft along the favored position on Rossby
wave creating low pressure at the surface. Divergence in the upper atmosphere,
caused by decreasing vorticity provides a lifting mechanism for the column of air.
This upper-level divergence maintains the surface low-pressure systems resulting in
anomalous precipitation condition. The anomalous convergence above the MRB is
associated with a persistent, anomalous circulation feature accompanied by strong
upward vertical motion over the basin indicating that long-duration floods in a
large basin for a season are not due to a collection of random unrelated events
(Paulson, 1991). Nakamura et al. (2013), in their work on floods in the Ohio River
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identified similar association to anomalous atmospheric circulations. Similarly,
Lu et al. (2013), Wernli (1997), and Bao et al. (2006) have previously investigated
atmospheric circulations and associated extreme flood events. In summary, from
Figures 3.7 and 3.8, one can relate the long-duration floods to anomalies in the
geopotential height fields (PNA), which is in turn modulated by the large scale
oceanic teleconnections.



































































Figure 3.8: Geopotential Height (GPH) anomalies with top 75th percentile wind vectors
and Sea Level Pressure (SLP) anomalies at 500-mb level for flood events in Cluster 1 (short-
duration flood events) and Cluster 2 (long-duration flood events).
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3.4.5 Dependence on concurrent rainfall events (rainfall duration
and intensity), antecedent flow conditions, and precursor
moisture delivery tracks
The concurrent rainfall events (in the flood window of ±30 days around the peak)
for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 are considered to evaluate precisely, the impacts of
rainfall duration and intensity on flood duration and flood volume. The initial
flow fraction (Q f ) of each flood event is used in conjunction to determine the
effectiveness of rainfall duration or rainfall intensity (or a combination of them) on
flood duration and volume variability in clusters C1 (short-duration floods) and C2
(long-duration floods). Figure 3.9 illustrates the variability of flood duration (D),
flood volume (V) and initial flow fraction (Q f ) with respect to the rainfall duration
and intensity. The points indicated by an open triangle (circle) correspond to Cluster
1 (Cluster 2). In Figure 3.9(a), (b), and (c), the x-axis represents rainfall intensity, the
y-axis represents the rainfall duration and the intensity of the color of the points
represents the flood duration, flood volume and initial flow fraction, respectively.
Two cases are presented here to emphasize the importance of antecedent flow
conditions:
Case 1: Flood events with similar rainfall duration but different rainfall intensities
Notice Case 1 in Figure 3.9 that shows two flood events with rainfall duration of
15 days and rainfall intensities of 3.5 mm/day and 12.37 mm/day. The event with
low-intensity rainfall corresponds to longer flood duration as opposed to the event
with high-intensity rainfall for the same rainfall duration. The low intensity rainfall
event has flood duration of 51 days (indicated by circle) and the high intensity
rainfall event has flood duration of 12 days (indicated by a triangle). We can find a
similar pattern in the flood volume. An initial hypothesis is that the floods with
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(a) (b) (c) 
   






















Figure 3.9: Variation of flood duration, flood volume and initial flow fraction with respect
to rainfall duration and rainfall intensity for low-altitude dams (Dam # 12, 6, 10, 9 and 13
in descending drainage area ordered in circle/triangle marker size); (a) Flood duration
versus rainfall duration [days] and averaged rainfall intensity [mm]; (b) Flood volume
[ft3.s−1] variation with respect to rainfall duration and averaged rainfall intensity; (c) Initial
flow fraction [ft3.s−1/ft3.s−1] variabilities versus rainfall duration and rainfall intensity for
Cluster1 (triangle) and Cluster 2 (circle); (d) Variation of flood duration with respect to
initial flow fraction; it is clear that long-duration flood events (Cluster 2) have larger initial
flow fraction (this is not limited to specific drainage area size, as the latter statement is true
for both small, moderate and large-size drainage area).
high rainfall intensity for the same number of days should manifest as larger flood
volume events. However, notice in Figure 3.9(c) that the initial flow fraction (Q f ) is
close to 0 (Q f = 0.053) for the high-intensity rainfall event and greater than 1 (Q f =
1.36) for the low-intensity rainfall event. When the river is in an imminent flood
condition (high flow fractions), low-intensity rainfall for several days can cause a
flood with larger volume and duration. On the other hand, high-intensity rainfall
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for several days can result in low flood volume and duration if the river is in dry
conditions (low flow fractions).
Case 2: Flood events with similar rainfall intensity but different rainfall durations
Notice Case 2 in Figure 3.9 that shows two flood events with a rainfall intensity of
13.8 mm/day and different rainfall durations of 13 days and 25 days. The event
with low rainfall duration corresponds to high flood duration and volume, while
the event with high-rainfall duration corresponds to low flood volume and duration.
The low rainfall duration event has flood duration of 53 days (indicated by circle)
and the high rainfall duration event has flood duration of 14 days (indicated by a
triangle). Similar to Case 1, the initial flow fractions for these events are determining
the flood volume and duration. While the river is in imminent flood conditions,
high-intensity rainfall for a few days leads to high flood volumes and duration,
while the high-intensity rainfall for several days is still not sufficient to cause a
flood when the river is in dry conditions. In other words, although under an initial
hypothesis that large rainfall duration will influence the flood duration, the initial
flow fraction is determining how much more/less rainfall duration (assuming a
constant rainfall intensity) will be effective on flood duration and volume.
Figure 3.9(d) presents the relationship between initial flow fraction and flood
duration for all the events. We observe that most of the long-duration floods have
an initial flow fraction close to or greater than 1 indicating that the antecedent flow
conditions play a major role in explaining the long-duration floods.
The flood events from C2 have much larger initial flow fraction compared to that
in C1 (Figure 3.10a). This analysis demonstrates that long duration rainfall occur-
ring proportionally with a significant initial flow fraction will ultimately generate
extremely high flood volumes (see the darkest red, blue, green–colored markers
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in all panels of Figure 3.9). Similarly, it can be seen that high rainfall intensities
are not necessarily contributing to large flood duration and flood volumes. In fact,
a long duration rainfall event with a low rainfall intensity can cause long flood
duration in the presence of a large initial flow fraction (i.e., Q f > 1) or imminent
flood condition. The latter statement is more valid specifically for those reservoirs
whose drainage areas are relatively small; such as Oahe Dam (Dam # 9; smallest
circle/triangle markers in Figure 3.9). This indicates the essence of initial flow’s
contribution on flood duration (and volumes), in particular for C2. For further veri-
fication, we investigated the rainfall frequency (counts) for the top 50 and bottom
50 flood events in both clusters. The boxplots of the rainfall events in each cluster
(presented in Figure 3.10b) show a fatter tail for rainfall counts for the long duration
cluster indicating that the long-duration flood events in C2 are occurring due to
persistent rainfall events closer to the peak which result in large cumulative flow
volumes. Thus, this scenario can cause an extremely destructive flood which leads
to dam water-level rise and spillway inundations.
Next, we analyzed the number of moisture tracks entering the basin and the
amount of moisture released seven days prior to the starting of the flood window
(i.e., 7 days before the antecedent flow condition), for both Cluster 1 events and
Cluster 2 events, in order to understand the atmospheric conditions that lead to high
antecedent flow. The analysis of associated moisture release follows the method
provided in Lu et al. (2013) and Lu and Lall (2017) using the Tropical Moisture
Exports (TME) dataset (Knippertz and Wernli, 2010; Knippertz, Wernli, and Gläser,
2013). The TME dataset tracks moisture transports that originated in the tropics,
between 0◦ and 20◦, and propagated to higher latitudes up to 7 days, with a 6-hourly
updates of a set of meteorological parameters of the moist air parcels. The variables
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Table 3.3: Comparisons of moisture air tracks, moisture air releases and average rainfall
intensity during 7 days before Q f (i.e., from T−38 to T−31).
7 days before Qf 
Cluster C1 C2 
Average No. of Moisture 
Air Track 
130 146 





3.s-1/ft3.s-1] 0.347 1.513 
 
used for this analysis are the longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates of the moist
air parcels and the specific humidity at each update. Only significant moisture
transports were retained in the TME dataset, the detailed selection criteria can be
found in Knippertz and Wernli (2010) and Knippertz, Wernli, and Gläser (2013)
and Lu and Lall (2017). Previous studies (Lu et al., 2013; Lu and Lall, 2017) have
shown the utility of this dataset for moisture trajectory tracking and analysis of
moisture release, and successfully linked the moisture release directly to extreme
precipitation and associated atmospheric circulation patterns. The diagnosis of
associated moisture release and moist air tracks entering this study area [115◦W –
90◦W, 35◦N – 55◦N] followed similar approach as Lu et al. (2013) with improvement
on the organization of tracks by entering dates rather than their birth dates used in
Lu et al. (2013). Thus the analysis of moisture release is directly linked to the rainfall
that triggered floods in the region. Comparisons are done on the two clusters, i.e.,
C1 and C2 and presented in Table 3.3.
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The results show that up to 7 days before all Q f dates, the average moisture
release over all 7 days prior to Q f of C1 (21 g/kg) is significantly lower than that
of C2 (46 g/kg), which suggests a more saturated condition of C2, i.e. higher Q f
prior to flood-triggering rainfall events. The average number of tracks entering the
area up to 7 days before Q f does not differ much between C1 (130) and C2 (146).
Average rainfall intensity during these 7 days is 6.6 mm for C1 and 11.6 mm for C2.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: (a) The boxplot of initial flow fraction for the flood events in Cluster 2 (C2)
and Cluster 1 (C1); (b) Duration of 50 rainfall events as top longest (from C2) and bottom
shortest (from C1) in the nearest wet spell (the boxplot for each cluster indicates the 25th,
50th and 75th percentiles in the middle with whiskers extending to 1st and 99th percentile of
the initial flow fraction (in a) and wet spell rainfall duration (in b)).
In order to quantify the variance in flood duration and volume that can be
explained by the initial flow fraction, rainfall duration, and rainfall intensity, we fit
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simple empirical log-linear models for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 as follows:
FD = expαD ·
(
Q f
)β1 · (RD)β2 · (RI)β3 ϑD →




+ β2 ln (RD) + β3 ln (RI) + εD
(3.8)
FV = expαV ·
(
Q f
)β4 · (RD)β5 · (RI)β6 ϑV →




+ β5 ln (RD) + β6 ln (RI) + εV
(3.9)
where FD and FV denote the flood duration and volume, Q f , RD and RI are refer-
ring to initial flow fraction, rainfall duration, and rainfall intensity, respectively.
The models are fit to non-zero values (i.e., FD and FV , Q f , RD and RI 0) and the
explanatory variables are ranked based on their relative importance (Feldman, 2005;
Chevan and Sutherland, 1991; Grömping, 2006) to understand which hydroclimatic
driver(s) (Q f , RD, and RI) would contribute significantly to the flood duration
and flood volume’s variability and the percent variance they can explain. We used
the package "relaimpo" developed in R by Grömping (2006) who also discussed
different metrics to assess the relative importance of the explanatory variables in
the model. The averaging over ordering of explanatory variables and the propor-
tional marginal decomposition (Feldman, 2005) methods were chosen here. The
"relaimpo" package presents the importance relating to the amount of explained
variance along with the bootstrap confidence intervals on the metrics. The metrics
present the proportionate contribution each predictor makes to R2, considering
both its direct effect (i.e., its correlation with the predictand) and its effect when
combined with the other variables in the regression equation (Johnson and LeBreton,
2004; Achen, 1982).
Table 3.4 presents these results. We can explain around 32% of variance in the
long-duration floods (Cluster 2) using Q f , which contributes 93.33% of the R2.
We find that the RD and RI do not have an influence on the flood durations. In
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Table 3.4: The contribution of Q f , RD and RI to flood duration and volume variability
in Cluster 2 (C2) and Cluster 1 (C1) based on relative importance analysis on log-linear
regression.
Model 
Relative Importance of Explanatory Variables in 
the log-linear Regression Model 
Cluster No. C2 C1 
Driver 
Component Flood Duration Flood Volume Flood Duration Flood Volume 
Qf 93.33% 60.39% - 83.75% 
RD - 2.67% - 7.49% 
RI 6.35% 36.92% - 8.75% 
Percent 32% 30% 2% 15% 
FD: Flood duration 
Qf: Initial flow fraction (= QT-30/Q*90th); QT-30: Discharge in 30 days before flood timing (T), Q*90th: 90
th percentile of streamflow time-series 
RI: Rainfall intensity 
RD: Rainfall duration 
 
other words, initial flow fraction is the dominant explanatory variable for long-
duration floods. For the flood volume, we can explain around 30% of the variance
with 60.39% of that R2 contributed from Q f and 36.92% contributed from RI . This
indicates that RI (rainfall intensity) will determine how much flood volume may
be generated beyond existing initial flow. Furthermore, we also find that using
rainfall duration, intensity and initial flow fraction, we can only explain around 2%
of the variance in flood duration and 15% of variance in flood volume in Cluster 1
(short duration) indicating their lack of predictive capacity. Through this analysis,
we make an attempt to identify interesting aspects of local climatological features
and their organization during floods that provoke thinking towards systematic
predictive flood model building.
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3.5 Implication for Flood Frequency Analysis and Flood
Control
Dam control becomes increasingly important during recurrent rain and snow events.
Meteorologists have considered intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves for ex-
treme rainfall in a region for different durations. Typically storm durations from 1
hour to 72 hours are considered, and the rainfall totals associated with each duration
for a specified return period are estimated. Operational managers often use the IDF
curves together with assumptions as to antecedent soil moisture conditions (AMC)
from prior rainfall in a watershed to assess or update flood risk from an event.
During these larger floods, the soil is saturated and does not have the capacity to
absorb additional rainfall. Under these conditions, essentially all of the rain that
falls on saturated soil, run off and becomes streamflow. One could look at the
current methods used in operating dams and utilize ideas that integrate the peak
flow, volume, duration, and timing of such events. This multifaceted approach
could yield a more comprehensive analysis for the release and control of water
within a dam. From an infrastructure design perspective, the analysis of the flood
volume and duration and how the statistics of such events may change with time
is of critical importance to engineers in designing safe and robust infrastructure
components.
Further, traditional tools for flood risk assessment are fundamentally indexed to
an instant peak flow occurrence as a particular recording measurement on a river
and then inferred through dynamic modeling to the potential region that is likely to
be flooded. However, as discussed earlier, the determination of property losses has
to factor in, the duration, velocity, and depth of floods. The current idea of flood
return period centered on the instantaneous peak flow of a stream requires review
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in particular, for long-duration floods. As we have seen above, there may be rainfall
events that occur in which a low peak is experienced, however, this low peak has
an extended duration. The results will be such that the volume of the event may
exceed that of a much higher peak, shorter duration event. The introduction of
controlling spillway releases through a peak, volume and duration examination
versus just the traditional peak flow may have more merit in addressing the control
issues of dam operation.
To investigate this phenomenon, we selected two flood control dams, Oahe
(Dam # 9) and Smithville (Dam # 13) dams from the low-altitude dams’ category
and presented their joint distribution of the flood peak, volume, and duration in
Figure 3.11. In Figure 3.11(a) (horizontal panel), the color of the scatter plot indicates
the flood duration for the event. The 10-year return period flood peak is also shown
for both the dams. In both the dams, there is a general homogeneous one-to-one
correspondence for flood peak and volume. However, it is not necessarily true that
each large flood peak value will correspond to a large flood volume and vice versa.
In fact, it is not surprising to see a relatively average flood peak value corresponds
to largest flood volume (e.g., see a flood event with P and V values approximately
equal to 14,000 and 230,000 ft3.s−1, respectively in Oahe Dam) due to the long
duration of the flood.
We can see that there are such events in which the volume and duration of a
flood event are high with low peaks. For instance, for the Oahe dam, the event
with highest flood peak (P=19,800 ft3.s−1) correspond to a low flood volume and
duration (V= 76,726 ft3.s−1 and D= 23 days). An event like this could indicate a
possible flash flood which tapers off after a short period. Compare this to the event,
in the same dam, with the peak at approximately 13,300 ft3.s−1, a volume of almost
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.11: (a) Flood volume and peak variations in the presence of flood duration (color-
bar) for Oahe Dam (Dam # 9) and Smithville Dam (Dam # 13) (flood control dams from
Cluster 2 –long-duration flood events– amongst low-altitude dams) and the corresponding
Pearson correlation; (b) The recurrence intervals of 10-year flood P and log-Pearson Type-3;
the vertical orange colored dashed-line indicates the corresponding peak value for the
recurrence intervals of 10-year flood; the symbol size varies with respect to the flood
duration values; and top 5 largest flood volume values have been labeled in a descending
order from 1 to 5.
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225,034 ft3.s−1, and duration of 60 days. This event may be more hazardous than
the event mentioned above because of the high accumulation of rainfall over an
extended period. Similarly, for both the dams, there are many events which have a
very high peak but low duration. These events may need to be managed differently
than the events occurring at a peak of approximately 12,000 to 14,000 ft3.s−1 which
have high volumes and durations. More importantly, designing the flood control
dams according to the flood duration is crucial for smaller dams.
The 10-year flood peak recurrence interval (which is analogous to the annual-
exceedance probability of 10%) is highlighted and presented in Figure 10(b) for
both Oahe Dam and Smithville Dam. We computed this based on Bulletin 17B
(B17B) of the Interagency Advisory Committee on Water Data (Flynn, Kirby, and
Hummel, 2006). In Table 3.5, we compare the flood P, V and D values as well as the
corresponding annual exceedance probabilities for top 5 flood volume events in
Oahe (dam # 9) and Smithville (dam # 13) dams.
The 10-year recurrence interval event for the Oahe Dam as defined by the flood
peak corresponds to the highest flood volume. Similarly, for the Smithville Dam,
Event No. 1 (see Figure 3.11 b) has the largest flood volume with 62,620 ft3.s−1 and
second largest flood Peak value (2,390 ft3.s−1) which is featured as 51 days flood
event (see Table 3.5). The annual exceedance probability for Event No. 1 is 38%
that indicates a 2−5 years flood P recurrence interval. The 10% probability (10-year
flood P recurrence interval) event has less flood volume compared to this event.
This information on the recurrence interval for the joint distribution of the flood
peak, volume and duration can improve the flood control management strategies.
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Table 3.5: The statistics of top 5 largest flood volumes for Oahe and Smithville flood control
dams; 50, 20, 10, 4 and 2 % annual exceedance probabilities indicate 2, 5, 10, 25 and 50 years
flood P recurrence interval, respectively.
 Oahe Dam (Dam. No. 9)  Smithville Dam (Dam No. 13) 
Event No. 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
V 
[ft3.s-1] 
225034 153740 129563 120292 118706 
 
62620 56815 43596 39589 37110 
P 
[ft3.s-1] 
13300 11800 11900 18000 16300 
 
2390 21100 2370 2260 2160 
D 
[days] 60 33 56 27 43 
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3.6 Conclusions
A spatiotemporal climate-informed framework for providing insights on flood
features for the large reservoirs (dams) is presented here to improve on the previous
flood risk assessments and floodplain management strategies which are mostly
based on analyzing the instantaneous peak flow events. It is demonstrated here that
while the peak flow rate plays a critical role in flood risk assessment and reservoir
operations, the duration of the flow and cumulative peak flow volumes have to
be taken into consideration for dynamic flood risk management and precaution
warning system’s design. The connections of the large-scale atmospheric processes
to flood duration as well as the frequency of the rainfall events concurrent to these
events were shown and discussed here for MRB in details. The long duration of the
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flood peak can induce a vast amount of exceedance cumulative flow volume that
could cause a massive flood event. Synoptic scale atmospheric processes that induce
these anomalous flood events were identified and discussed. It is also discussed that
the initial flow fraction can dictate the long-duration flood events, while rainfall
duration can contribute to flood volume in addition to the effect of initial flow
fraction for the long-duration flood events. However, the latter understanding
cannot be generalized for short-duration flood. The frequency of rainfall events was
significantly greater for those floods with longer durations. Similarly, the number
of storm tracks and the amount of moisture-released prior to the flood triggering
events are significantly more for long-duration floods. Subsequently, an enormous
amount of flooding water will be accumulated due to recurrent rainfall events.
This should be of crucial considerations to safely operate the flood control dams
during the rainfall season and for updating the floodplain management strategies.
In other words, it is critical to design and operate the flood control dams (e.g. dam
maximum capacity, spillway capacity, and releases during floods) based on the
flood duration in addition to the flood flow peak values. A moderate flood peak
event with long duration can have significant flood volumes that can ultimately
endanger the hydraulic structures.
The results of this study present a statistical hydroclimatologic framework to
assess the spatiotemporal properties of flood attributes, especially flood durations
and their driving large-scale atmospheric processes and teleconnections, however it
is still important to investigate other factors such as the basin geomorphological fea-
tures or the contribution of snowmelt to peak flow rate in addition to rainfall events.
Furthermore, there is a timing delay ahead of peak flow corresponded to snowmelt
and rainfall mechanisms that make peak flow durations more complicated than
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before. It is also interesting to focus on different patterns of floods (e.g., large flood
peak with small flood duration, small flood peak with long flood duration, large
flood peak with long flood duration) and their associated large-scale atmospheric
processes and rainfall statistics. The connection of variables as mentioned above
with atmospheric characteristics and climate drivers should be assessed further in
both regional and global scenarios. These are the focus of our current research.
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Coupled Flow Accumulation and
Atmospheric Blocking Govern Flood
Duration1
4.1 Summary
We present a physically based Bayesian network model for inference and pre-
diction of flood duration that allows for a deeper understanding of the nexus of
antecedent flow regime, atmospheric blocking, and moisture transport/release
mechanisms. Distinct scaling factors at the land surface and regional atmospheric
levels are unraveled using this Bayesian network model. Land surface scaling
explains the variability in flood duration as a function of cumulative exceedance
index, a new measure that represents the evolution of the flood in the basin. Dy-
namic atmospheric scaling explains the cumulative exceedance index using the
interaction between atmospheric blocking system and the synergistic model of
wind divergence and atmospheric water vapor. Our findings underline that the
1Najibi, N., N. Devineni, M. Lu, and R.A.P. Perdigão, 2019, Coupled flow accumulation
and atmospheric blocking govern flood duration, npj Climate and Atmospheric Science, 2(1),
19, doi:10.1038/s41612-019-0076-6, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41612-019-0076-6, https://www
.nature.com/articles/s41612-019-0076-6
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synergy between a large persistent low-pressure blocking system and a higher rate
of divergent wind often triggers a long-duration flood, even in the presence of
moderate moisture supply in the atmosphere. This condition in turn causes an
extremely long-duration flood if the basin-wide cumulative flow prior to the flood
event was already high. Thus, this new land-atmospheric interaction framework
integrates regional flood duration scaling and dynamic atmospheric scaling to en-
able the coupling of “horizontal” (for example, streamflow accumulation inside
the basin) and “vertical” flow of information (for example, interrelated land and
ocean-atmosphere interactions), providing an improved understanding of the crit-
ical forcing of regional hydroclimatic systems. This Bayesian model approach is
applied in the Missouri River Basin, which has the largest system of reservoirs in
the United States. Our predictive model can aid in decision support systems for the
protection of national infrastructure against long-duration flood events.
4.2 Introduction
The consequences of long-term inundation of floodplains, residential and com-
mercial areas, and critical infrastructure cannot be fully comprehended without
a clear understanding of the variability in the duration of the floods (Merz et al.,
2010; Ward, Kummu, and Lall, 2016; Najibi and Devineni, 2018). Analysis of flood
frequency is commonly based on the use of instantaneous peak flow; however, the
impacts of floods may not be determined exclusively by its instantaneous peak
value (Javelle, Ouarda, and Bobée, 2003). For example, during the recent floods that
occurred in Pakistan (Indus River Basin in late July 2010), Australia (Queensland in
December 2010), Germany (the Danube and Elbe Basins in June 2013), the United
States of America (Colorado in September 2013), Thailand (July 2011 and December
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2014), and South India (Chennai in November 2015), the damage to residential areas
and industries, and consequently the disruption of the global supply chain was
associated more with long-duration floods than the instantaneous peak flow of the
flood event (Webster, Toma, and Kim, 2011; Pui, Lal, and Sharma, 2011; Gochis et al.,
2015; Koks et al., 2015; Schröter et al., 2015; Haraguchi and Lall, 2015). There is a
dearth of literature that focuses on the duration of the floods, their variability, and
their association with catchment-scale factors and dominant synoptic to large-scale
ocean-atmospheric drivers. Quantifying the relations of flood duration to these
multi-level drivers will significantly advance the science of multi-scale flood risk
assessment and critical infrastructure maintenance (e.g., flood control systems).
This knowledge will help in achieving reliable climatic risk adaptation strategies
for the 21st century (Vahedifard, AghaKouchak, and Jafari, 2016).
Initial basin-wide wetness and anomalous precipitation that is driven by large-
scale atmospheric teleconnections typically manifest in the duration of the floods
that can last from days to months (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017). The relative
wetness of the catchment before a flood event can be a significant factor in defining
the type of the flood; such as short duration high-intensity flood or long duration
moderate intensity flood (Merz and Blöschl, 2003). Often, this catchment behavior
overrides the climate and meteorological conditions in predicting the flood (Johnson
et al., 2016). For instance, the combination of a moderate rainfall event in June 2013
with extreme preceding land wetness conditions caused an unusual mega-flood in
south and east of Germany in June-July 2013 (Schröter et al., 2015). The substantial
role of land wetness conditions in regulating the magnitude of design floods has also
been demonstrated by analyzing the dependence between simultaneous rain events
and antecedent wetness states in the Murray-Darling Basin (Pathiraja, Westra, and
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Sharma, 2012). Similarly, in our recent work (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017), we
have found that the flood events with durations longer than 30 days were attributed
to greater antecedent flow conditions. This high antecedent flow condition (a flow
rate exceeding the flood stage) in conjunction with the concurrent rainfall events
(moderate or high intensity) was causing large flood volumes in the reservoirs
(Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017).
While antecedent flow conditions play a major role in explaining the duration
of the flood, it is not an exclusive causal variable. In addition to the initial land wet-
ness conditions, unusually large flood events require recurrent moisture transport
from oceanic sources and an organized atmospheric blocking system (Dettinger,
Redmond, and Cayan, 2004; Leung and Qian, 2009). It has been shown recently
that synoptic to large-scale atmospheric conditions associated with major flood
events seem to be well correlated with moisture transport from oceanic sources
(Lu et al., 2013; Nakamura et al., 2013). Further, these large-scale atmospheric
conditions also contribute to anomalous antecedent flow conditions and rainfall
intensity (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017). While individual atmospheric rivers
(ARs) may not necessarily cause a flood due to the rapid propagation over the
basin(Ralph et al., 2006), a well-established system of atmospheric blocking leads to
a stationary weather pattern over a large area, thus enabling the interaction of the
low-level frontal zone with the upper-level tracks. This phenomenon is defined as
“thunderstorm training at the cyclonic scale” where the atmospheric setup leads to
continuous downpours (Rex, 1950; Barriopedro et al., 2006). These quasi-stationary
synoptic-to-large-scale tropospheric blocking systems modulate regional climatic
features across the mid-latitudes by setting up monotonous weather proxies over
the locations under the block and its surroundings (García-Herrera and Barriopedro,
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2006). In addition, they regulate the westerly winds by suppressing the eastward
progression of extratropical synoptic disturbances (Hirschi and Sinha, 2007). The
blocking over the mid-latitudes is linked to a zonal pressure fluctuation mechanism
between the Baltic and Greenland, termed Baltic-Greenland Oscillation (BGO). BGO
is unveiled from an information-theoretic spatiotemporal decomposition of the
low-frequency geopotential height fields at 500 [hPa] and retrieved from dynamical
systems analytics as the Zonal Dynamic Source of synoptic-scale extratropical at-
mospheric variability in the Northern Hemisphere (Perdigão, Pires, and Hall, 2016;
Perdigão, 2004). Essentially, the BGO suppresses, counterbalances or enhances the
zonal flow thereby being responsible for increasing or reducing the atmospheric
blocking risk.
We have seen evidence for such organized phenomena leading to significant
flooding in Pakistan in 2010, Fort Collins, Colorado in 1997, and across the entire
state of Colorado in 2013. In Pakistan, an enhanced upward air motion (intense
long-lived divergent system aloft) was followed by the tropical moisture flux and
extratropical low-frequency waves in the troposphere (Houze Jr et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2014). This process contributed to heavy rainfall events (Houze Jr et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2014). The coexistence of both moist cyclonic storms and quasi-
stationary convective pressure systems (i.e., negative pressure ridge with divergent
forcing associated with a shortwave trough over the area) generated a record-setting
precipitation, and ultimately, a devastating flood in Fort Collins (CO, United States)
in July 1997 (Petersen et al., 1999). Similarly, analysis of the “Great Colorado flood”
in September 2013 also indicates that the standardized anomalies of precipitable
water content (PWC) were two to four times higher than the norm across a large
corridor extending from the Gulf of Mexico and the tropical eastern Pacific towards
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the Inter-mountain West (Gochis et al., 2015). This was caused by a strong jet-stream
moisture transport fed by the broader-scale anomalous oceanic conditions (mostly
in the Western Hemisphere tropical oceans) where the geopotential height (GPH)
anomalies were also abnormally large (Gochis et al., 2015). The persistence of
regional cyclonic structures locked in-phase by planetary wave blocking, further
enhanced by high antecedent soil moisture, has also been found (Blöschl et al., 2013)
to trigger widespread flooding in Central Europe, e.g. in 1954, 2002, 2013. There, a
synoptically locked in-phase Central European cyclonic pattern, termed Vb, drove
atmospheric moisture from over the Mediterranean into a cyclonic track fueling
heavy and persistent precipitation over Central Europe, contributing significantly
to the flooding that ensued (Blöschl et al., 2013).
As mentioned through these illustrative examples, preceding flow accumula-
tion and concurrent atmospheric features can potentially represent the drove for
explaining the variability of the flood duration. Our central focus is to explain
how the flood duration scales with antecedent flows conditioning and atmospheric
features, which are the primary contributing factors originating from the coupled
land-ocean-atmosphere dynamic system. In this study, we summarize these leading
factors as maximum cumulative exceeding flow (referred to as the cumulative
exceedance index, CEI, hereafter), blocking systems of pressure in the atmosphere
(anomalous patterns of GPH), sufficient amount of moisture supply (water vapor),
and the converging process for the available moisture (divergent wind) to flood
duration. Although these factors have been individually known to contribute to
floods for several years, their relation to persistent anomalous blocking patterns
and linking mechanisms between the preceding flow regime, moist air masses, and
blocking patterns have remained obscure. To this extent, this advanced analysis of
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land-atmosphere-ocean dynamics and their interactions to quantify “flood duration”
is developed, and applied to the Missouri River Basin (MRB). We selected the MRB
since it has the largest system of reservoirs in the United States (Supplementary Fig-
ure 4.7) with a total storage capacity of 74 million acre-feet and a surface area of one
million acres (NRC, 2002). Also, it has been shown in previous studies (Nakamura
et al., 2013) that there is a potential link between the oceanic moisture source(s)
and the regional precipitation regimes and streamflows for large river basins. The
MRB encompasses 529,350 mi2 over ten states (Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming), and
drains one-sixth of America’s land. The Missouri River flows for about 2,341 miles
across these ten states to reach its confluence point at the Mississippi River north of
St. Louis (MO, United States).
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Flood duration, initial flow fraction, and cumulative exceed-
ing flow
Flood duration and the initial flow fraction data from 1966 to 2014 (49 years) for the
five major reservoirs in the MRB (i.e., Smithville, Cottonwood Creek, Oahe, Lake
Babcock-North Columbus, and Fort Peck) are used for this study. The data were
obtained from our previous comprehensive study of the flood characteristics in
large reservoirs of MRB (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017). Annual flood duration is
defined as the total number of days (within a window of 30 days around the annual
maximum flood peak as employed in Najibi, Devineni, and Lu (2017)) when the
daily streamflow (Qi) exceeds a chosen threshold (Q*). We used the 90th percentile
of the daily flows as the threshold, which, in this basin, corresponds to an average
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return period of 1.15 years (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017). Flood duration (Fd) for
each selected streamflow station – co-located with a large reservoir in the MRB – is





di where di =
{
1 if Qi ≥ Q∗
0 if Qi < Q∗
(4.1)
Each year, the median flood duration across the five reservoirs in the MRB is
considered for the analysis (Supplementary Figure 4.7). Their occurrence dates (T)
are also recorded. There are 9, 20, and 20 flood events in the long (21 days and
above), moderate (between 7 and 21 days) and short (less than or equal to 7 days)
duration flood categories, respectively. These durational categories are consistent
with the global active archive of flood events and their statistics, provided by the
Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) (Najibi and Devineni, 2018; Brakenridge,
2010).
We estimated the initial flow fractions as the ratio of the daily discharge to Q*
(90th percentile of entire daily streamflow for that reservoir) for up to 37 days (7+30




Using Q fi, we calculate the maximum cumulative exceeding flow for the 37–day
period, i.e., CEI as follows:
excess i = max {excessi−1 + Q fi − 1, 0} ; excess i=0 = 0
CEI = max(i=T−37 to T){ excess }
(4.3)
where excess is a vector of cumulative exceeding Qf values 37 days preceding
the flood peak, excessi is the daily cumulative exceeding flow that indicates the
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normalized flow exceedance above Qf=1 (a bankfull discharge state) over a period
of 37 days (i.e., i = T–37 to T). The maximum over these 37 days is defined as the
cumulative exceedance index (CEI). Since excessi is referenced to Qf=1, persistent
flow exceeding the flood threshold (Qi > Q*) indicates the accumulated flow beyond
this threshold. The magnitude of this accumulation is reduced when the flow is
below the threshold (Qi < Q*). Hence, if the flow is continuously above the flood
threshold, excessi increases monotonically. If the flow is constantly below the flood
threshold, excessi is 0. The maximum of this accumulation (i.e., CEI) is the peak of
this function that can serve as a proxy for the evolving flood condition in the basin.
We choose a window of 30 days in determining the flood duration to provide
a large enough window to capture the flood accent and recession periods around
the peak flow and any multiple events before or after the peak in each year. All
the flood events have a total duration of less than 60 days indicating that duration
index is not sensitive to the size of the window. Further, we find that 56% of the
flood duration on average typically happens after the flood peak indicating the slow
recession nature of long-duration floods. Hence, we can accumulate the (multiple)
flood(s) caused by recurrent rainfall events and saturated soil conditions within
a robust temporal coverage. In addition, the choice of 7 days preceding of flood
duration window is contextualized as the maximum required travel time (i.e., 7–day
evolution time) for the storm tracks from the tropics towards higher latitudes. This
ultimately can be projected on the Q fi and CEI with a 7-day margin.
4.3.2 Tropical moisture exports and storm tracks
The Tropical Moisture Exports (TMEs) dataset is used in this study to identify
the contributing atmospheric moisture born in the tropical warmer oceanic areas
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and diagnose the associated atmospheric steering mechanism. The TMEs were
first documented in Knippertz and Wernli (2010) for the northern hemisphere
and later extended to a global climatology covering 1979–2013 (Knippertz, Wernli,
and Gläser, 2013). The TMEs are daily tropical [20°S-20°N] born moisture tracks
calculated using 6-hourly ERA-Interim data (Dee et al., 2011) with the LAGRANTO
Lagrangian analysis tool (Wernli and Davies, 1997; Wernli, 1997). All TMEs’ tracks
are recorded up to 7 days (29 points of positions in total) and must reach 35°N within
the next 5 to 6 days after crossing 20°N with a minimum water vapor fluxes of 100
[g.kg−1.m.s−1]. It was shown in Knippertz and Wernli (2010) that TMEs contribute
significantly to climatological precipitation especially in the mid-latitudes. Our
previous studies (Lu et al., 2013; Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017; Lu and Lall, 2017)
exhibited the strong links between TMEs and floods in the extratropical regions,
including Western Europe, Northeastern United States, and the MRB. Lu et al.
(2013) developed a predictive model for flood-triggering daily precipitation using
extracted atmospheric circulation patterns associated with such moisture transport.
There are four identified major TMEs moisture sources as hotspots in the tropical
region [20°S-20°N] (Knippertz and Wernli, 2010): 1) ‘Pineapple Express’(PE) [170°-
130°W]; 2) ‘Great Plain’(GP) [100°-90°W]; 3) ‘Gulf Stream’(GS) [70°-40°W]; and 4)
‘West Pacific’(WP) [120°-170°E]. These four regions are illustrated in Figure 4.4b.
Their climatological contribution to the MRB is also shown. The following two
procedures were conducted next:
4.3.2.1 Space-time moisture source climatology Analysis for the MRB
The climatological contribution of TMEs to the MRB is examined based on a calendar
day climatological analysis of the TMEs that have entered the MRB during their
lifetime (7 days after their birth in the tropics). The results are illustrated in Figure
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4.4b. Top-left panel is showing the calendar day climatology of TMEs born in
different longitude (horizontal axis), the calculation is a daily average of TMEs born
at different longitude that entered the MRB; bottom-left panel shows the matching
global longitudinal band [0-40°N] with four major TMEs source hotspots marked
(i.e., PE, GP, GS, and WP). The plot on the right shows the interannual variability
of the main moisture source (the Gulf of Mexico, mainly the GP hotspot region,
marked in yellow) during summer season, with the areas covering two standard
deviations away from the calendar day average over the regions between the yellow
lines in the top-left plot or the yellow shaded area at the bottom right.
4.3.2.2 Diagnosis of moisture transports for exemplified flood events with dif-
ferent durations
Three flood events (out of three duration scenarios) in the MRB (Figure 4.3a) were
selected to explore the association between antecedent moisture transport and the
occurrence and duration of floods. These include a long-duration flood in May 1999
(Figure 4.3a (i)), a medium-duration flood in September 2008 (Figure 4.3a (ii)) and
a short-duration flood in October 1980 (Figure 4.3a (iii)). We use TMEs dataset to
filter all tracks that entering the MRB region [35°N-50°N, 115°W-90°W], from 37
days to 7 days before the flood peak (this time window is also consistent with the
definition of Qf and CEI). The idea is to link the moisture transport directly to the
antecedent cumulative flow condition, i.e., CEI. In addition, the change of moisture
(recharge or release) along each track is calculated as below:
∆Qk(j) = Qk(j)− Qk(j + 1) (4.4)
where j is the time point on the track (the jth position along the track), Qk(j) is
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the kth TMEs track’s specific humidity [g.kg−1] at the time point j and ∆Qk(j) is the
change of specific humidity. Each track has its position(s) recorded every 6 hours,
up to 7 days, with a total of 29 points. Thus, j ranges from 0 to 28, with the birth
location recorded at j = 0 and the position before death recorded at j = 28. Note that
we consider the tracks leaving/exiting at the different hours of the day, i.e., 0, 6, 12,
18, and 24 o’clock, and only those entered MRB during their lifetime are shown in
Figure 4.3a (we provided more trajectories in Figure 4.9). By examining the selected
tracks and their release of moisture to the study area, the antecedent condition and
amounts of moisture transport (if any) associated with moisture birth location and
their trajectories to the MRB can be identified.
4.3.3 Large-scale atmospheric data
Daily composite of Geopotential Height (GPH) anomalies at 500 mb level and
Velocity Potential (VP) anomalies at 0.2582 sigma level are obtained from the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis database (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001). The
data are available at 2.5°×2.5°spatial resolution. We developed a GPH-dipole in-
dex (GPH-di) using two adjacent hotspots (Figure 4.10) corresponding to positive
GPH values (i.e., L: low-pressure column) –spatially averaged over 57-62°N and
95-100°W- and negative GPH values (i.e., H: high-pressure column) –spatially aver-
aged over 40-45°N and 105-110°W. These hotspots have significant low/high GPH
anomalies at the time of flood events in the MRB (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017).
Thus, GPH-di is calculated as:
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It should be highlighted here that the large positive GPH-di values correspond
to the formation of an effective blocking system of atmospheric pressure aloft which
can gently hold the entering moisture into the basin
The 0.125°×0.125°gridded atmospheric data of the vertical integral of Water
Vapor (viWV) and divergence of Wind (divW) at 500 mb pressure level were also
processed from ECMWF ERA-Interim daily reanalysis project (Dee et al., 2011).
They were spatially averaged over a rectangular grid box of 35-50°N and 90-115°W
above the MRB from January 1, 1979, to December 31, 2014. Their geometric means
were calculated from 37 through 7 days preceding each flood event. We applied
the geometric mean to quantify the central tendency (Mitchell, 2004) of the viWV
and divW (i.e., directional increase or decrease behavior) as it approaches the flood
peak (flood timing). The covariation of GPH-di, viWV, and divW, with respect to
CEI is given in Supplementary Figure 4.11.
4.3.4 Integrated moisture flux convergence and advection
The vertically integrated water vapor transport (IVT) is a metric used to quan-
tify the poleward structure of extratropical atmospheric water vapor flux (e.g.,
Ralph et al. (2006), Rutz, Steenburgh, and Ralph (2014), Roxy et al. (2017), and
Gershunov et al. (2017)). Large-scale advection of water vapor into a specific re-
gion (moisture convergence) by winds can enhance heavy precipitation events due
to constantly transporting moisture toward that region. The enhanced moisture
advection mostly occurs as the mid-latitude cyclones carry an organized corridor
of moisture –through ARs- from the subtropics towards extratropics and higher
latitudes (Stewart et al., 1998; Nayak and Villarini, 2017). The horizontal transport of
total column atmospheric water vapor [kg.m−2] forced by the zonal and meridional
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winds (i.e., u and v; m.s−1) between two vertical pressure levels (1000 and 300 hPa)



















where q is the specific humidity [kg/kg], V is the wind vector [m.s−1], dp refers
to the pressure difference between two adjacent vertical levels, and g indicates the
acceleration induced by gravity (9.81 m.s−2). The daily IVT values [kg.m−1.s−1] at
the global scale are calculated from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 1 database (Kalnay
et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001) at 2.5°×2.5°spatial resolution for the period 1966–2014
(49 years).
4.3.5 Integrated regional flood duration and dynamic atmospheric
scaling
Floods of varying duration can be associated with the antecedent flow conditions
and precedent synoptic circulation patterns at various levels of the hierarchy in the
climate system. Slowly varying ocean-atmospheric processes can be translated into
significant and persistent changes in the probability of major events in the large river
basins. Mapping these factors into a statistical-dynamical inference (prediction)
framework is necessary for establishing a process by which long-duration flood
risk can be systematically updated that reflects the changing conditions. Hierarchi-
cal Bayesian network models provide a systematic way to model such connected
systems with uncertainty propagation across multiple hierarchical layers that are
typical in coupled land-atmosphere systems (Gelman and Hill, 2006; Gelman et al.,
2013; Devineni et al., 2013). In addition to the diagnostic analysis presented in
this study, we also developed a new Bayesian network based inference model to
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integrate the regional and atmospheric layers based on the preceding flow accu-
mulations, which in turn are predicted based on the synoptic circulation indices
and their dynamical interactions. We factorize the coupled system into hydrologic
scaling and dynamic atmospheric scaling models. In the regional flood duration
model (level 1), the maximum antecedent exceeding flow accumulation (i.e., CEI)
informs the flood duration. In the atmospheric model (level 2), the maximum
antecedent exceeding flow accumulations are informed by; 1) GPH-di, 2) product
of the GPH-di and viWV, i.e., when viWV interacts with the atmospheric system
of blocking pressure, 3) product of GPH-di and divW, i.e., the interaction of winds
with the atmospheric system of blocking pressure, and 4) product of GPH-di and
viWV and divW, i.e., when the winds and water vapor and system of blocking
pressure are interacting at the same time. This two-layer system recognizes that the
information of the atmospheric predictors is already contained in the preceding flow
conditions, hence mapping the hierarchical climate system to the flow predictions.
Thus, we developed an integrated multilevel model of the following form:
Layer 1) Regional flood duration scaling:
Fdr ∼ Poisson (λr) (4.7)
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µCEI = δ + γ1(GPH-di)+
γ2(GPH-di) · Ln(viWV)
γ3(GPH-di) · Ln(divW)+
γ4(GPH-di) · Ln(viWV) · Ln(divW)
(4.11)
The first level of model considers a Poisson distribution with a time varying
rate parameter (λ) for the duration of floods. λ, the rate parameter is informed by a
regression on the antecedent exceeding flow accumulations with intercept α and
coefficient β for each reservoir r. The second level of the model considers that the
CEI used as the predictor in the first level can be estimated using the preceding
synoptic circulation predictors; i.e., GPH-di, the product of the GPH-di and viWV
to effectively address the interaction of water vapor with the atmospheric blocking
pressure, and the product of GPH-di and divW for interaction of the divergence
of wind with atmospheric blocking pressure. This multilevel structure allows a
systematic accounting/propagation of parameter uncertainties in both models. The
covariance Σα,β and variance σ2CEI represent error variances in both the models, i.e.,
variation beyond what can be explained by the chosen predictors.
The joint posterior distribution P(θ|data) of the parameter vector is derived
by combining the prior distributions and the likelihood functions. We assumed
a uniform prior distribution for the variance terms and uninformative normal
priors for the coefficients (Gelman and Hill, 2006). The parameters are estimated
using JAGS (Just Another Gibbs Sampler) (Plummer, 2013) which employs the
Gibbs sampler, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method for simulating
the posterior probability distribution of the parameters conditional on the current
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choice of parameters and the data. Three consecutive chains are simulated using
the random initial values for the parameters. Each chain was run for 30000 cycles
with 95% burn-in to discard the initial estimations. We monitor the convergence
using a shrink factor (Gelman and Hill, 2006; Gelman et al., 2013). The ratio of
variance between chains and variance within chains should be lower than 1.1.
It should be noted that the formulation for the regional flood duration scal-
ing and dynamic atmospheric scaling can be re-expressed as scaling functions as
follows:
Fd = ϑCEIβξ →
Ln(Fd) = Ln(ϑ)—
α
+β Ln(CEI) + Ln(ξ)—
error
⇒ Ln(Fd) = α + β Ln(CEI)
(4.12)
And similarly,
















γ1 + γ2Ln(viWV) + γ3Ln(divw) + γ4Ln(viWV) · Ln(divW)
)
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→ Ln(CEI) = δ + γ1(GPH-di)+
γ2(GPH-di) · Ln(viWV)
γ3(GPH-di) · Ln(divW)+
γ4(GPH-di) · Ln(viWV) · Ln(divW)
(4.13)
where α and β are the scaling coefficients in the level 1 for the regional flood
duration model, and γ1, γ2, γ3, and γ4 are the scaling coefficients in the level 2
related to the atmospheric dynamic model.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Examples of individual contributions of flow accumulation
and atmospheric dynamics to flood duration
This section explores, on an event-specific basis, how the coupled influence of
various processes can affect flood duration. These examples highlight the com-
plex, event-specific nature of processes driving flood duration and motivate the
application and need for a framework to unify and quantify the various processes
beyond event-specific analysis. In Figure 4.1a, we present a diagram of how the
initial flow fraction at a time i (Q fi) preceding the flood peak triggers floods of
various durations – long (floods greater than or equal to 21 days), moderate (floods
lasting more than 1 week up to 3 weeks), and short (floods lasting less than a
week) (see the computation of Q fi in Materials and Methods –section 4.3). This
classification of the flood duration is consistent with the one employed by the
Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) for riverine flooding measurements using
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satellite imagery products (Brakenridge, 2010). There can be instances or events
where the Q fi can be close to, or greater than 1 (a filled river condition prior to the
flood) and continues to increase with succeeding rainfall events to create a flood of
long duration; termed here a long-duration flood. This long-duration flood scenario
may be associated with a high flood peak and can take several days or weeks
to recede. The moderate-duration floods can have close-to-filled river conditions
prior to the flood (Q fi less than, or close to 1), and depending on whether or not
the following rainfall events are persistent, will lead to moderate peaks and fast
recession; termed here a moderate-duration flood scenario. Contrary to the long
and moderate-duration floods, the short-duration floods may be associated with
empty river conditions preceding the flood (small or close to 0 Q fi) that can absorb
all the succeeding rainfall, causing a flood of short duration; short-duration flood
scenario. Next, Figure 4.1b shows the time series of Q fi on the primary y-axis and
the cumulative exceeding flow on the secondary y-axis from T-37 to T, the time of
the flood. The daily cumulative exceedance of the flow fraction Q fi is measured
with respect to Qf = 1, the critical streamflow threshold for flood. The maximum
cumulative exceeding flow is considered as the cumulative exceedance index of
flow (CEI), the total accumulation of the flow (relative to the threshold) preceding
and up to the flood peak. The CEI can serve as a good indicator of the duration of
the flood. A low CEI is an indication of a non-flood condition in the river/reservoir.
A high CEI indicates filling up of the river due to threshold exceedance flow, thus
leading to a long-duration flood.
To illustrate the dependence of flood duration on CEI, we present in Figure
4.1c, the log-log pairwise scatterplot of CEI and flood duration (Fd) for the 49 years
of data available in the MRB over five large reservoirs. CEI is estimated as the
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Figure 4.1: Flood duration regulated by antecedent exceeding flow regime changes. The
steady (unsteady) increase of large (small) initial flow fractions (Q fi) (a) and maximum
antecedent cumulative exceeding flow index (CEI) (b) is determining a specific flood
duration scenario. A significant relationship exists between CEI and Fd (c) and larger CEI
values induce a longer duration flood (d). The long-duration floods also occur during
certain seasons (blocks) of the year (e).
maximum cumulative exceeding flow using the daily flow fractions (Q fi) for the
37 days preceding the flood peak (see Materials and Methods –section 4.3– for a
detailed explanation of the approach). Short, moderate and long-duration floods
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are shown in green, blue, and red colored filled circles respectively. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient between the two variables is 0.71. In Figure 4.1d, we present
the distributions of CEI for each case of the short, moderate and long-duration
floods. We can see a clear separation between the short-duration floods with a
median CEI equal to 0.56 (the state of empty river condition), and long-duration
floods with a median CEI equal to 8.51 (the state of a relatively full river condition).
The moderate flood duration events are in between the short and long-duration
flood events. While the median CEI values for the moderate and the long-duration
floods are comparable, the long duration events clearly exhibit a skewed distribution
with a heavy tail, indicating their association with large CEI. The flood events
associated with long, moderate, and short-duration scenarios have a mean CEI
of 17.4, 15.8, and 2.5 (cfs/cfs) respectively. The histogram chart derived from the
time of flood occurrence in polar coordinates (Figure 4.1e) indicates that peak flood
mostly occurs between April and June for the long-duration floods. Conversely, it is
much more spread-out through the year for the moderate-duration floods. For the
short-duration floods, we find most of the events occurring in February and August.
The dependence of flood duration on the preceding flow accumulation suggests
a general association that can be employed in a quantitative model for explaining
how the duration of the flood scales in relation to the CEI (Figure 4.1 b, c).
In addition to the preceding flow accumulation, the antecedent atmospheric
circulation and the associated proxies of large-scale upward air motions are also
crucial factors determining the flood durations, as suggested by various studies
mentioned previously. Hence, we investigated the regional atmospheric circulation
over the basin for any significant patterns and control features that can explain
the long-duration floods. Figure 4.2a shows the composite pattern of the GPH
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anomalies at 500mb pressure level during the days of peak flood for the long,
moderate and short-duration floods, respectively. These height anomalies primarily
represent the intensity of the upper-level trough and can be used to understand
the states of convergence/divergence patterns that emerge from the low-frequency
atmospheric flow aloft along the Rossby wave (Nakamura et al., 2013). The top
50th percentile wind fields are also plotted along with the GPH anomaly composite.
For long-duration flood scenario, we see a notable low-high-low pattern of GPH
anomalies – an Omega blocking (Barriopedro et al., 2006) – which is significantly
positive to the east of the MRB together with a strong negative anomaly stretch
over the tropical Atlantic Ocean, and a weak negative over the western parts of
the basin (Figure 4.2a: long). The Omega blocking configuration over the basin
essentially acts as a stationary trap for the eastward-to-poleward air circulations
while unsettled and stormy weather is situated under the low-pressure fields for
an extended period. This atmospheric blocking acts as the necessary condition for
recurrent rainfall events in the region (Grams et al., 2014). The spatial pattern of the
GPH anomalies for moderate-duration scenario reveals a Rex blocking mechanism
(Rex, 1950) where the poleward positive anomalies settle immediately to the north
of a weak high-pressure across the Great Plains and southern Great Lakes of North
America (Figure 4.2a: moderate). In short-duration flood scenario, a weak high-
pressure zone extends over most parts of the MRB – dry condition – while a weak
low-pressure area appears far away from the MRB towards the tropical Atlantic
Ocean (Figure 4.2a: short). The latter system substantially shortens the stay of moist
air above the MRB, which precludes the available water vapor (if any) to be released
as precipitation, and subsequently, the surface flow rate lessens towards reaching a
dry condition. These spatial patterns of the GPH anomalies are also significant for
a seven-day interval advancing the flood events (T-7 to T) in each flood-duration
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Figure 4.2: Large-scale systems of atmospheric blocking pressure and system of divergent
wind. The Geopotential Height (GPH) anomalies with significant wind vectors at 500mb (a)
and velocity potential anomalies at 0.2582 sigma level (b) for floods with long, moderate,
and short durations. Vertical movement of warm moist air is continuously occurring for
longer duration flood events 37, 30, and 7 days preceding the flood, and on the day of the
flood event.
The composites of velocity potential (VP) anomalies at 0.2582 sigma level are
presented for each of the long, moderate, and short-duration floods in Figure
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4.2b. These composites are plotted for 37 days (left panel), 30 days (center left
panel), 7 days (center right panel) preceding the flood peak and for the day of
the flood (right panel) to investigate the evolution of (anti)cyclonic system that
interacts with the existing moisture over the basin. We chose VP anomalies at
0.2582 sigma level to evaluate the persistence and behavior of turbulence (if any)
within the upper atmospheric level considered in the study. The other sigma
levels in the reanalysis project correspond to either the near-surface layer or far-
above atmosphere layer. The VP anomalies can be used to track the regions of
upper-level divergence. Negative (positive) velocity potential anomalies represent
divergence (convergence) aloft, i.e., the regions where convection is enhanced
(suppressed). For long-duration flood scenario, Figure 4.2b shows sustained strong
negative VP anomalies (persistent low-pressure organization) spreading out over
the MRB during the preceding days to the current day, leading to continuous
regional moisture convergence that enhances the land wetness conditions (i.e.,
increases the Qf) and ultimately causes a long-duration flood event. In fact, large
negative VP anomalies, also referred to as the cyclonic mode, propel more divergent
wind in the upper-level atmosphere. This phenomenon eventually strengthens the
lifting mechanism for the column of moist air – causing precipitation.
The absolute values of divergent winds –which are proportional to the gradient
of VP (Hoskins and Pedder, 1980)– for long-duration floods are significantly larger
(with VP around −1.5 × 106 m2.s−1) than those in moderate (−0.5 × 106 m2.s−1)
and short durations (−0.1 × 106 m2.s−1) (Figure 4.2b). Since there is a strong
vertical ascent of warm moist air where the negative VP anomalies are large, this
vertical motion of air is linked to the departure of atmospheric steady-state from the
geostrophic balance that governs the large-scale air movement in the atmosphere
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(Figure 4.2b: long). Ultimately, this instability would release the thermally driven
turbulent energies, leads to adiabatic cooling, cumuliform cloud formation, and
intense precipitation ahead of the fronts. This “elevated convection” will take place
repeatedly until reaching a stable condition at the tropospheric level.
Conversely, when the convergence of moist air occurs in the upper troposphere
with divergence at the lower level (positive VP anomalies), it is hypothesized
that this results in the downward motion of air – downslope convection – and
absence of potential precipitation events. This pattern is seen predominantly in the
short-duration floods (Figure 4.2b: short). For both moderate and short-duration
flood events, we observe that the 37-day preceding pattern starts off with moisture
convergence (Figure 4.2b left and center-left panel: moderate and short). However,
as we approach the flood events (seven-day to current day) (Figure 4.2b center-right
and right panel: moderate and short), the VP anomalies turn positive, indicating
that the precipitation is not sustained all the way to the peak flow day. Hence
there is a fast recession of the flood in the river, leading to only moderate or short
durations.
Figure 4.3a shows the contributing moisture trajectories for three example flood
events corresponding to long, moderate and short-duration floods in the MRB.
The selected flood events are all associated with the Tropical Moisture Exports
(TMEs). The three panels show all the contributing TME tracks that entered the
MRB between 37 and seven days before the flood occurrence. They illustrate
the building up process for moisture convergence that sets up the cumulative
exceedance conditions that are in turn linked to the variability of Fd in MRB. TMEs
for several other flood events for long, moderate, and short-duration scenarios are
shown in Supplementary Figure 4.9.
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b
i. Flood in May 1999
a








Figure 4.3: Moisture trajectories and water vapor transport for three selected flood events.
The mechanism of Tropical Moisture Exports (TMEs) (source, track, and specific humidity
variation) associated with a long (i: May 1999), moderate (ii: September 2008), and short (iii:
October 1980) duration flood event that occurred in the Missouri River Basin (a). The color
indicates the change of specific humidity ∆Q [g.kg-1]. A 37-day time-lapse of Integrated
Vapor Transport [IVT] for each of the indicated flood durations is also presented (b). Thick
hollow boxes show an organized (and significant) system of water vapor transport from the
ocean towards the land.
While the local frontal convergence and pressure gradients would promote the
occurrence of extreme rainfall, most of the heavy (and/or frequent) precipitation
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events can be related to intense (and/or prolonged) horizontal water vapor trans-
port (measured by the vertically Integrated Vapor Transport or IVT (Paltan et al.,
2017)). To better understand the moisture delivery during these events, we have cal-
culated the IVT at the global scale and presented it as a 37-day time series in Figure
4.3b corresponding to the three flood events indicated in Figure 4.3a. The 37-day
time series of IVT accounts for enough time to understand the lagged-relationship
between the transported water vapor, changes in the initial flow fraction, and even-
tually the duration of the flood (long, moderate, or short durations). Our analyses
reveal that for a 36-day flood event that occurred on May 15, 1999 (red-colored
frame in Figure 4.3b), the MRB was frequently a destination of 120 kg.m−1.s−1 vapor
transport for six days (see the six thicker black-colored hollow boxes in Figure 4.3b,
from T-37 days to T-32 days) (Figure 4.3b). This organized system of vapor transport
was associated with the extratropical cyclones originated around 150–160°W. Such
an organized pattern does not exist for a moderate flood duration that occurred on
September 13, 2008 (i.e., blue-colored frame in Figure 4.3b). The IVT features for
this 8-day flood event reveal the occurrence of Atlantic hurricane with a significant
IVT trajectory adjacent to the MRB from T-12 to T-10 (i.e., three thicker black hollow
boxes within the green-colored frame in Figure 4.3b). In contrast, the 37-day time
series of IVT for a one-day flood that occurred in October 1980 pointed a single day
substantial vapor transport from the lower latitudes towards the MRB. Assessing
these three flood durations using the IVT properties reveal that a prolonged and
intensified system of vapor transport might define the regional differences in the
flood durations, and a more nuanced investigation of different causes of the flood
duration is necessary.
Figure 4.4a outlines schematically, the control mechanisms involved, i.e., the
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oceanic moisture sources, upper-tropospheric atmospheric pressure systems (which
feature as blocking) and wind divergence/convergence aloft, and regional surface
level (anti)cyclonic forces. We further assessed the sink-source characteristics and
space-time structure of the tropical moisture transport that trigger CEI and Fd.
Figure 4.4b presents the space-time climatology of the moisture sources for the MRB
using the Tropical Moisture Exports (TMEs) dataset (1979–2013) (Knippertz and
Wernli, 2010). The left panel of Figure 4.4b shows that the Gulf of Mexico (GP; one
of the global TMEs moisture source hotspots defined by (Knippertz and Wernli,
2010)) is the primary moisture source for the MRB during the wet (flood) season
from May to August. This seasonal feature, i.e., the intra-annual variation is shown
in the right panel. Some winter contribution from another global moisture hotspot,
the Pineapple Express (PE) region (Knippertz and Wernli, 2010) is also observed,
indicating enhanced westerly in the wintertime. The inflow of moist air masses
from the Gulf of Mexico towards the central parts of the United States is a feature
of the North American monsoon system (Knippertz and Wernli, 2010) associated
with the Great Plains low-level jet (GPLLJ). The GPLLJ transports around one-third
of the moisture to the central United States from the Gulf of Mexico (Helfand
and Schubert, 1995). It links the large-scale circulation disturbances with regional
climate proxies and regulates the intensity and longevity of mesoscale convective
complexes across the central United States (Tang et al., 2017). In our previous
studies on climate extremes in various regions across the United States and Europe
(Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017; Lu et al., 2013; Lu and Lall, 2017), we have also
identified the Gulf of Mexico as a dominant source of moisture inflow. For instance,
a statistical and physical framework linking extreme precipitation in the Northeast
United States to its origin in the Gulf of Mexico is put forward in (Lu and Lall,
2017). Another study conducted by Lu et al. (2013) for Western Europe shows
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that the rainfall which caused a 100-year flood in January 1995 was fueled by
consistent moisture transport from the GP region with a persistent large-scale near-
stationary planetary wave atmospheric circulation system. This moisture transport
phenomenon coincided with a similar Omega blocking structure given in Figure
4.1a (i), causing multiple days of moisture convergence and release, as the warm
moist air parcels were forced to condense. The process of such condensation assisted
the dissipation of the energy of the Omega blocking system. A similarly strong
association between moisture transport, convergence, and release were observed for
the MRB in recent studies (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017; Lu and Lall, 2017). That
preliminary exploratory analysis between the floods, the antecedent wet condition,
and moisture transport mechanisms (Najibi, Devineni, and Lu, 2017) has led to the
comprehensive diagnostics and modeling study presented in this chapter.
4.4.2 Inference of flood duration using cumulative flow exceedance
and atmospheric dynamics
Based on the indicated diagnostics above, we developed a physically informed
Bayesian inference model that quantifies the interactions in a hierarchical network
framework. Figure 4.5a shows the joint mapping of flood duration with the di-
vergence of wind (divW), geopotential height dipole index (GPH-di), CEI, and
available moisture in the air column as indicated by the vertically integrated water
vapor (viWV) over the MRB. Readers are referred to the Materials and Methods
(section 4.3) for the derivation of these indices. The horizontal and vertical axes
correspond to the divW and GPH-di for the flood events. The viWV is indicated
by the size of the circle. The color spectrum of the circles represents the minimum,
25th, 50th, 75th, 97.5th and the 99th percentiles of the distribution of CEI, – orange
to red for the filled river conditions (excessive flow accumulation) and sky blue
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Figure 4.4: Large-scale system of divergent wind, regional pressure blocking and spatiotem-
poral distribution of moisture trajectories. A schematic of oceanic sources of moisture and
system of divergence/convergence patterns (from both vertical and horizontal perspectives)
in the presence of atmospheric blocking and cyclonic/anticyclonic pressure columns (a).
Space-time configuration of Tropical Moisture Exports (TMEs) for the flood events (source,
number of tracks, and seasonality) (b). The four main TME sources are Pineapple Express
(PE), Great Plain (GP) (i.e., from Gulf of Mexico), Gulf Stream (GS), and West Pacific (WP)
at the global scale. The Gulf of Mexico is highlighted in yellow as the major source of TMEs
for the floods in the Missouri River Basin.
to blue-gray for the empty (dry) river conditions. The number presented in the
circle denotes the duration of the flood in days. A total of 30 events (1979–2014)
are presented in this figure (the six years with no floods are not presented here).
Among these, nine are long-duration floods ( 21 days), 13 are moderate (7 days to
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21 days), and eight are short (less than seven days) duration floods.





















Figure 4.5: An integrated view of available moist air, atmospheric circulation and pressure
blocking system that determines surface preceding flow accumulation and flood duration
under individual contributions or multiple combined configurations of atmospheric drivers.
A long flood duration (Fd) event is proportional to large divergence of wind (divW), large
positive pressure dipole (GPH-di), and existence of higher cumulative exceeding flow (CEI)
(a). Two specific examples are annotated by rounded rectangulars (I) and (II) and their
land-atmosphere interactions and their multivariate intercorrelations are discussed in the
text. All potential univariate and multivariate combinations of the mesoscale variables that
regulate CEI are also presented (b).
The first quadrant (top-right) indicates more than the average divergence of
the wind and positive GPH-di. As discussed in the previous section, a high di-
vergence of wind (large negative VP anomalies) represents deep convection and
pre-conditions for sustained precipitation. Similarly, a positive GPH-di suggests
an atmospheric blocking phenomenon. Among the nine long-duration floods, five
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are associated with high divergence of the wind with positive GPH-di. The pre-
conditioning of sustained convective events along with enough water vapor in
the atmosphere led to a high preceding flow condition, as seen in the color of the
circles, causing floods that last long. Five out of the eight short-duration floods
have a less than average divergence of the wind (<1×10−5 [s−1]). Moreover, they
are also associated with a very low preceding flow accumulation (CEI < 3 [cfs/cfs]).
Some of these events, as seen in the third quadrant, also have a negative GPH-di
implying a weak atmospheric blocking phenomenon. It is hence evident that floods
occurring during these land and atmospheric conditions will have a short peak and
fast recession. We point the readers to two rounded rectangular (I and II) in Figure
4.5a which highlight the intricacies of these land-atmosphere interactions. We see
two events in rounded rectangle (I) with very similar atmospheric features, i.e., they
have the same divergence of wind and blocking phenomena; however, one event
with low preceding flow accumulation leads to an 8-day flood, while the other
with high preceding flow accumulations leads to a 36-day flood (a long-duration
one). A similar pattern can be seen in the rounded rectangular (II) in Figure 4.5a.
There are four events in rounded rectangular (II); 21, 9, 9, and 12 days of flood
durations. Although the 21-day flood has a preceding flow accumulation and
divergent wind in the same range as the 12-day flood, even with much less water
vapor in the atmosphere (6.6 kg.m−2), the positive blocking feature (GPH-di= +0.11)
could compensate the shortage of available water vapor in the pressure column
through stagnation of the atmospheric state and enhancing the downpours which
will ultimately lead to a longer flood.
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Considering such complexity and multivariate dependencies between the pre-
ceding flow regime and the atmospheric components, we explore the idea of identi-
fying these individual and joint connections through an inference model. In Figure
4.5b we indicate all different individual connections and connections resulting from
various combinations of the atmospheric variables that can determine CEI and
ultimately the duration of the flood. We set this up in a hypothesis framework
where the variables are interacting at different hierarchical levels; CEI informing
flood as a model that represents the land surface interactions, and the atmospheric
variables (independent and interactive) informing the preceding flow regime (CEI)
as a model of the atmospheric coupling. To uncover deeper connections in the
atmospheric system, we explore all combinations including the two-way and the
three-way interaction terms. These are shown in thicker connectors in the figure.
For instance, the combined contribution of GPH-di×viWV (blue thick arrow in
Figure 4.5b) in addition to the contribution of GPH-di and viWV exclusively (thin
purple and thin arrows) can trigger a specific CEI and then Fd.
We developed a two-level Bayesian network model as a physically based in-
ference engine for flood duration to quantify these interactions. The best model
combination in terms of the lowest deviance information criteria (DIC), a mea-
sure of the model’s posterior predictive skill, from a step-wise model search is
shown in Figure 4.6a. A list of other model combinations and their DIC is given
in Supplementary Table 4.1. The first layer (regional flood duration scaling of the
form Fd ∼ CEIβ) estimates the variability of flood duration using CEI (i.e., the
influence of antecedent flow accumulations (beyond a threshold) on Fd) for each
of the five major reservoirs in the MRB (i.e., Smithville, Cottonwood Creek, Oahe,
Lake Babcock-North Columbus, and Fort Peck). The second layer, in turn, estimates
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CEI conditional on the interaction of GPH-di with a synergistic model containing
viWV and divW, and their interactions for all the indicated reservoirs. This way, the
model jointly captures the hydrologic scaling and the dynamic atmospheric scaling.
It is interesting to note that the best model combination, when re-expressed using
factorization, reveals how atmospheric blocking phenomena (GPH-di) dynamically
couples with regional vertical interactions. This dynamic atmospheric scaling is
expressed as CEI ∼ exp (GPH-di ×(γ2 + γ2viWV + γ3divW + γ4viWV×divW)),
where exp is the exponential function. It shows how the atmospheric variables in
the vertical column are interacting with the blocking feature to set up the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a high preceding flow regime, which in turn will cause
a large flood. Please refer to the Materials and Methods section (section 4.3) for the
details of the model. The boxplots of the posterior distributions of the regression
intercept and slope parameters from the regional flood duration scaling model
(α and β, and their regional average scaling factor) and the dynamic atmospheric
scaling model (γ1, γ2, γ3, and γ4) are presented in Figure 4.6 b and c, respectively.
The hydrologic scaling factors that connect CEI with the duration of the flood (in the
log plane) range between 0.32 and 0.49 with a median regional hydrologic scaling
factor of 0.42. The atmospheric scaling factors for GPH-di (γ1), GPH-di×viWV (γ2),
GPH-di×divW (γ3), GPH-di×viWV×divW (γ4) have switching positive and nega-
tive signs owing to some level of common information. The estimated coefficients
γ1, γ2, γ3, and γ4 are -9.17 (with a standard error of 6.2), 3.9 (standard error = 2.3),
-28.6 (standard error = 31.4), and 10.67 (standard error = 12.1), respectively.
Given the posterior distribution of the predicted flood duration, one can estimate,
for each year, the probability that the flood duration will be greater than or equal to
21 days (the threshold for long-duration flood). Figure 4.6d shows these probability
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Figure 4.6: A two-layer network model for Bayesian inference of the coupled regional flood
duration scaling and atmospheric dynamic scaling of the flood duration. GPH-dipole index
(GPH-di) is interacting with the synergistic model of vertical integral of water vapor (viWV)
and the divergence of the wind (divW) to control the cumulative exceeding flow index (CEI)
in the second level (dynamic atmospheric scaling), and ultimately the flood duration in
the first level (regional flood duration scaling) (a). Posterior distribution of the estimated α
(intercept) and β (slope) for each reservoir in the regional flood duration model and their
regionally averaged scaling factor (medians and 80% intervals) (b), the posterior distribution
of the estimated γ1, γ2, γ3, and γ4 for (GPH-di), (GPH-di×viWV), (GPH-di×divW), (GPH-
di×viWV×divW) as the atmospheric scaling factors in the atmospheric dynamic model (c).
The probability that a flood will be a long-duration one (i.e., 21 days and above) for each
reservoir in a given year derived from the two-layer network model of coupling regional
flood duration and dynamic atmospheric scaling (d) compared with the observed flood
durations based on the records from 1979 to 2014 (e)
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estimates as colored circles for each year and reservoir from 1979 to 2014. The
measured flood durations based on the historical data are given in Figure 4.6e,
indicated by a white to dark-colored spectrum for longer flood durations. In any
given year, a high forecast probability provides a strong directional indication of
a long-duration flood. We can see from the results that the model predicted high
probabilities for all the years and individual reservoirs when the flood was of long
duration. We also see such similar accurate predictions with a high success rate for
all the years and individual reservoirs with short and moderate-duration floods.
The probabilistic predictions for short and moderate-duration floods are provided
in Supplementary Figure 4.12. The boxplots related to the posterior probability
distribution of Fd and CEI for the five reservoirs are shown in Supplementary
Figure 4.13 with their actual observations. We can see that the directional indicator
of the predictions is generally accurate; as the uncertainty varies from year to year.
These predictions of the preceding flow accumulations, and on whether a long
(or moderate and short) duration flood will occur or not could potentially be used to
transform the current flood control practices into ones that use dynamically updated
information from the ocean, atmosphere and land conditions. They provide a
practical scheme of how one could utilize the flood duration prediction based on
the land and atmosphere predictors to design a more realistic integrated flood risk
management and vulnerability assessment. Accurately determining the duration of
the floods, in particular, the long-duration floods is vital to project the socioeconomic
exposures to the flood inundation. From an operational standpoint, reservoir
managers can prescribe their action thresholds based on the flood duration and
evaluate the probability of floods and their consequences relative to these thresholds
and the uncertainty in the predictions (Lu et al., 2013).
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4.5 From Diagnostic Understanding to Proactive Deci-
sion Support Towards Stronger Resilience Against
Natural Hazards
We have shown in this investigation that long-lasting floods can be related to
persistent variables in the hierarchy of the climate and atmospheric system. Long-
duration floods are triggered by high antecedent flow conditions, which are in turn
caused by high moisture release from the recurrent storm tracks. Atmospheric
teleconnections are distinctively persistent and well developed for these events.
For short-duration floods, these coupled patterns are insignificant. A Bayesian
network inference model has been developed to quantify these relations and for
predicting the likelihood of floods of varying duration using physics informed
predictors. We have also introduced an integrated regional flood duration scaling
and atmospheric dynamic scaling framework that together enable the coupling of
“horizontal” and “vertical” flow of information (e.g., accumulation of streamflow
in the basin in the presence of the interrelated land-atmosphere interactions and
rainfall episodes) across different space and time scales. An improved understand-
ing of the critical forcing of hydrologic systems by meteorological and climatic
processes is an essential aspect to factor-in when predicting their functioning and
building decision support frameworks to build resilience against natural hazards,
especially as adaptive measures are being considered for the future extreme events.
The analyses of their causal structure will be invaluable for evaluating reservoir
and river system operation policies, flood preparation and hence on the economy
and security of the country as critical issues are addressed in this direction.
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4.6 Appendix: Supplementary Information for the Mis-
souri River Basin and Validations of Inference Net-
work Model
In Figure 4.7, we observed that the floods occur simultaneously in at least 2 stations,
53% of the times (26 years out of 49 years). We specifically focused on “large
reservoirs” here which are located on the mainstem of Missouri River Basin (MRB).
In addition, the sub-basins (i.e., Hydrologic Unit Code 4: HUC4) for these 13 sites
are occupying around 70% of the total MRB’s territory. We anticipate that the other
stations in the sub-catchment will also be experiencing flood given the nature of the
long-duration floods which tend to saturate the entire sub-basin very quickly.
Given Figure 4.8, we can see that the spatial manifestation and orientation
of low/high-pressure GPH anomalies (especially for long-duration floods) are
significant during a time span of one week before the flood events.
For different floods scenarios presented in Figure 4.9, we identified all contribut-
ing moisture tracks 37 days preceding the starting date of the flood. The analysis
is based on the TMEs dataset. All the presented tracks have entered the MRB area
during their 7-day lifetime. The color (blue/red) shows the release/recharge (∆Q)
of moisture to the TMEs air parcels. We have found that for all flood events, the
Gulf of Mexico (GP) and tropical Pacific Ocean areas near the Hawaii islands (PE)
were the sources. However, given the long travel distance of tracks from PE to
reach the MRB, its extent of contribution is much less than that of GP. Also, it is
shown in the plots of Figure 4.9 that tracks from PE experienced more release and
recharge before reaching the North America continent. This preliminary diagnosis
of the association between floods and atmospheric moisture transport led to further
quantitative analysis and modeling of the relation.
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Figure 4.7: Missouri River Basin (MRB) and selected large reservoirs with their co-located
United States Geological Survey (USGS) streamflow gages and adjacent downstream dams.
We calculated the GPH dipole index (GPH-di) by subtracting an spatial (5◦×5◦)
average of low-pressure GPH anomalies (i.e., red-colored box bounded to Lat.: 57◦
to 62◦ and Lon.: −100◦ to −95◦) from the high-pressure ones (i.e., blue-colored
box bounded to Lat.: 40◦ to 45◦ and Lon.: 110◦ to 105◦) at 500mb level, as shown
in Figure 4.10. Considering the flood time for each flood duration scenario, we
then extracted a time series of 30-days (from 37 to 7 days before the flood event) to
compute the mean.
Figure 4.11 shows that although a nonlinear behavior explicitly governs the
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Figure 4.8: Composites of Geopotential Height (GPH) anomalies for a seven-day interval
before the long, moderate, and short-duration flood events (i.e., T-7 to T) at 500mb. These
composite maps are based on 72 (8×9 long durations), 160 (8×20 moderate durations) and
160 (8×20 short durations) flood events.
simultaneous influence of GPH-di, viWV, and divW on CEI, but the median of
GPH-di, viWV, and divW associated with the long-duration floods are appeared to
be larger than the other two scenarios. Considering Figure 4.11 (b) and (c) one can
see that the flood durations longer than a week (i.e., moderate and long) can even be
attributed to less or equal viWV (with respect to short duration), but having notably
larger GPH-di and divW (e.g., see the median and distributions of GPH-di and
divW for long and moderate durations, given by the filled red- and blue-colored
boxplots).
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Figure 4.9: Contributing moisture transport tracks to the MRB from the tropical oceanic
source regions (i.e., TMEs) for the identified flood events under different scenarios; long
duration, moderate duration, and short duration. Color indicates the change of specific
humidity ∆Q (g/kg).
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Figure 4.10: Geopotential Height (GPH) anomalies (500mb) at the time of flood events from
1966–2014 across the MRB and spatial extends of dipole formation.
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Figure 4.11: Covariation of GPH-di (a), vertical integral of water vapor (viWV) (b), and
divergence of wind (divW) (c) with respect to the antecedent cumulative exceeding flow
index (CEI) and three flood duration scenarios; long- (red), moderate- (blue) and short-
(green) duration flood events. The boxplots represent the distribution of GPH-di, viWV,
and divW for the flood duration scenarios.
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For each reservoir, we calculated the probabilities of moderate- and short-
duration floods by considering the number of moderate- and short-duration flood
events within the span of 8 to 21 days (for the moderate ones) and equal or less than
7 days (for the short ones), derived from the posterior probability distribution of
flood durations. The results for short and moderate-duration floods are presented
in Figure 4.12.
The comparison given by Figure 4.13 demonstrates the successful performance
of coupling flood duration scaling and dynamic atmospheric scaling through a
multilevel Bayesian network model.
Different model formulations with a minimum of three terms related to the
combining terms of GPH-di (here labeled as ‘a’for simplicity), viWV (labeled as ‘b’),
and divW (labeled as ‘c’) were tested to identify appropriate dynamic atmospheric
scaling laws. The DIC of the highlighted model formulation (i.e., Model No. 16
with DIC = 1395.3) is the lowest amongst the other model formulations (see Tabel
4.1).
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Figure 4.12: Probability distribution of estimated moderate- (8 to 21 days) and short-
duration (equal or less than 7 days) flood events (a and b) and the observed flood durations
(c) for selected reservoirs in the MRB. Darker red shade indicates a higher probability. The
color spectrum for the observed flood duration ranges from light-dark (i.e., shorter flood
duration ones) to darker tones.
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Figure 4.13: Boxplots indicate the posterior probability distribution of flood duration (a)
and antecedent cumulative exceeding flow index (CEI) (b) for the five selected reservoirs in
the MRB from 1979 to 2014. The observed flood duration and CEI for the corresponding
reservoirs are also plotted as solid lines with filled circles in gray and red, respectively.
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Table 4.1: The list of different model, i.e., combinations of GPH-di, viWV, and divW, and
their DIC values; this step-wise model search was performed to identify the best model for











estimate of expected predictive 
error (lower deviance is better) 
pD = var(deviance)/2 
1 a + b + c 1396.7 19.8 
2 a + b + c + a×b 1395.4 20.2 
3 a + b + c + a×c 1398.8 21.0 
4 a + b + c + b×c 1397.6 22.1 
5 a + b + c + a×b + a×c 1399.3 22.5 
6 a + b + c + a×b + b×c 1400.0 23.5 
7 a + b + c + a×c + b×c 1399.5 23.0 
8 a + b + c + a×b + a×c + b×c 1400.9 24.1 
9 a + b + c + a×b×c 1399.4 21.7 
10 a + b + c + a×b + a×b×c 1399.3 22.5 
11 a + b + c + a×c + a×b×c 1401.2 22.3 
12 a + b + c + b×c + a×b×c 1398.8 22.5 
13 a + b + c + a×b + a×c + a×b×c 1399.1 23.4 
14 a + b + c + a×b + b×c + a×b×c 1400.1 23.0 
15 a + b + c + a×c + b×c + a×b×c 1401.3 23.9 
16 a + a×b + a×c + a×b×c 1395.3 20.5 
17 b + a×b + a×c + a×b×c 1398.2 21.1 
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An accurate assessment of flood inundation and estimating the risk level that
threatens the residential and industrial properties in the floodplain requires a com-
prehensive quantification of flood attributes (i.e., duration, peak, and volume) and
identifying their significant geophysical and meteorological drivers in the basin.
We obtained long-term records of streamflow from 479 Hydro-Climatic Data Net-
work (HCDN) streamgages across the conterminous United States that have flood
stage information for computing flood duration, peak, and volume. These stations
feature minimum effects in the watershed by the artificial adjustments of flow and
human-induced disruptions in the natural stream channels. The purpose of this
study is to advance our understanding of the scaling of floods with the physical
1Najibi, N. and N. Devineni, 2019, The Scaling of Floods with Geomorphologic Characteristics
and Precipitation Variability, to be submitted to Water Resources Research.
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characteristics of the basin and precipitation patterns including the preceding rain-
fall accumulation and variability. The basin-wide physical characteristics include
geomorphologic properties like drainage area, average basin slope, perimeter of
basin, and mean basin elevation. We obtained all the available data for the basin-
wide physical characteristics across the United States, i.e., 170 HCDN streamgages
with the geomorphologic properties. Three sets of statistical scaling models (i.e., M0,
M1, and M3) were developed to quantify the significance of basin characteristics
and precipitation inputs on the flood attributes of duration, peak and volume. Indi-
vidual scaling factors and coefficients were estimated from these scaling models.
The scaling quantities embedded in the M1, M2, and M3 models statistically relate
the individual geomorphological drivers to the flood attributes in the presence of
the preceding precipitation accumulation and precipitation variability in the basin.
Quantifying the basin-wide effective physical properties and meteorological drivers
of the flood attributes would result in unraveling the significant flood-generating
processes at the regional scales. This can promote the accuracy of flood damage
models through a better projection of the individual flood attributes in the context




Impacts of geomorphic properties on floods at the local to regional scales have
been extensively studied previously. After Horton introduced the exploration of
morphological parameters for hydrological applications (Horton, 1932; Horton,
1945), many studies attempted to model the magnitude of peak discharge based
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on the drainage area, drainage density, and basin elevation. For example, Patton
and Baker (1976) studied the relationship between morphometric parameters of
small drainage basins (<2590 km2) and peak discharge using a standard logarithmic
expression in five selective flash flood-prone regions across the United States. That
study concluded that the physiographic factors of the basin, such as the hillslope
morphology, type of soil, and drainage density would promote a higher magnitude
of peak floods (Patton and Baker, 1976). Baker (1977) and Magilligan (1992) studied
the relative importance of the climatic, physiographic, and basin-response factors
on the peak discharge with a specific focus on the channel resistance to scour under
fluctuating discharges, and channel width and slope.
A significant number of regional flood risk assessment studies analyzed the role
of geomorphologic and ecohydrologic drivers in the presence of climate variability,
e.g., see Friedman and Auble (2000), Stover and Montgomery (2001), Blöschl et
al. (2007), Lane et al. (2007), Wilby, Beven, and Reynard (2008), Slater, Singer,
and Kirchner (2015), and Slater and Villarini (2016). The analysis of basin-wide
urbanization effects on the peak discharges across 269 watersheds in 56 cities of the
United States indicated that the basin development factor and existing impervious
area can result in increased runoff volumes in urban areas (Sauer et al., 1983).
Since drainage density modulates the flood peaks significantly through direct and
indirect regulations (e.g., Merz and Blöschl (2008) and Merz and Blöschl (2009)), 44
sub-catchments of the Po River basin (northern Italy) with their drainage density
values were considered by Pallard, Castellarin, and Montanari (2009) to analyze the
flood frequency using data from 1918 to 1970. Furthermore, Blöschl and Sivapalan
(1997) found that there is a high degree of nonlinearity between the coefficient of
variation of the maximum annual floods –derived from 489 catchments in Austria–
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and the catchment scales where the basins’ areal extent would impose a convoluted
interplay process for a given hydrologic regime. Examining the influence of changes
in the dominant land cover on the hydrological responses across the Nyando River
Basin, Kenya from 1973 to 2000 illustrated that higher rates of deforestation caused
16 and 10% increase respectively on the flood peak discharges and flood volumes
(Olang and Fürst, 2011).
Different approaches were carried out previously to relate the behavior of flood
peaks to the physiographic parameters, dominant precipitation regimes, and ecohy-
drologic components of the basins (Gupta, Mesa, and Dawdy, 1994; Stedinger and
Lu, 1995; Gupta and Dawdy, 1995; Gupta, Castro, and Over, 1996; Robinson and
Sivapalan, 1997; Fitzpatrick and Knox, 2000; Gupta, 2004; Furey and Gupta, 2005).
For instance, Morrison and Smith (2001) showed that the scaling properties of the
flood peaks can be statistically related to the drainage area, rainfall pattern, and the
formation of the stream network covering the basin. Gupta (2004) introduced the
empirical flood scaling parameters with a demonstration that the peak discharges
follow a statistical scale invariance at larger spatial scales. Villarini and Smith (2010)
evaluated a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution for the annual maximum
peak discharge time-series of the 572 stations in the eastern United States and found
that there is a pronounced positive relationship between the drainage areas and the
scale and location parameters of the GEV. A set of flood rationalization methods
were applied to the flood quantiles of 575 Austrian catchments by Merz and Blöschl
(2009) with a particular discussion on the catchments attributes –wet and dry ones–
and spatial proximity.
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5.2.2 State of the problem
Interaction of physical land surface processes of the basins with varying precipita-
tion regimes –i.e., site-specific static condition with event-based dynamical forcing
over time– can be an essential factor for understanding flood attributes (i.e., flood
duration, peak, and volume), in particular, the occurrences of long-duration floods
with significant peaks and volumes.
Land surface processes modify flooding by influencing the surface and subsur-
face flow pathways and the capacity of basins and river channels to conserve or
convey water. Such processes, in turn, are also influenced by flooding since there
are complex dynamic feedbacks over varying space-time scales. Despite this, the
flood risk dynamics are often comprehended as being driven exclusively by the
hydrometeorological and/or the land use conditions, and the geomorphological
processes are usually neglected from the traditional flood models.
There are several water basins across the United States with different drainage
areas, slopes, stream lengths, and topographic elevations that contain diversified
extents of forested areas and soil infiltration capacities. There is a lack of a compre-
hensive investigation to systematically quantify how much variation in the flood
attributes can be related to the basin-wide geomorphological characteristics (e.g.,
drainage area, basin slope, length of stream, basin elevation, existing storage bodies
such as lakes and swamps in the basin, soil infiltration, and forested areas in the
basin), and how much variation can be related to precipitation patterns (e.g., large
accumulation, repeated rainfall events). More importantly, the majority of the
previous studies take into consideration the flood attributes which are explicitly
based on the annual maximum flow and its attributes that might not be necessarily
an actual flood event. There is also a high chance to skip multiple smaller floods
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occurring during a single year.
Therefore, we pose three main questions in this regard.
1. How do floods (duration, peak, and volume) scale with geomorphologic
characteristics of the basins?
2. What is the role of preceding precipitation accumulations and preceding
precipitation variability in this scaling?
3. What is the spatial distribution of these scaling features across the United
States?
The purpose of this work is to advance our understanding of variabilities in the
observed flood duration, peak, and volume across the United States by accounting
for the basin-wide geomorphological characteristics and precipitation inputs in the
basins. Statistical scaling models are developed for flood attributes which are condi-
tioned simultaneously on different precipitation regimes and the basin-dependent
geomorphologic parameters. The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section
5.3 explains the data and observational inputs. Section 5.4 describes the approaches
that were carried out to calculate the flood attributes and precipitation inputs as
well as the proposed statistical scaling models. We present the results and their
interpretations in Section 5.5. Finally, the concluding remarks and highlights are
presented in Section 5.6.
5.3 Data and Observations
Figure 5.1 presents different data sources and processing strategies that were carried
out in this study. We explain each part in more detail in the following sections.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart showing multiple steps involved in collecting the data and informa-
tion, processing the daily records of streamflow and precipitation, identifying the basin-wide
properties, and computing the attributes that have been evaluated throughout this study
including the flood attributes (duration, peak, volume), geomorphologic characteristics
(drainage area, slope, stream length, and basin elevation), and the precipitation inputs (pre-
ceding precipitation accumulation and coefficient of variation, or cv). The drawings inset
indicate the simulations of the attributes related to a flood, basin-wide physical processes,
and rainfall as three pillars of scaling flood in this work.
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Table 5.1: Definition of geomorphologic properties of the HCDN basins used in this study.
Geomorphologic Variables
parameter unit definition
Drainage Area (DA) [km2]
Total areal extent where contributing to the streamflow
measured at the streamgage.
Slope (S) [m/km]
Average of main channel slope measured at points 10 and
85% of stream length upstream from the streamgage.
Stream Length (L) [km]
Linear extent of stream along the channel from the
streamgage to the dividing basin point.
Elevation (Elev) [m]
Average altitude of the basin above mean sea level based
on grid sampling of 20 to 80 points in the basin.
5.3.1 HCDN daily streamflow observations
We obtained daily records of streamflow from 702 streamgages distributed across
the United States water-resource regions 1 to 18. These streamgages are part of the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN)
(Slack and Landwehr, 1992) that feature minimum effects in the watershed by the
artificial adjustments of flow, designed diversions, intentional storage, and any
other human-induced disruptions in the natural properties of the stream channels
(Slack, Lumb, and Landwehr, 1993). Records of streamflow for these natural basins
reflect direct inputs of the climate, precipitation patterns, and physical attributes
of the watersheds (e.g., topography, surface characteristics). We processed all the
daily streamflow records available in these HCDN streamgages until September
30, 2017 (and stored in a unit of m3s−1). The earliest recording date goes back to
August 01, 1889.
Preliminary screening of the processed data demonstrated that these HCDN
streamgages have over 68 years of data on average – the median for the starting
record of discharges goes back to 1951. Moreover, there are 49 (out of 60) and
20 (out of 20) years of daily records on average in each 1950–2009 and 1990–2009
periods, respectively. The streamflow records also indicate that there are only 10
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streamgages (<1.5%) with data between 24 and 30 years, and the rest of them have
daily records for at least 30 years and up to 116 years. The average of the drainage
areas related to these streamgages is 798 km2 (median of 328 km2) and there are less
than four years of missing observations (<5%) on average for any streamgages in
their entire discharge records.
5.3.2 Flood stage information
Since the focus of this study is to examine the “actual flood” events that have
occurred in the HCDN basins, we have collected the flood stage information from
NOAA/National Weather Service (NWS) (https://water.weather.gov/) for these
streamgages (McEnery et al., 2005). Flood stage is defined as the absolute altitude
(water level) in the river or channel. Water levels rising beyond this limit will create
inundation in the floodplain and hazard to the lives and surrounding infrastructure
systems. NOAA/NWS provides four states of flood determination categories [in f t],
as following: 1) action flood stage (near flood stage), 2) flood stage (minor flooding),
3) moderate flood stage, and 4) major flood stage. Here, we have considered the
flood stage level (minor flooding) as the minimum threshold of the exceeding
discharge to identify the occurrence of a flood event.
To convert flood stage to a discharge value, the Rating Curve module embed-
ded in the USGS WaterWatch toolkit (https://waterwatch.usgs.gov) has been
accessed, and the stage-discharge ratings (relations) are used to yield the stream-
flow value corresponding to the flood stage. We were able to collect the flood stage
information in discharge quantity [m3s−1] for 479 HCDN streamgages (out of 702).
This flood stage measured in discharge later facilitates the computation of the flood
attributes.
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5.3.3 Geomorphological characteristics of the basins
The geomorphologic properties of the HCDN basins were derived from the USGS
National Water Information System (https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water
-resources/data-tools). The basin-related characteristics are organized and briefly
described in Table 5.1. Out of 479 HCDN streamgages with the flood stage infor-
mation, we were able to access the full sets of geomorphologic properties for 170
HCDN basins. The spatial distribution of the geomorphologic properties for these
basins are presented in Figure 5.11.
5.3.4 GHCN-D precipitation data
Daily records of ground-based precipitation observations are obtained from the
Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily (GHCN-D) stations (Menne et al.,
2012), which are provided by the NOAA/National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). We have identified 58,364 GHCN-D sites (out
of 60,184) with available precipitation data across the United States. The daily
precipitation data from these 58,364 sites are processed and then stored in unit of
mm.
In order to specify the GHCN-D sites corresponding to the HCDN streamgages,
we considered the areal extents of the Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) of four (i.e.,
HUC4) to identify the boundaries of the sub-regions (Seaber, Kapinos, and Knapp,
1987). There are 216 HUC4s across the conterminous United States (excluding
Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands). Furthermore, on average, there are two
to three HCDN streamgages and 270 GHCN-D sites within each HUC4 boundary.
We assigned the entire set of the GHCN-D precipitation stations located inside an
individual HUC4 to the HCDN streamgage(s). This procedure yielded a list of
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HUC4s, and each one has a list of the GHCN-D stations and a certain number of
the HCDN streamgage(s).
5.4 Flood Attributes, Regional Controls, and Statisti-
cal Scaling
In the following sections, we discuss the methods and models that were developed
in this work to quantify the scaling of floods to geomorphologic characteristics and
precipitation variability.
5.4.1 Computing the flood attributes
We used an event-based flood detection approach where the attributes of a flood
event –duration, peak, volume– and its time of occurrence are systematically de-
termined for each HCDN streamgage. An illustration is shown in Figure 5.1. The
proposed approach here based on the flood stage information differs from other
flood attribution strategies such as the annual maximum flow and peak-over-
threshold (POT)-derived series of the flood event (e.g., see Archfield et al. (2016),
Najibi, Devineni, and Lu (2017), Mallakpour et al. (2017), Hodgkins et al. (2019),
and Neri et al. (2019)), that might not necessarily relate to an actual flood. Using
the flood stage information to identify the flood events can serve as a more realistic
approach, as it does not discard any small or local flood events.
We explain the steps for the flood attributes in three parts as follows:
1. Flood duration (Fd): For each HCDN streamgage, we define Fd as the num-
ber of day(s) in which the streamflow time-series is greater or equal to the
prescribed flood stage. Moreover, we have also recorded the starting and
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ending dates of flood event(s) for each HCDN site. Fd [days] ranges from 1 to
several days for different flood events that occurred in that HCDN basin. The






di where di = 1 when Qi ≥ flood stage (5.1)
where Qi is the daily streamflow, and ts and te are the starting and ending dates
corresponding to when Qi exceeds the flood stage continuously.
2. Flood peak (Fp): Maximum of streamflow in each segment when the daily
streamflow exceeds the flood stage (i.e., between the starting and ending dates
of the flood) is considered as Fp [m3s−1]. Since the peak is measured relative
to the flood stage, the lower bound for Fp is the flood stage of that streamgage.
Fp = Max (Qts , Qts+1 , Qts+2 , ..., Qte) when Qi ≥ flood stage (5.2)
ts and te are the same indices defined in Equation 5.1.
3. Flood volume (Fv): We have computed Fv based on the integral of all ex-
ceeded streamflow value(s) from the flood stage for each flood event thst
occurred in the HCDN site. It is apparent that Fv can be equal to Fp for a






Qi when Qi ≥ flood stage (5.3)
where ts and te are the same indices defined in Equation 5.1.
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For each HCDN site, multiple flood events are possible which will yield an
event based Fd, Fp and Fv series.
The analysis of streamflow time-series for the 479 HCDN streamgages showed
that there are 11,662 individual floods that occurred till September 30, 2017 across
the conterminous United States. This indicates that on average 25 flood events
occurred in each HCDN streamgage, and the maximum number of floods is 519
for a HCDN streamgage (USGS 05466500 Edwards River near New Boston, IL). We
have calculated the individual flood attributes (i.e., Fd, Fp, and Fv) and stored them
in separate matrices for each streamgage. If we consider only those 170 HCDN
streamgages with available geomorphologic characteristics, there were 5797 flood
events that occurred across all these 170 HCDN streamgages. On average, there
are 34 floods for each streamgage over its entire discharge record. There is one
streamgage with a maximum of 490 floods (USGS 08013000 Calcasieu River near
Glenmora, LA).
5.4.2 Computing antecedent precipitation inputs
To account for the influence of precipitation regimes on the flood attributes, we
have computed the antecedent precipitation accumulation and variability for those
GHCN-D stations located in HUC4 (see Section 5.3.4 for more details on corre-
sponding precipitation stations to the streamflow stations).
Since there are several precipitation stations in each HUC4, for every individual
flood event associated with a streamgage, we have conducted the following proce-
dure to derive the catchment cumulative antecedent precipitation and variability.
For each flood event that occurred at a specific date and streamgage, we identify
all the GHCN-D precipitation stations (e.g., j stations) in the same HUC4 that have
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available rainfall observation(s) during at least one day before the starting date of
the flood, and up to k days before the starting date (k = 14 days here). Then, we
calculated the distance (in km) between these precipitation stations and the specified
streamgage and labeled it as lj. We also calculated what fraction of preceding k-day
daily observation has no missing observation, and labeled it as pj for that GHCN-D
site (pj is equal to 1 for a full k-day precipitation records, and pj is close to 0 for only
one day precipitation record in the k-day window). The mathematical formulation





where as explained above, pj is the fraction of available daily precipitation obser-
vation in a k-day window preceding the flood starting date. pj varies from 1/k
to 1. pj=1 indicates a full k-day daily precipitation observation is recorded right
before the flood occurrence time. lj refers to the geographical distance (km) between
the GHCN-D precipitation station j and the HCDN streamgage located inside the
same HUC4 boundary. We applied Wj to the precipitation attributes (see below) as
a weighted metric to logically account for weighting the contributions of adjacent
precipitation stations with less missing values, more than the precipitation stations
further away and with more missing values.
Next, we compute the accumulation and coefficient of variation (CV = σ/µ) of
preceding precipitation events for all the existing GHCN-D stations inside HUC4.
The total antecedent rainfall accumulation (Ra) and coefficient of variation of rainfall
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where ra and rcv are the rainfall accumulation and coefficient of variation for the
GHCN-D station j (j = 1, ..., n precipitation stations) during a k-day window
preceding the flood occurrence. We organized the matrices for the Ra (mm) and
Rcv (mm/mm) similarly to the flood attributes matrices.
We have carried out all the indicated steps above for each flood event. Ultimately,
for each individual flood event, we have three attributes for flood (Fd, Fp, and
Fv), two precipitation inputs (Ra, and Rcv), and four basin-related geomorphologic
characteristics (DA, S, L, Elev).
5.4.3 Developing statistical scaling models
We formulate three sets of statistical scaling models to investigate how the geomor-
phological characteristics of the basins, precipitation patterns, and basin response
to the precipitation variabilities relates to Fd, Fp, and Fv. These are outlined below.
5.4.3.1 M0: Baseline – Scaling of floods with geomorphological characteristics
of the basin
In this scheme, we hypothesize that the parameters of the distribution of the flood
attributes (Fd, Fp, Fv) scale with the basin-wide characteristics including the geo-
morphologic factors. This scheme would quantify the exclusive role of the basin in
modulating Fd, Fp, and Fv. We tag this scheme as M0 because the scaling is with
the basin-wide geomorphologic properties which are purely related to the nature of
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the basins.
5.4.3.2 M1: Theory 1 – Scaling of floods with precipitation accumulation in the
basin and geomorphological parameters of the basin
In this scheme, we hypothesize that the parameters of the distributions of the flood
attributes (Fd, Fp, Fv) are dynamically related to antecedent rainfall accumulation
(i.e., Ra), and these coefficients in turn scale with the basins’ geomorphological char-
acteristics. The purpose is to quantify how Fd, Fp, and Fv can be explained based on
the interaction of the cumulative precipitation with the basin-wide geomorphologic
properties.
5.4.3.3 M2: Theory 2 – Scaling of floods with precipitation variability in the
basin and geomorphological parameters of the basin
Whereas in M1, we hypothesize that the parameters of the distributions of the flood
attributes are dynamically related to antecedent rainfall accumulation, in M2, we hy-
pothesize that they are related to the variability (i.e., Rcv) of the antecedent rainfall,
and their coefficients scale with the basins’ geomorphological characteristics. We
test this hypothesis since it is apparent that the variation in the antecedent rainfall
(uniformly distributed or as periods of wet spells) conditional on the basin-wide
parameters might be causing unique or varying flood attributes.
5.5 Results and Discussions
All the model parameters are estimated in a multilevel Bayesian framework using a
combination of STAN (Gelman, Lee, and Guo, 2015; Carpenter et al., 2017) and JAGS
(Plummer, 2003; Denwood, 2016). STAN employes a no-U-turn sampler (NUTS)
(Hoffman and Gelman, 2014) and JAGS employs the Gibbs sampler (Casella and
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George, 1992), both Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods for simulating
the posterior probability distribution of the parameters conditional on the current
choice of parameters and the data.
5.5.1 M0: Floods vs. Geomorphological parameters of the basin
5.5.1.1 Flood duration
Assuming that Fd follows a Poisson distribution with a rate parameter λ, we test
whether the spatial distribution of λ can be explained using basin related geomor-
phologic characteristics including drainage area (DA), basin slope (S), stream length





ln(λi) = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi) (5.6)
where a1 is the intercept and b1, b2, b3, b4 are the scaling coefficients. For
each streamgage i, t refers to the individual flood event. Figure 5.2 presents the
distribution of λ and b1, b2, b3, and b4, the scaling coefficients.
The boxplots in Figure 5.2 a and b panels present the range of estimated parame-
ters λi and the scaling coefficients of geomorphologic characteristics. All the scaling
coefficients are statistically significant. The mean value of λ is 2.1664. The standard
deviation is 0.8526. When they are seen in conjunction (coefficient of variation), we
find a 39% spatial variation in the rate of flood duration nation wide. This spatial
variability in λ –the rate of duration of flood for each streamgage– is presented in
Figure 5.2c. It is apparent that longer Fd events are mostly occurring in the U.S.
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Figure 5.2: Scaling of flood duration (Fd) using the geomorphologic characteristics of the
basin (baseline model, M0). The boxplots in (a) and (b) panels show the λ parameter of
Poisson distribution for the durations of flood and the geomorphologic characteristics, and
(c) illustrates spatial distribution of λ across the United States as darker shades refer to the
longer flood durations. The relationships between λ and the drainage area, basin slope,
stream length, and basin elevation are shown in (d).
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Midwest and upper Missouri River Basin. The parameter λ is also greater across the
U.S. Northeast belt compared to the West Pacific States and Northwestern HCDN
basins.
To understand the drivers of λ across the United States, the comparisons of the
geomorphologic characteristics of the basins corresponded to the median of the
estimated λ values are plotted in Figure 5.2d. We can see that the basins with larger
DA (seen on a logarithmic scale) correspond to higher rate λ, indicating that the
duration of floods is longer for those basins that have larger drainage areas. This
dependence is also logarithmic. Median of b1 is 0.2186, which can be translated to as
a unit increase in log(DA) can scale up the rate of Fd by 0.2186. In a similar fashion,
the basins with longer stream length L is associated with higher λ and thus longer
Fd (median of b3 is 0.0284). In contrast, as the distribution of b2 indicates, the rate
of Fd is negatively correlated with the slope of the basins. Since the median of b2 is
-0.1304, it can be interpreted as a unit increase in the slope of the basin (becoming
steeper) is scaling down the overall rate of the Fd by a factor of 0.1304. This means
steeper basins have shorter duration floods compared to the basins located in flat
topography or gradual plain.
We also present the relationship between the basin elevation (low- or high-
altitude basins) and the rate of flood duration in Figure 5.2d. The overall distribution
of the b4 –scaling coefficient for the log(Elev) with a median of -0.1197– indicates
that low-altitude basins would be prone to longer Fd values. This fact can also
be seen from the basins that are located across the U.S. Midwest and South and
the Southeastern United States. High-altitude basins which are mostly located
across the leeward or windward of the Rocky Mountains (see Figure 5.11 d) have a
significantly lower rate of flood duration.
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5.5.1.2 Flood peak
We assumed a Pareto distribution with two parameters, xmin –scale– and α –shape–
for flood peaks. The threshold xmin is set as log(flood stage) which is a unique
value for each streamgage. Recall that Fp is determined from those values that
are greater than the flood stage, as described by Equation 5.2. Equation 5.7 shows






ln(αi) = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi) (5.7)
where α is the Pareto distribution parameter which is evaluated using geomor-
phologic characteristics through scaling coefficients b1, b2, b3, and b4 when xmin
threshold is log(flood stage). The estimated coefficients and the Pareto distribution
parameters are presented in Figure 5.3.
In Figure 5.3 a and b, the boxplots represent the distribution of α as the general
indicator for variability of peaks of flood events at the country-scale, and b1, b2, b3,
and b4 are the scaling coefficients on the basin-related DA, S, L, and Elev properties.
The median of α is 0.2776. We also show the spatial variability of the median α for
the individual streamgage in Figure 5.3c. It should be noted that smaller shape
parameter value of the Pareto distribution (i.e., α) indicates heavier tail and vice
versa. Based on this, the darker patches in Figure 5.3c that is mostly extended
over the upper Missouri River Basin, Central, and the Northwestern United States
demonstrate that the flood peaks have significantly larger values compared to the
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Figure 5.3: Scaling of flood peak (Fp) using the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin
(baseline model, M0). The boxplots in (a) and (b) panels show the α parameter of Pareto
distribution for the peaks of flood and the geomorphologic characteristics, and (c) illustrates
spatial distribution of α across the United States as darker shades refer to the larger flood
peaks. The relationships between α and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and
basin elevation are shown in (d) panel with their Spearman’s rank correlation. xmin is set to
be the corresponding flood stage.
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Northeast and Southeastern United States.
The relationship between the geomorphologic properties and the estimated α
parameter is shown using scatter-plots in Figure 5.3d. It can be seen that larger
DA values are proportional with smaller α values, indicating that larger flood
peaks occur in larger drainage basins. The Fp scaling here with respect to the DA
has a median of -0.0999 for coefficient b1, and such significant correlation with
respect to the DA is consistent with the previous studies; for example, Villarini and
Smith (2010) who evaluated the GEV distribution on flood peak distribution, and
Gupta and Dawdy (1995) who used an exponential formulation based on the DA
variability to model the behavior of the flood peaks.
The behavior of Fp against different basin slopes (steep or flat), stream lengths
(short, moderate, or long), and different basin elevations across the conterminous
United States is presented in Figure 5.3d. It can be seen that in addition to large DA
basins that can cause smaller α (and thus larger Fp), longer L and lower-elevation
basins are also associated with the smaller α values. The scatter-plot for the basin
slope indicates that steeper basins have slightly larger α (and thus smaller Fp). We
hypothesize that the steeper basins cannot accommodate a sufficient amount of
streamflow over time as well as they have a smaller DA to generate a large Fp in
the basin.
5.5.1.3 Flood volume
For flood volume, we assumed that the log of the flood volume follows a Normal
distribution with two parameters µ and σ2 that scale based on the geomorphologic
characteristics. Here, we intend to quantify both µ and σ using the DA, S, L, and
Elev factors, as given below:
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µi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
σi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi) (5.8)
In Equation 5.8, a1 and a2 are the intercepts for the models of µ and σ. The two
sets of b1, b2, b3, b4 and b5, b6, b7, and b8 are the scaling coefficients for µ and σ
which are exclusively determined using the log of DA, S, L, and Elev.
Figure 5.4 presents the medians of the posterior distributions of µ and σ, and the
posterior distributions of b1 to b8 coefficients in Equation 5.8. The boxplots in Figure
5.4 a and b show the distribution of µ and σ as well as the b1 to b8 coefficients. The
median of µ and σ are 5.5075 and 0.97, respectively. The median of µ and σ refer to
the average nature of Fv across the conterminous United States derived from each
streamgage.
We present the spatial distribution of the median of the posterior distribution
of µ and σ over the United States and their relationships with respect to DA, S, L,
Elev in Figure 5.4 c and d, respectively. It can be seen that on average larger µ with
higher variance (larger σ) is pronounced for the basins of the U.S. Midwest regions,
middle Mississippi River Basin and (Upper) Missouri River Basin. The scatter plots
in Figure 5.4d for µ and σ variability in relation to the DA and L indicate a strong
correlation – large drainage areas imply greater µ and σ. The coefficients b1, b3,
b5, and b7 also show a positive scaling behavior. Most of the findings here for the
Fv are similar to the statistical scaling behavior of Fd that was described above.
Lastly, regarding the basin slope and its contribution to scaling of Fv, we can see
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Figure 5.4: Scaling of flood volume (Fv) using the geomorphologic characteristics of the
basin (baseline model, M0). The boxplots in (a) and (b) panels show the µ and σ2 parameters
of Log-normal distribution for the durations of flood and the geomorphologic characteristics,
and (c) illustrates spatial distribution of µ and σ2 across the United States as darker shades
refer to larger flood volumes and variability, respectively. The relationships between the
retrieved µ and σ2 and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin elevation
are shown in (d) panel with their Spearman’s rank correlation.
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that the plane basins would maintain more Fv since µ decreases when the slope of
the basins become steeper. We can see such spatial pattern – smaller Fv and µ – are
mostly existing over the Western U.S. basins that also have shorter stream lengths
(see Figure 5.11).
5.5.2 M1: Floods vs. Precipitation accumulation in the basin
In addition to the M0 models that quantify the scaling of floods with basin-wide
geomorphologic characteristics, we further our investigation by assessing the scal-
ing of floods with accumulated precipitations in the basin (see Section 5.4.2 for
computation of the rainfall accumulation metric), the parameters of which scale
with basin-wide geomorphologic characteristics. While the geomorphologic char-
acteristics of the HCDN basins are nearly static over these time scales, the rainfall
accumulation is dynamic and depends on mesoscale atmospheric and large-scale
climatic features. It is our interest to de-couple the effects of near static and dynamic
factors. Ultimately, we will be able to systematically identify what fraction of the
flood attributes can be explained by the total antecedent rainfall accumulation in
the basin (i.e., Ra, as defined in Section 5.4.2), and what fraction can be explained
by the geomorphologic characteristic(s) of the basin.
5.5.2.1 Flood duration
As before, we assumed a Poisson distribution for Fd, with a difference that the
site-specific rate parameter also changes with time, λi,t, to enable coupling with Ra
–total antecedent rainfall accumulation in the basin before the flood occurrence. As
given in Equation 5.9, we assume that A and B are the parameters for this model,
and the geomorphologic characteristics then inform these parameters of the basin.
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µAi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
µBi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi)
(5.9)
A and B are the scaling coefficients for the dynamic layer, b1 to b4 refer to scaling
with geomorphologic factors that may be independent of precipitation accumu-
lation, and b5 to b8 refer to how the rainfall scaling factor further scales with
geomorphologic properties of the basins. In other words, A and B are the scaling
factors of the dynamic layer, and b1 to b8 are the scaling coefficients of the near-static
layer. Results are presented in Figure 5.5.
The boxplots in Figure 5.5 a and b presents the posterior distributions of the
scaling factors. The spatial distribution of A and B are also presented in Figure
5.5c. In contrast, larger B values that have a darker color pattern in Figure 5.5c
indicate e higher degrees of modulation to Ra in each basin. Majority of the basins
across the Central, Southeastern, and Northeastern United States show a great
response to the preceding precipitation accumulation in the basins. On the other
hand, basins located across the Western parts of the United States, in particular
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Figure 5.5: Scaling of flood duration (Fd) using the preceding rainfall accumulation (Ra)
and the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin (Theory 1, M1). The boxplots in (a)
and (b) panels show the scaling factors (A: intercept, as the basin constant behavior and B:
slope, as the basin response to the rain) in the first regression layer evaluated on λ and b1 to
b8 for the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin in the second layer, and (c) illustrates
spatial distribution of A and B across the United States. The relationships between A and
B and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin elevation are shown in (d)
panel.
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across the Rocky Mountains, Great Basin, and the Missouri River Basin have a
smaller B value, indicating that the role of antecedent rainfall accumulation is not
significant in modulating Fd.
Furthermore, Figure 5.5d presents the relationships between the scaling factors
(i.e., A and B) and the four selected geomorphologic characteristics. We can see
that DA and L have a significant positive scaling factor with A, the intercept of
the rainfall-flood duration model. The intercept is analogous to long-term average
flood duration in the basin, and it is reasonable that the mean flood duration scales
positively with drainage area and the length of the stream. This phenomenon
is also illustrated in M0. Conversely, S and Elev of the basins play a significant
role in interacting with the Ra to modulate Fd. The basins’ response to rainfall is
determined mainly by S and Elev. Steeper basins have smaller coefficients and vice
versa. The median of the scaling coefficient b6 is -0.0278, which suggests that for
every increasing one unit in the slope of the basin, the basin’s response to rainfall
will decrease by 0.0278. This reduced response effects the rate of Fd.
5.5.2.2 Flood peak
We followed a similar approach to quantify the role of preceding rainfall accumula-
tion and its interaction with basin characteristics in explaining the variations in Fp.
α, the parameter of the Pareto distribution is assumed to dynamically varying with
Ra, and the geomorphologic characteristics inform its scaling factors A and B.
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µAi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
µBi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi) (5.10)
The variables and notations indicated above are already defined in Equation 5.9.
The posterior distribution of the scaling coefficients are presented in Figure 5.6.
As can be seen in Figure 5.6, the drainage area, and stream length have a
significant negative correlation with A, the mean flood peak in the basin. This is
similar and analogous to the results shown in M0. The effect of basin slope on B
is positive and significant – steeper basins yield larger B, i.e., a more substantial
response to rainfall which ultimately results in peak flood. Moreover, high-altitude
basins have significantly larger B.
The spatial distribution of the A and B across the conterminous United States
demonstrate that the HCDN basins located in the Northeast, Southeast, and the
Central United States have a combination of both drivers that can be manifested in
α and Fp; 1) mean basin response and 2) interaction of rainfall accumulation with
the basin characteristics. While the basins in the Northeast, Southeast, and Central
United States show a greater response to the preceding precipitation accumulation
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Figure 5.6: Scaling of flood peak (Fp) using the preceding rainfall accumulation (Ra) and
the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin (Theory 1, M1). The boxplots in (a) and (b)
panels show the scaling factors (A: intercept, as the basin constant behavior and B: slope, as
the basin response to the rain) in the first regression layer evaluated on α and b1 to b8 for the
geomorphologic characteristics of the basin in the second layer, and (c) illustrates spatial
distribution of A and B across the United States. The relationships between A and B and
the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin elevation are shown in (d) panel.
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in the basins to generate stronger flood peaks, basins across the Western parts of the
United States indicate that there is a substantial mean basin response. Most of these
basins have large drainage areas with longer stream lengths in higher altitudes.
5.5.2.3 Flood volume
For flood volume, we again assume that the log of the flood volume follows a
Normal distribution with a dynamically varying mean parameter that is informed
by precipitation accumulations. The basin characteristics then inform the scaling
















µAi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
µBi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi)
(5.11)
We present the posterior distributions of the scaling coefficients at the two levels
in Figure 5.7.
It can be seen in Figure 5.7a that A and B, the scaling factors in the first layer
have a median of 4.74 and 0.18, respectively. These values can be interpreted as
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Figure 5.7: Scaling of flood volume (Fv) using the preceding rainfall accumulation (Ra) and
the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin (Theory 1, M1). The boxplots in (a) and (b)
panels show the scaling factors (A: intercept, as the basin constant behavior and B: slope, as
the basin response to the rain) in the first regression layer evaluated on µ and b1 to b8 for the
geomorphologic characteristics of the basin in the second layer, and (c) illustrates spatial
distribution of A and B across the United States. The relationships between the retrieved A
and B and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin elevation are shown in
(d) panel.
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the overall effects of the basin given its geomorphologic properties and response
to the preceding precipitation accumulation on Fv across the United States. Figure
5.7b presents the distribution of b1 to b8 coefficients. Given Figure 5.7b and 5.7d,
one can point out the positive scaling of the drainage area and stream length on A,
the mean flood volume. In contrast, the slope of the basin and its altitude have a
negative scaling factor on the response function – low-altitude steeper basins have
a smaller response to rainfall accumulation. The spatial distribution of A and B is
shown in Figure 5.7c. It can be seen that the basins located across the U.S. Northeast
and Southeast have a greater response to Ra. A as the mean flood volume in the
basin has mostly a higher value in the Western and West North Central states of the
United States. Most of these basins include larger drainage areas with a gradual
slope and short length that are also positioned in the higher altitudes.
5.5.3 M2: Floods vs. Precipitation variability in the basin
In addition to quantifying the scaling of floods with precipitation accumulation
and varying basin characteristics (M1 models), we examine the contributions of
precipitation variability to the flood attributes through the M2 models. The M2
models for the Fd, Fp, and Fv are evaluated using the preceding rainfall’s coefficient
of variation (Rcv) as computed based on Equation 5.5 (see Section 5.4 for more
details). Here, Rcv represents the level of dispersion in the distribution of the
precipitation events, i.e., whether the rainfall events follow a uniform pattern, or
whether they are a set of repeated rainfall events interspersed with dry spells before
the flood occurrences.
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5.5.3.1 Flood duration
The M2 model for Fd is shown in Equation 5.12. Similar to Equation 5.9, A and B
are the scaling factors in the first level. In the second level, the geomorphological
characteristics of the basins are used as the covariates to explain µA and µB, which
are the expected values of A and B in the first layer. The b1 to b8 coefficients are the
















µAi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
µBi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi) (5.12)
The scaling factors related to the basin response (i.e., A) and interaction of
basin with the precipitation variability (i.e., B) are derived conditional on the
geomorphologic characteristics. These results are presented in Figure 5.8.
The median of A and B are 0.38 and -0.03, respectively. We also show the spatial
distribution of the A and B across the conterminous United States in Figure 5.8c.
Figure 5.8d shows the relationships between two scaling factors of A and B in the
first layer with respect to the basin-wide geomorphologic characteristics. We can see
that basins with larger drainage areas relate to larger A –constant basin response–
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Figure 5.8: Statistical scaling of flood duration (Fd) using the preceding coefficient of
variation of rainfall (Rcv) and the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin (Theory 2,
M2). The boxplots in (a) and (b) panels show the scaling factors (A: intercept, as the basin
constant behavior and B: slope, as the basin response to the rain) in the first regression
layer evaluated on λ and b1 to b8 for the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin in the
second layer, and (c) illustrates spatial distribution of A and B across the United States. The
relationships between A and B and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin
elevation are shown in (d) panel.
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and larger B – the interaction of basin with the Rcv– which ultimately causing
longer Fd. The spatial distribution of A and B in Figure 5.8c shows that those
basins with greater response to Rcv are mostly located in the U.S. Midwest and
Northwestern territories. The basins in the Northeast and Southeast of the United
States pronounce a combination of moderate to a large range of B and small A. This
can be interpreted that the response of the Northeastern and Southeastern basins to
the preceding precipitation variability is insignificant. Furthermore, the behavior of
A and B subjected to varying basin slope in Figure 5.8d depicts that steeper basins
have smaller mean flood duration but have no relation to the response factor.
5.5.3.2 Flood peak
Equation 5.13 shows a Pareto distribution with two parameters, xmin and α where
xmin is considered to be the flood stage information associated with each streamgage
i and α is modeled in the first level with respect to the Rcv, and its coefficients are
















µAi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
µBi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi) (5.13)
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where A and B are the scaling factors for Fp conditional on Rcv. Next, A and B
are modeled in the second layer by applying a regression on the geomorphologic
characteristics with the coefficients of b1 to b8. We present these scaling factors and
their corresponding coefficients in Figure 5.9.
The boxplots in Figure 5.9a show the distribution of A and B . The distributions
of the coefficients in the second level of Equation 5.13 –evaluated with respect to the
geomorphologic characteristics of the basin– are given in Figure 5.9b. The spatial
distribution of A and B illustrates that smaller A values (stimulating larger mean
flood peaks) are mostly located across the Central parts of the United States as we
can see in Figure 5.9c. In contrast, their corresponding B factors have greater positive
values, indicating that the basin response to preceding precipitation variability itself
in this region is significantly higher.
The scatter plots in Figure 5.9d describe how the varying geomorphologic
characteristics govern A and B. The drainage area is correlated negatively with
A and positively with B, indicating that those basins with larger drainage areas
would cause greater peak, and there is less sensitivity to the contributions from
the precipitation variability. This pattern holds the same for the stream length. In
contrast to the drainage area and stream length, the basin slope tends to behave
oppositely, in which steeper basins yield larger A and smaller B values. Given
Figure 5.9c, basins distributed across the U.S. Western and Northwest regions tend
to produce a significant response to Rcv.
5.5.3.3 Flood volume
The interaction of preceding precipitation variability with the basin-wide charac-
teristics to explain the flood volumes is shown next. Equation 5.14 shows this
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Figure 5.9: Scaling of flood peak (Fp) using the preceding coefficient of variation of rainfall
(Rcv) and the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin (Theory 2, M2). The boxplots in (a)
and (b) panels show the retrieved scaling factors (A: intercept, as the basin constant behavior
and B: slope, as the basin response to the rain) in the first regression layer evaluated on
α and b1 to b8 for the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin in the second layer, and
(c) illustrates spatial distribution of A and B across the United States. The relationships
between A and B and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin elevation are
shown in (d) panel.
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two-level scaling. A and B are the scaling factors in the first level. Then, they are

















µAi = a1 + b1ln(DAi) + b2ln(Si) + b3ln(Li) + b4ln(Elevi)
µBi = a2 + b5ln(DAi) + b6ln(Si) + b7ln(Li) + b8ln(Elevi) (5.14)
From Figure 5.10, we understand that larger drainage areas result in a higher
scaling factor of A, thus leading to more flood volumes. This situation is the same
for the length of the stream inside the basins. On the other hand, steeper basins
stimulate lower volumes as the steepness criteria may decrease the accumulation of
streamflow inside the channel. The effects of the preceding precipitation variability
can also be understood from Figure 5.10. The scaling factor B increases as the
drainage areas and stream lengths inside the basins increase. This points out that
these two geomorphologic properties enhance the effects of Rcv on Fv. Those
basins located in the Northwestern and Central United States show a higher rate of
scaling factor for A (i.e., basin related exclusive contribution to the volume) while
those basins distributed over the Eastern, Northeastern, and Midwestern United
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Figure 5.10: Scaling of flood volume (Fv) using the preceding coefficient of variation of
rainfall (Rcv) and the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin (Theory 2, M2). The
boxplots in (a) and (b) panels show the retrieved scaling factors (A: intercept, as the basin
constant behavior and B: slope, as the basin response to the rain) in the first regression
layer evaluated on µ and b1 to b8 for the geomorphologic characteristics of the basin in the
second layer, and (c) illustrates spatial distribution of A and B across the United States. The
relationships between A and B and the drainage area, basin slope, stream length, and basin
elevation are shown in (d) panel.
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Table 5.2: Summary of estimated parameters and coefficients (scaling factors) from the
statistical distributions of flood attributes evaluated on the geomorphologic characteristics
of the HCDN basins and different inputs of preceding precipitation accumulation; log(Ra),
and precipitation variability; Rcv. In two-level scaling models with Ra and Rcv (M1 and M2),
the flood attributes are being explained using A and B as respectively the scaling factors
corresponding to the exclusive contribution of the basins and influence of precipitation to
the basin-wide properties (i.e., basin-wide response to the precipitation in generating the
flood attributes).
Flood attributes Fd Fp Fv
Statistical distribution ∼ Poisson ∼ Pareto ∼ Lognormal
M0 (baseline model) λ = 2.17 α = 0.28 µ = 5.51, σ = 0.98
M1 (Theory 1) A= 0.28, B= 0.025 A= -0.89, B= -0.088 A= 4.73, B= 0.19
M2 (Theory 2) A= 0.49, B= -0.026 A= -1.28, B= -0.01 A= 5.63, B= 0.018
States indicate larger B values (i.e., scaling factor for the interaction of preceding
precipitation variability with the geomorphologic properties of the basin).
In Table 5.2, we summarize the discussions of statistical scaling and present the
median of estimated scaling factors as well as the statistical parameters correspond-
ing to the flood attributes shown in M0, M1, and M2 models.
For the baseline models adapted for Fd, Fp, and Fv, the λ, α, and µ with σ are the
scaling factors to relate the geomorphologic characteristics to the statistical parame-
ters of flood attributes. M1 and M2 are the two-level scaling models with A and B
as the scaling factors to relate the preceding precipitation attributes (accumulation
or variability) to the statistical parameters of flood attributes in one direction, while
A and B are also attributed to the geophysical characteristics of the basins.
5.6 Conclusions
This study quantifies the scaling of flood attributes to basin-wide characteristics and
patterns of the precipitation regimes (accumulation and variability). All the avail-
able records of streamflow until September 30, 2017, from 702 HCDN streamgages
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across the United States were initially obtained. We computed the flood attributes
for 479 HCDN streamgages with available flood stage information. This resulted in
11,662 flood events. The geomorphological characteristics including the drainage
area, basin slope, stream length, and basin elevation were available for 170 of these
HCDN streamgages. Ultimately, 5,797 flood events were identified in total for 170
HCDN streamgages that also have the geomorphologic characteristics.
Three sets of statistical scaling models are considered to decompose the relation-
ships between the geomorphology, precipitation patterns, and the three flood at-
tributes (duration, peak, and volume). We developed a baseline and two multi-level
scaling models for quantifying the contributions (if any) of the basin-dependent
physical drivers and precipitation inputs to the statistical parameters of the flood
attributes. Due to the nature of flood attributes, we utilized a Poisson distribution
(with parameter λ) for the duration of floods, a Pareto distribution (with parameter
α) for the peaks of floods (xmin was considered to be equal to the flood stage for
each streamgage), and a Log-normal distribution (with parameters µ and σ) for the
flood volumes.
The underlying findings and results about the statistical scaling of floods and
our contributions are summarized as follows:
1. The geomorphologic characteristics can explain all three flood attributes.
Scaling of the geomorphologic properties of the basins was tested using M0
models for the duration, peak, and volume of floods (without the influence
of precipitation). Larger drainage areas and longer length of streams result
in longer flood duration (larger λ), larger flood peak (smaller α), and larger
flood volumes (larger µ). Conversely, the steeper basins (greater slope) are
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associated with shorter flood duration and lower flood volumes. The high-
altitude basins show a lower level of flood duration and peak, but larger
volumes. We hypothesize that this is mostly due to the effects of snowmelt on
the flood generating mechanism over higher altitudes. The flood volume is
substantially larger for those basins located in the Central and Northwest of
the United States and adjacent to the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers.
2. The joint relationships of the preceding precipitation accumulation and geo-
morphologic characteristics of the basins on the flood attributes were quan-
tified using M1 models. For the M2 models, the preceding precipitation
variability (coefficient of variation) was considered instead. In both M1 and
M2 models, two scaling factors, A and B (intercept and slope) are utilized
to relate the geomorphologic drivers to the flood attributes through the pre-
ceding precipitation accumulation and precipitation variability in the basin.
The posterior distributions of A –constant contributions of the basin– and B
–dynamic response of basin to the precipitation– were then examined against
the geomorphologic characteristics.
3. In M1 model for Fd and Fv conditional on Ra, basins with larger drainage
areas co-vary with larger A, indicating a significant contribution from the
drainage areas. However, steeper basins correlate with smaller B. We found
that the basins located across the Rocky Mountains, Great Basins, and Snake
River Basins have lower scaling factor of B but greater A instead. The North-
east basins have a moderate A with slightly positive B that denote both the
basin-dependent drivers and precipitation accumulation would modulate the
duration of floods in this region. In the M1 model for Fp conditional on Ra,
larger drainage areas and steeper basins co-vary with smaller A and greater
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B, respectively. This indicates those basins with larger drainage areas have a
greater influence on peaks of floods whereas steeper basins can significantly
decrease the level of contribution from the precipitation accumulation. The
spatial distribution of B also shows that the Eastern basins have a higher level
of influence on the peaks of floods.
4. Results from the M2 models for Fd and Fv conditional on Rcv show that the
basins with larger drainage areas and longer streams correspond to greater
A and B, suggesting a higher level of scaling for the dispersed precipitation
events during the occurrence of floods. In contrast, the steeper basins have
lower level of A and B. This indicates that smaller scaling factors are associ-
ated with lower level of flood duration and volume. For Fp, there is a strong
dependency between larger basins, longer streams, more gradual basins and
the rate of A and B. Extremely larger peaks of floods are dominant as a result
of such physical configuration together with higher precipitation variability
before the flood occurrence. The spatial distribution of Fp and Fv conditional
on Rcv suggests that the Eastern basins have greater scaling with precipitation
variability ahead of the flood occurrence (i.e., B). In fact, larger heterogeneity
of precipitation events across these basins would be translated effectively to
the peaks and volumes of floods.
While we developed three sets of statistical scaling models for flood attributes
using the geomorphologic characteristics and precipitation inputs (accumulation
and variability), we noticed the influence of different drivers such as the varying
metrics related to rainfall including the duration of wet and dry spells and longer
time-span advancing to the flood event. Potential contributions to the flood at-
tributes might also be associated with the amount of snowpack for higher altitude
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basins and inputs from the rain-on-snow processes. These are the apparent caveats
that we intent to explore in near future.
5.7 Appendix: Geomorphologic Characteristics of the
HCDN Basins in the Conterminous United States
As we discussed in Section 5.3, we have collected the geomorphologic characteristics
of the HCDN basins (Slack and Landwehr, 1992; Slack, Lumb, and Landwehr, 1993)
and presented in Table 5.1. Figure 5.11 illustrate the spatial distribution of these
properties across the conterminous United States.
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Organization of Simultaneous Heavy
Precipitation Events (SHPEs)1
6.1 Summary
We introduce the idea of Simultaneous Heavy Precipitation Event (SHPE) to under-
stand whether extreme precipitation (>99th percentile) has a spatial organization
that is manifested as a specified track or a contiguous field with inherent scaling
relationships. For this purpose, we created a database of SHPEs using ground-based
precipitation observations recorded by the daily Global Historical Climatology Net-
work (GHCN-D) across the conterminous United States during 1900–2014 period
(115 years). The SHPEs are examined for their seasonality, spatial manifestations
(centroids and stretches), spatial orientations, areal extents, and recurrence over
time. Four seasons of December-January-February (DJF), March-April-May (MAM),
June-July-August (JJA), and September-October-November (SON) are considered in
order to incisively examine the spatial patterns, temporal behavior, and associated
1Najibi, N., A. Mazor, and N. Devineni, 2019, Understanding the Spatial Organization of Si-
multaneous Heavy Precipitation Events (SHPEs) over the conterminous United States, Journal of
Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, under review.
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large-scale atmospheric circulations of the SHPEs. In each season, we quantified the
spatial distribution of the centroids and axes of the SHPEs, their elliptical or circular
manifestations, azimuthal orientations, and areal extents on the ground. Results
indicate that there are 54, 58, 103, and 204 SHPEs in each DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
seasons and their longest stretches range on average within 650–1600, 850–1500,
950–1550, and 750–1450 km, respectively. The SHPEs in the DJF, MAM, and JJA
seasons occur mostly over the Pacific Coast, Central United States, and the Midwest,
respectively. The SHPEs in the SON season illustrate three spatial clusters anchored
over the Northeast, the Midwest, and the Pacific Coast regions. The systems of
atmosphere pressure and mechanisms of precipitable water vapor and moisture
transport in the atmosphere are also discussed in relation to the SHPEs. Power laws
seems to be suitable to explain SHPEs underlying scaling behavior in all the four
seasons, with stronger evidence in the DJF and MAM seasons. We also developed
a seasonal spatial risk model that uses the spatial coordinates and atmospheric
total column water vapor information as the covariates to predict the likelihood of
SHPEs. Quantifying the characteristics of the SHPEs and modeling their spatial
manifestation (risk footprints) can help adopt precise strategies for better projecting
the flooding risk and achieve sustainability of the floodplains and interconnected
infrastructure systems.
6.2 Introduction
Simultaneous heavy precipitation over a region creates rapid inundation and sig-
nificant risk of flooding. It imposes a threat to the socioeconomic conditions and
environment by causing severe damage and suspension of services over extended
territories. The 1993 summer flooding known as “The Great USA Flood of 1993”
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along the Mississippi watershed and all over the U.S. Midwest is one such example.
According to Mo, Nogues-Paegle, and Paegle (1995), a combination of geographic
features and mesoscale processes has caused this “Great USA Flood of 1993.” They
showed that the orientation of the Rocky Mountains which kept a leeward trough
over their Eastside, strong westerly eddies which caused an anomalous upper-
level zonal wind flow, and an active low-level jet (LLJ) which transported tropical
moisture to the Great Plains were the critical factors in causing widespread ex-
treme rainfall. Ultimately, this widespread extreme rain caused significant flooding
across North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
Wisconsin, and Illinois with $15 billion (US dollars) in damages. The system of
railroad transportation in the Midwest was halted, and more than 15 million acres
of farmland and many water treatment plants were inundated, including loss of
life of 50 people (Larson, 1997). The “Great USA Flood of 1993” is not an isolated
event. Such widespread precipitation induced extreme events continue to occur in
the United States. For instance, according to the billion-dollar weather and climate
disasters catalog released by the NOAA/National Centers for Environmental In-
formation (NCEI) for the year 2018, there were 12 storms that occurred across the
United States including eight severe storms, two tropical cyclones named hurricane
Florence and hurricane Michael, respectively, and two winter storms. Together, they
caused $64 billion (US dollars) economic damages, and they amount to 70% of total
losses associated with all of the billion-dollar disasters that occurred throughout
the United States in 2018 (NOAA/NCEI, 2019).
Identifying the ground footprint of extreme precipitation events and modeling
their spatial risk using large-scale atmospheric processes would be of immense
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value for determining the probability of a specific region –where and when– un-
dergoing a high risk of inundation and sudden deluge. It has invaluable beneficial
effects in terms of better management of the infrastructure systems and reducing
the risk to the society. Despite this, excepting the work of Touma et al. (2018),
who quantified the length scales of extreme precipitation events (>90th percentile)
within a 500 km radial neighborhood across the United States during 1965–2014, the
current understanding of the spatial manifestation of extreme precipitation events
at the land surface level is limited to the regional exploratory analyses, specific
seasons/events, or from restricted records of data (e.g., Mason et al. (1999), Zhang,
Hogg, and Mekis (2001) Voskresenskaya and Vyshkvarkova (2016)). For instance,
aghakouchak2011geometrical compared the connectivity of rainfall fields derived
from the satellite data with a reference radar pattern for multiple satellite images
during Hurricane Rita. zepeda2000space studied the structure of the observed
storms in Oklahoma and developed a predictive scheme based on the convective
available potential energy. A more detailed description of their work can be found
in foufoula2001patterns where they ask an important question on whether rainfall
spatiotemporal patterns exhibit organization and if so, would they be related to the
physics of the atmosphere. In Europe, the homogeneous patterns of precipitation
were analyzed by Tabony (1981) where they indicated that there is a gradient in
rainfall from north to south and over the United Kingdom, Wales, and Ireland
together with common phase and amplitude in the south-western and central Eng-
land and over Wales. They also highlighted that a combination of regional factors
and large-scale atmospheric processes would define such precipitation patterns
at different spatial scales. Similarly, in the Himalayan region, Anders et al. (2006)
explained that there is a notable east-west tending and ridge-valley spatial gradi-
ent of precipitation patterns, which are strongly governed by the topographical
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differences. Kansakar et al. (2004) conducted a detailed study of spatial properties
for different precipitation regimes across Nepal. They elaborated on the role of
high-mountainous areas in causing the orographic lifting and influencing the rate
of precipitation in the windward/leeward sides. A few other such regional studies
can be found in Esteban-Parra, Rodrigo, and Castro-Diez (1998), Cavazos (1999),
Peñarrocha, Estrela, and Millán (2002). Hence, a majority of these studies are limited
to regional scales and/or an event-based investigation of the spatial fields and their
attributable climate and atmospheric circulation features.
To our knowledge, there has not been a systematic study conducted to quanti-
tatively measure the spatial manifestation of simultaneous extreme precipitation
across the conterminous United States, determine their scaling factors and atmo-
spheric patterns, and statistically model them for future predictions. Hence, in this
paper, we introduce Simultaneous Heavy Precipitation Event (SHPE) as a new form
of measuring the spatial structure of heavy precipitation events. We also investigate
the potential causes and drivers that led to such spatial organization throughout
the United States. Furthermore, we present the quantification of the areal extents
of SHPEs using power laws and a relatively simple logistic modeling scheme to
predict the risk of SHPEs spatially over the United States.
Section 6.3 describes the data and observations that were employed in this com-
prehensive analysis. The methodology and the geometric indicators are presented
in Section 6.4. We explain the spatial characteristics of SHPEs in the 20th and early
21st centuries (1900-2014) across the United States together with their areal extent
scaling relationships, seasonality, associated atmospheric dynamics and climatic
processes, and predictive model in Section 6.5. Final conclusions and remarks are
presented in Section 6.6.
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6.3 Materials and Data Preparation
6.3.1 Precipitation: GHCN-Daily observations
Long-term records of daily ground-based precipitation measurements are obtained
from the Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily (GHCN-D) (Menne et al.,
2012; NOAA/NCDC, 2017). The GHCN-D data can be accessed from the NOAA’s
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/, accessed in
September 2017). We selected 1244 high-quality stations across the conterminous
United States using a two-stage filtering process. In the first stage, for all the
available stations, we flag any year with more than 72 days of missing data (20%)
as “missing years.” Then, we select those stations that have at least 92 years of
complete data (i.e., less than 20% missing years). We used this 1244 station data in a
recent study on identifying trends in the frequency of extreme rainfall days (Armal,
Devineni, and Khanbilvardi, 2018).
6.3.2 Atmospheric circulation and vapor transport: NOAA/CIRES
20th century reanalysis
We obtained the long-term daily geopotential height (GPH, m), specific humidity
(SH, %), and zonal and meridional wind vectors (WV, m.s−1) at the 500mb pressure
level, and precipitable water vapor (PWV, kg.m−2) for the entire atmosphere from
the 20th-century reanalysis data project. In addition to the 500mb pressure level,
we also obtained these atmospheric variables at all the 15 levels existing between
1000 and 300 mb at an increment of 50mb.
The 20th-century reanalysis data are provided by the NOAA Earth System Re-
search Laboratory’s Physical Sciences Division (PSD) and Cooperative Institute for
Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES), NOAA/CIRES V2c (Compo et al.,
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2011). The NOAA/CIRES V2c data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boul-
der, CO, USA, can be accessed from https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/(accessed in
November 2018). The daily data from 1900-2014 have a 2◦×2◦ spatial resolution in
the latitudinal and longitudinal directions (a global grid of 180×91).
6.4 Methods and Setup
In Figure 6.1, we present the workflow diagram for the systematic approach that was
carried out in this study. We already introduced the first module which is related
to the data preparation in Section 6.3, the Materials and Data Preparation section.
The remaining sections that are about the spatial representation of precipitation
extremes will now be explained in detail.
6.4.1 Defining the Simultaneous Heavy Precipitation Events (SH-
PEs)
We start by presenting two examples of the spatial manifestation of widespread
rainfall that occurred on May 8, 1995, and September 13, 1961 (Figure 6.2a). The Si-
multaneous Heavy Precipitation Events (SHPEs) are derived through the following
steps. An illustration is provided in Figure 6.2b to contextualize each step.
1. The 99th percentile (hereafter, R99) of the daily non-zero precipitation intensity
(R, mm) is computed for each of the 1244 GHCN-D stations.
2. For each day starting from January 1, 1900, to December 31, 2014, we count the
number of rainfall stations that have a measured precipitation intensity greater
than zero (i.e., R > 0) and label them as c1 (light-blue colored stations in
Figure 6.2b). Next, we examine if any stations listed in c1 have a precipitation
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Select 1244 high-quality 
precipitation stations from the 
GHCN-Daily Network in the US 
(1900 ‒ 2014)
Consider any event
with RoE > RoE99
(0.15 here); this resulted 
in 419 events
Classify and analyze 
SHPEs for every season 










1) Compute the Centroids, Eigenvectors, and 
Eigenvalues of the SHPEs
2) Develop a logistic regression model for the occurrence 
of SHPEs (Spatial Risk Model for the Centroids)
3) Create the SHPE Risk Maps
for each season
Compute c1 and c2 as the number of stations 
with precipitation>0 and extreme precipitation 
(rainfall>R99), respectively; estimate the Rate 
of Extremes: RoE= c2/c1
for each day
Figure 6.1: Workflow diagram presenting the approach for understanding and modeling
the spatial characteristics of Simultaneous Heavy Precipitation Events (SHPEs) across the
conterminous United States.
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intensity greater than R99 (i.e., R > R99), and define them as c2 (dark-blue
colored stations in Figure 6.2b). c2 is the total number of stations (if any) that
recorded an extreme precipitation intensity (>99th percentile) in that day.
3. Then, we calculate the Rate of Extremes (RoE) as RoE = c2/c1. RoE for a
day indicates what fraction of the rain gages recording non-zero precipitation
are experiencing an extreme rainfall intensity (R > R99). We then calculate
the 99th percentile of the distribution of RoE, RoE99 (Figure 6.2c). RoE99
indicates a threshold Rate of Extreme where a substantial number of rain gages
simultaneously observed extreme precipitation. In our case, RoE99 = 0.15;
15% of the rain gages that measured non-zero rainfall are simultaneously
experiencing extreme rainfall. This threshold helps us identify only those
notable stations that are experiencing simultaneous heavy precipitation for
any specific day.
4. Ultimately, we admit those days (events) that satisfy the condition RoE >
RoE99 into the SHPEs database for the 1900–2014 period. An SHPE indicates
a spatial structure of intense precipitation on the ground that has been recorded by
a significant number of stations on a given day. To account for the uncertainty
in identifying SHPEs due to the space-time disparity in the measurement of
precipitation with the movement of the storm, we also include any stations
with extreme precipitation intensities one day before and one day after the
SHPE date. For example, an event that lasted for four hours from 10 PM of
the current day to 2 AM of the next day can be recorded in both the days if it
is over one station or can be recorded in two different stations over the two
days. We consider this phenomenon as one event. Hence, we perform a 3-day
smoothing for each SHPE to adjust our database accounting for extremes of
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the previous day and the next day.
Applying the above-described detection algorithm, we identified 419 SHPEs
over the conterminous United States between January 1, 1900, and December 31,
2014. Since there is a clear seasonality in precipitation across the United States, we
classify the 419 SHPEs into the four formal seasons listed as December–January–
February (DJF), March–April–May (MAM), June–July–August (JJA), September–
October–November (SON). This classification will also help explore the spatial
characteristics of SHPEs and their large-scale drivers related to atmospheric circula-
tion patterns. There are 54, 58, 103, and 204 SHPEs respectively in DJF, MAM, JJA,
and SON seasons.
6.4.2 Centroids, principal axes, areal extents, and orientations of
SHPEs
We quantify SHPEs using their geometric properties; centroids, the two principal
axes of spatial variance along with their orientation, and the areal extents. In
Figure 6.2b, we show a black filled circle as the centroid of the SHPE, and two
vectors, l1 and l2 as the first –major– and second –minor– axes of a typical SHPE
with elliptical manifestation. Besides, we also determined the orientation of the
principal axis; the angle between the major axis (l1) and the Earth’s geographic
North (N, 0◦ azimuth angle). The SHPE’s orientation angle is referred to as α
hereafter (see Figure 6.2b).
Each SHPE is made up of a vector of coordinates (the longitude and latitude,
[lon, lat]), that essentially constitute the spatial manifestation of extreme rainfall.
After excluding the outliers, the centroid for a finite set of the coordinate vector
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 ‒ 90 ≤ α ≤ +90 
GHCN-D station
Figure 6.2: (a) Spatial distribution of two widespread precipitation events that occurred
on May 08, 1995 and September 13, 1961, and (b) Geometric illustration of the extent of an
SHPE on the ground. The stretches are shown as l1 and l2 axes and the orientation angle
is shown as α. The dark filled circle (µ [ lon, lat ] ) indicates the centroid, and λ1 and λ2
refer to the eigenvalues of the SHPE. (c) The empirical cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the Rate of Extremes (RoE) is indicated. The 99th percentile of events that have
RoE > RoE99 (RoE99 = 0.15) are selected in this study.
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where j indicates the number of identified SHPEs in each season (e.g., j = 1 to 54
for DJF) and n is the total number of stations for that SHPE.
While our choice of a high RoE threshold (RoE99) ensured that the SHPEs were
spatially homogeneous, we found a few events having disparate manifestation
with pockets of outlying stations predominantly in the longitudinal direction. This
pattern is expected since, on any given day, one could find stations that are far apart,
recording extreme rainfall simultaneously. For example, one could find a situation
where an Atlantic hurricane causes an SHPE, while at the same time, stations far
away from this hurricane track could experience extremes due to deep convection.
Hence, we opted to identify and exclude these outlier stations.
The procedure for identifying the outliers for SHPEs is described below:
1. We first compute the median (l̃on) and the interquartile range (IQR) of the
longitudes for each of the SHPE in a given season. While the median indicates
the robust central location in the longitudinal direction, IQR (computed as
the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles of the distribution of
longitudes), provides a robust distance measure for the SHPE range over the
longitudinal direction.
2. We then compute the absolute deviation of each station from l̃on (ADi =|
loni −−l̃on |) to measure the longitudinal distance for each station from its
longitudinal center. A large (small) ADi indicates a station that is far away
from (close to) the central location. We compare ADi (distance) for each
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station with a cut-off distance, which is the 95th percentile of the IQRs across
all the events. Any station with ADi > IQR99 is considered as an outlier and
excluded from the coordinate vector. As mentioned before, we had very few
events that needed this filtering, but the process was essential to ensure that
the Centroidshpe is resistant to outliers.
To get the major and minor principal axes, and the orientation of the SHPE
(indicated as l1, l2, and α in Figure 6.2b), we applied Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) (Wold, Esbensen, and Geladi, 1987) on the coordinate vector space. In other
words, we implemented PCA in two dimensions to derive the two eigenvalues (λ1
and λ2) and the eigenvectors. PCA will map the SHPEs coordinate vector space on
to a new rotated space so that the major principal axis (l1) will be in the director of
the maximum variance while the minor principal axis (l2) will be perpendicular to
this axis. The two eigenvectors, which determine the magnitude of the rotation, are
used to derive the orientation angle (α). Essentially, we decompose the covariance
matrix of the coordinate vector space into an orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and













We assume l1 as µ ± λ1 and l2 as µ ± λ2 to get the lengths of the axes in both direc-
tions. Each SHPE is hence transformed into an ellipse with a centroid (Centroidshpe)
and two axes of l1 and l2.
The ratio of l2/l1 is also computed for each SHPE to see if the geometric structure
is circular or elliptical. Larger l2/l1 ratios would refer to circular SHPEs, whereas if
l1 >> l2, the areal extent of SHPEs will be placed mostly along the l1 axis and the
structure of the SHPE will be elliptical.
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The areal extent for each SHPE is also calculated for the high density part (only
the l dimensions that approximately cover 66% of the mass) and for the whole
SHPE ellipse (2l dimensions that approximately cover 95% of the mass) based on
the area = πl1l2 or area = 4πλlλ2 formulas (where l1=2λ1 and l2 = 2λ2 as shown
in Figure 6.2b).
Furthermore, we computed the SHPE’s orientation, which indicates its angle
with respect to the geographical north direction (azimuth). This angle identifies
the angular distance between the SHPE’s major axis (i.e., l1) and N (N is the 0◦
azimuth degree for the Earth’s geographic North pole) (see parameter α in Figure
6.2b). The angle α is calculated using the eigenvectors, and they range from −90◦ to
+90◦ (where 0◦ is set towards the Earth N direction; 0◦ azimuth) for the negative
(SE–NW) and positive (SW–NE) orientations of the SHPEs, respectively.
6.5 Results and Discussions
6.5.1 Temporal characteristics of SHPEs across the United States
(1900–2014)
Based on the detection algorithm described in Section 6.4, we identified 419 SHPEs
out of the 42003 days between January 1, 1900, and December 31, 2014, approxi-
mately 1% of the days. Figure 6.3 presents the temporal distribution of these 419
SHPEs across the United States at the daily, seasonal, and annual time-scales.
For each event, we recorded the day of year (DOY), a sequence number indicat-
ing 1 if the SHPE occurred on January 1st, and 365 or 366 if the SHPE occurred on
December 31 (a leap year with 366 days). Figure 6.3a panel shows this intra-annual
distribution as a scatter plot in the polar coordinate. SHPEs are occurring through-
out the year with a slight increasing frequency in the second half of the year. SHPEs
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in February and March have the lowest frequency (in total 10 and 7 SHPEs occurred
in February and March during 1900–2014).
We also computed the number of SHPEs occurring each year (January 1st to
December 31st) and each season (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) over the entire time
period (1900 – 2014). The annual frequency time-series plot along with a LOWESS
(Locally Weighted Scatter-plot Smoothing) line is shown in Figure 6.3b. While the
mean annual frequency of SHPEs is between 3 and 4, we observe a convex behavior
with more SHPEs in the early 20th and early 21st centuries. There were 196, 150,
and 73 SHPEs that occurred in the periods of 1900–1950, 1951–2000, and 2001–2014,
respectively in the United States. A simple Mann-Kendall (MK) non-parametric
trend test (Mann, 1945) on the annual frequency revels no significant trend (p-value
= 0.75)
The time series of the seasonal counts are shown in the inset of Figure 6.3b. It
has to be noted that the seasonal counts of DJF include SHPEs from December of
the previous year. For example, DJF for the year 2000 contains SHPEs that occurred
in December 1999 and in January and February of 2000. As in the case of the annual
frequency, we failed to detect any trend over the years. The SHPEs during the SON
season have a higher frequency in particular when compared to the other three
seasons.
6.5.2 Spatial characteristics of SHPEs across the United States (1900–
2014)
6.5.2.1 SHPEs in December, January, and February
Figure 6.4 presents the spatial distribution of the geometric attributes of SHPEs that
occurred during the DJF season (i.e., any SHPEs whose DOY is between 335 and 59
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DOY; i.e., January 1st = 1
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Figure 6.3: (a) Time of occurrence of SHPEs within the year between January 1, 1900, and
December 31, 2014, is presented as a scatter-plot in the polar coordinate system. January
1st is set as the day of year (DOY) equal to 1 and the annual cycle ends on December
31st in each year, (b) Temporal distribution of SHPEs (419 events between 1900–2014)
with the LOWESS smoother plot. The seasonal frequency of the SHPEs for four seasons,
December-January-February (DJF), March-April-May (MAM), June-July-August (JJA), and
September-October-November (SON) is shown in the inset of this panel.
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or 336 and 60 for the leap year, i.e., dated in December, January, or February) from
1900 to 2014 across the conterminous United States. The centroid and two axes for
each SHPE (i.e., major and minor axes of the ellipse) are sketched as a filled black












Figure 6.4: (a) Spatial distribution of SHPEs in DJF season shown using their centroids and
stretches (l1 and l2 axes) (1900–2014), (b) Distribution of l2/l1 ratio to indicate the elliptical
and circular nature of SHPEs, and (c) Areal extents of SHPEs.
There are 54 SHPEs in the DJF season of which 37 (≈70%) occurred over the
Cascade Range and the U.S. Pacific Coast region; i.e., mostly in the states of Wash-
ington, Oregon, Nevada, and over Northern California. The average length of the
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l1 and l2 axes are approximately 1100 and 550 km. SHPEs with short l1 can be seen
across the U.S. Pacific Coast region. The ratio of l2 to l1 is mostly greater than 0.5
for SHPEs in the Pacific Northwest, indicating a more circular spatial manifestation
(see Figure 6.4b). However, the 17 SHPEs that did not occur in the Pacific Coast
region –over Ohio Valley and West North Central– have more areal aggregation
along the l1 axis, and thus the ratio of l2 to l1 would be significantly less than
0.5. Their manifestation is mostly elliptical. Additionally, Figure 6.4c shows the
calculated area for each SHPE (approximated as the area of the ellipse) in units of
km2. The corresponding areas for the SHPEs cover an extent equal to 2,100,000 km2
on average where larger areas are dominant for those SHPEs manifested across the
states of Missouri, Oregon, Nevada, and over Northern California. Also, most of
the SHPEs in the DJF season have an SW–NE orientation as the l1 axis points to the
SW–NE direction towards the North pole (i.e., positive α angles).
6.5.2.2 SHPEs in March, April, and May
We identified 58 SHPEs in the MAM season during 1900–2014 across the contermi-
nous United States. The spatial manifestation of these SHPEs including their two
axes (l1 and l2) with orientation and circular or elliptical manifestation (ratio of l2 to
l1) as well as their full quasi-elliptical area is shown in Figure 6.5 panel.
Figure 6.5a shows that the Central and South Central United States is the foot-
print for most of the SHPEs that occurred during the MAM season. In particular,
the states of Kansas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska have more SHPEs with a circular
structure and have larger areas (2,000,000 to 2,500,000 km2). The States of Missouri,
Iowa, and Illinois have SHPEs with mostly elliptical structures with smaller areas
compared to the circular SHPEs (see Figure 6.5b). There are 8 SHPEs (out of the 58
SHPEs) that occurred along the U.S. Northeast belt that mostly have smaller areas
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Figure 6.5: (a) Spatial distribution of SHPEs in MAM season shown using their centroids
and stretches (l1 and l2 axes) (1900–2014), (b) Distribution of l2/l1 ratio to indicate the
elliptical and circular nature of SHPEs, and (c) Areal extents of SHPEs.
40% (60%) of the 58 SHPEs have a SW–NE (SE–NW) orientation. The circular
SHPEs (dominant in the Central U.S.) mostly have the SE–NW orientation (negative
α) while the elliptical SHPEs (dominant in the Eastern United States) have a SW–NE
orientation (positive α) during the MAM season.
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6.5.2.3 SHPEs in June, July, and August
For the June, July, and August (JJA) season, we detected 103 SHPEs for 1900–2014.
Most of the SHPEs in the JJA season are spread over the U.S. Midwest and over the
East Coast and Northeast regions (Figure 6.6). The states of South Dakota, Nebraska,
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, and Illinois are the primary States in the Midwest that were
impacted by SHPEs.
While the majority of SHPEs that occurred over the Midwest and Northeast
indicates an elliptical spatial structure, those SHPEs that occurred across the states
of Nebraska and Kansas are mostly circular in shape (see Figure 6.6b).
The SHPEs in this season have the maximum areal extents on average with
a mean value approximately equal to 2,300,000 km2. In particular, the Midwest-
related SHPEs have an area that mostly ranges from 2,500,000 to 4,400,000 km2
(see Figure 6.6c). Moreover, the orientation of SHPEs in the JJA season is aligned
towards the SE–NW direction (negative α). See, for instance, the events in the
Midwest over the Missouri River Basin (and leeward of the Rocky Mountains).
6.5.2.4 SHPEs in September, October, and November
The September, October, and November (SON) season exhibits the most consider-
able spatial variation. There are 204 SHPEs in this season during 1900–2014 across
the conterminous United States. We recognize three spatial clusters that manifest
regionally over the United States, including the U.S. West Coast, the Midwest, and
the Northeast regions (Figure 6.7). There is a high incidence of SHPEs across the
Northeast region in particular over the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina as well as the States of
Georgia and Kentucky. In addition, the States of Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas,
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Figure 6.6: (a) Spatial distribution of SHPEs in JJA season shown using their centroids and
stretches (l1 and l2 axes) (1900–2014), (b) Distribution of l2/l1 ratio to indicate the elliptical
and circular nature of SHPEs, and (c) Areal extents of SHPEs.
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and Illinois are mostly the target regions of the Midwest-related SHPEs. (Figure
6.7a). There are a few SHPEs that manifested over the states of Oregon and Wash-
ington (the cluster in the West Coast). Although the orientation of SHPEs in the
SON season mostly follow a SW–NE direction (positive α), we can see a mixture of













Figure 6.7: (a) Spatial distribution of SHPEs in SON season shown using their centroids and
stretches (l1 and l2 axes) (1900–2014), (b) Distribution of l2/l1 ratio to indicate the elliptical
and circular nature of SHPEs, and (c) Areal extents of SHPEs.
As before, we calculated the ratio of l2 to l1 for SHPEs in the SON season and
presented them in Figure 6.7b. It is apparent that the majority of the SHPEs that
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occurred across the Midwest region have mostly circular structures, while SHPEs
in the Northeast region indicate elliptical spatial structures. Furthermore, the
calculated areas are presented in Figure 6.7c. The average area for SHPEs in this
season is around 1,900,000 km2. Most of the SHPEs with larger areal extents were
manifested in the Midwest region. The SHPEs in the U.S. West Coast spatial cluster
have significantly smaller areal extents with SW–NE orientation.
6.5.3 Identifying the atmospheric circulation patterns for SHPEs
In addition to understanding the spatial manifestation of the SHPEs and their
geometric properties across the United States, we also identified the atmospheric
circulation patterns associated with them for each of the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
seasons. To do so, we use the GPH (at 500mb), PWV (for the entire atmosphere),
and WV (at 500mb) data from the NOAA/CIRES 20th Century Reanalysis dataset
(Compo et al., 2011). We created separate composite representations of the GPH
anomalies, PWV anomalies, and WV anomalies for the SHPEs of the four sea-
sons (Figure 6.8). These anomalies were calculated with respect to the 1981-2010
climatology.
We briefly explain the state of large-scale atmospheric circulations for the SHPEs
in each season as follows:
6.5.3.1 GPH patterns for the SHPEs in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
Figure 6.8a presents the composites of the 500mb GPH anomalies for the event days
in the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons. The composite for DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON is based on 54, 58, 103, and 204 event days, respectively.
In DJF season, there is a strong bipolar low and high-pressure anomaly (i.e.,
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Figure 6.8: (a) Composites of Geopotential Height (GPH) anomalies at 500mb for the SHPEs
that occurred in the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons (54, 58, 103, and 204 SHPEs) across
the United States (1900–2014), (b) Composites of Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV) anomalies
in the entire atmosphere for the SHPEs, and (c) Composites of Wind Vector (WV) anomalies
at 500mb for the SHPEs. The GPH, PWV, and intensity of WVs are shown as shaded patches.
The directionality of winds is also presented in wind barbs.
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trough and ridge) around the U.S. Pacific Coast, indicating a frontal boundary
separation of cold air and warm air masses along the same locations where the
SHPEs were identified in this season. In general, the local circulation conditions
with regional or hemispheric influences can significantly modulate the interannual
and decadal precipitation over the Western United States (Dettinger et al., 1998).
The eastward-traveling synoptic-scale cyclones that originate from the North Pa-
cific Ocean and bend northward when reaching the coast primarily govern the
frequency and intensity of the precipitation over the U.S. Pacific Coast (Castello
and Shelton, 2004). The strong pressure gradient results in air upliftment, adia-
batic cooling, and cumuliform cloud formation which ultimately would cause an
intensified widespread precipitation ahead of the front. The critical locations of
the Cascade Range (in Washington and Oregon) and Sierra Nevada (in California)
would increase the chance of extreme precipitation occurrences through the frontal
and orographic lifting of the moist air masses (Schermerhorn, 1967). In fact, the
frontal precipitation intensity will be increased due to the delayed movement of
the cyclonic systems (Barry and Chorley, 2009) and the stimulation of the fronts by
the onshore flow of southwesterly fluxes of water vapor (Dettinger, Redmond, and
Cayan, 2004).
The GPH composite anomalies in the MAM season indicate that there is a
vast strong low-pressure pattern stretching along the Northern to Southeastern
territories of the United States. This GPH pattern is also next to a moderate-to-weak
high-pressure front located at the South to the Southwestern parts of the United
States. Similarly, such a combined organization of low and high-pressure fronts
will support the triggering of widespread precipitation between the adjacent fronts,
and this is consistent with the spatial distribution of the SHPEs in the MAM season.
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In the JJA season, there is a sequential pattern of low-high-low pressure fronts
from the Western offshore towards the East and Northeastern parts of the United
States. Given the locations of the SHPE’s centroids in the JJA season, the presence
of strong high-pressure next to an extended low-pressure front has the potential to
provoke the occurrences of intensified precipitation events ahead of their interac-
tions. This mechanism is consistent with the previous studies about the patterns
of lee troughs (dynamic troughs) and intensified precipitation regimes during the
MAM and JJA seasons throughout the Midwest (e.g., Najibi et al. (2019)), Great
Plains, and the Southern States. There is a pronounced low-pressure system over
the Eastern half of the United States (mostly East of the Appalachians) and East of
the Rocky Mountains (Barry and Chorley, 2009) that would increase the frequency
of the cyclogenesis activities and heavy downpours in the Midwest similar to the
Midwest floods of June–July 1993 (Bell and Janowiak, 1995). This pattern can be
intensified by means of the incoming northward tropical moist air masses from
the Gulf of Mexico in the late spring and during the summer seasons (Hitchens,
Baldwin, and Trapp, 2012; Najibi et al., 2019).
The analysis of the GPH anomalies for the 204 SHPEs in the SON season demon-
strates that there is an anomalous low-pressure pattern spreading predominantly
from the Eastern Canada and U.S. Northeast towards the North and Northwest of
the United States. In addition to this low-pressure front, we can see that there is a
weak high-pressure pattern anchored in the southern half of the United States. The
existing pressure gradient between these two low- and high-pressure fronts would
support the mechanism of deep convection and widespread extreme precipitation
events across the Northeast, the Midwest, and the Northwest of the United States in
the SON season. It is apparent that the spatial distribution of the SHPEs in the SON
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season –together with the exhibited clusters of the anomalous troughs and ridges at
500mb pressure level– validates the positive influence of such organized system of
atmospheric pressure in causing more frequent SHPEs in the SON season.
6.5.3.2 PWV patterns for the SHPEs in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
We derived the composite anomalies of the PWV for the entire atmosphere corre-
sponding to the 54, 58, 103, and 204 SHPEs that occurred in the DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON seasons (Figure 6.8b). The PWV composite anomalies are significantly large
(≈ 5kg.m−2) over the U.S. Pacific West. The relatively more substantial amount
of the PWV anomalies indicate that the entire layers of the atmosphere have a
considerable amount of precipitable water vapor at the time of the SHPEs in the
DJF season.
Similarly, the composite anomalies of the PWV in the MAM, JJA, and SON
seasons show a pronounced form of enhanced precipitable water vapor contents in
the atmosphere at the exact locations of the SHPE centroids across the United States.
In particular, for the SON season, the PWV anomalies depict a higher positive
anomaly across the entire Northeast that verifies the more often occurrences of
SHPEs in this territory.
It is evident that a substantial amount of the enhanced precipitable water vapor
in the atmosphere (here as a summation across the entire layers of the atmosphere)
will be favorable to trigger extremely widespread precipitation events over the
U.S. Northeast belt. The tropical cyclones (i.e., tropical storms, tropical depression,
and hurricanes) are the main processes associated with such enhanced transport
of water vapor and extreme precipitations during the late summer and early fall
seasons over the Eastern part of the United States. For example, a large number of
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the heavy precipitation events that occurred across the Carolina region (1950–2004)
are related to tropical cyclones (Konrad and Perry, 2010). In addition, Barlow (2011)
demonstrated that up to two-thirds of those extreme precipitation events recorded
by the Northeast stations (1975–1999) were linked to the hurricane activity, in partic-
ular, major hurricanes (1998–2006) contributed to the heavy extreme precipitation
days in the same period over the Southeastern United States (Shepherd, Grundstein,
and Mote, 2007).
6.5.3.3 WV patterns for the SHPEs in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
Since understanding the mechanism of the winds in the atmosphere would reveal
the dynamics of large-scale moisture transport associated with the SHPEs, we
calculate the WV composite anomalies for the SHPEs in the DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON seasons. Figure 6.8c presents the WV as arrows and its intensity as the
colored shaded batches at the 500mb pressure level. The wind speed (in m/s) is
computed based on the
√
u2 + v2 formula where u and v are the zonal (east/west)
and meridional (north/south) components of a wind vector at the 500mb pressure
level.
In the Figure 6.8c panel for the DJF season, the WV composite anomalies un-
derline is a significant anomalous wind speed pattern (darkly shaded batch with
the maximum wind speed anomaly of 8 m/s) over the entire U.S. Pacific Coast.
The directionality of the WV indicates that large anomalous WVs are entering the
Western and Northwestern parts of the United States. It is also clear that most of the
WVs in the DJF season are originating from the Pacific ocean and delivering a large
amount of the moist air masses to the West and Northwest of the United States.
Given the location of the SHPE’s centroids in the DJF season, most of the moisture
transport from the Pacific ocean leads to copious amounts of the rain in the U.S.
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Pacific Coast. A significant number of the SHPEs in the DJF season can be caused
due to the Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) –an organized belt-like trajectory in the higher
latitudes carrying significant amounts of water vapor– affecting western North
America (see more details about ARs in Waliser and Guan (2017), Gershunov et al.
(2017), Guan, Waliser, and Ralph (2018), and Ralph et al. (2019)). We can clearly
see there are large anomalous WVs and strong wind speeds that are overlaying the
spatial cluster of the SHPEs in the DJF season.
The analysis of the WV anomalies for the 58 SHPEs that occurred in the MAM
season demonstrates that higher levels of wind speed (maximum 8 m/s) are ex-
hibited across the Great Plain and Central U.S. at the time of the events (SHPEs)
(Figure 6.8c). The main direction of the WVs in the MAM season is from the South
and the Southeastern United States towards the Great Plains and Central U.S. with
an additional moderate horizontal wind shear boost from the Western Atlantic
Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. For the 103 SHPEs in the JJA season, we see a similar
pattern, but weaker WV anomalies with a slight shift in the coverage area as the
WVs pass longer distances towards the Northern parts of the Central United States.
This spatial cluster further validates the distribution of the SHPEs in the JJA season
over the United States (see Figure 6.6).
Finally, the WV anomalies for the 204 SHPEs that occurred in the SON season
are shown in the SON panel of Figure 6.8c. More significant wind speed anomalies
are mainly oriented towards the Northeastern and Central United State at the
500mb atmospheric pressure level. An example can be the tropical storm Marco
(1990) that brought over 300 mm of precipitation in 2 days in early October 1990
throughout the states of Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, and North Carolina
(Srock and Bosart, 2009). The low-level winds generated by this tropical cyclone
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were transporting higher levels of the cold-air episodes towards the Appalachians
that in turn could cause extreme widespread rainfall events and flooding in the
region.
6.5.4 Quantifying the spatial manifestation of SHPEs
Figure 6.9 presents the distribution of the l1 and l2 axes (in km) as well as the
orientation angles α (in degree) in each season across the conterminous United States
in 1900–2014 period. l1 is the major principal axis, l2 is the minor principal axis and
α is the orientation derived from eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
In Figure 6.9a, the boxplots present the overall distribution of l1 and l2 in the
DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons. For all the seasons, l1 and l2 approximately vary
between 400 to 2000 km and from 100 to 1100 km, respectively. l1, the stretches of
the SHPEs over the major principal axis in the JJA season seem to be notably longer
than the stretches in the DJF, MAM, and SON seasons. Notice, for instance, that the
median of l1 in the JJA season is 1250 km, compared to the other medians of 950,
1150, and 1050 km. The distributions of l2, i.e., the stretches along the minor axis
(which is orthogonal to the major axis) seem to be approximately identical for the
seasons of DJF and JJA (with medians of 572 km and 574 km). Similarly, they seem
to be identical for the seasons of MAM and SON (with medians of 493 km and 509
km).
In Figure 6.9b, we present the distribution of α, the orientation of SHPEs, for each
season, as bar-plots. Attached to these bar-plots, we also show the data as horizontal
boxplots. α is mostly positive for the SHPEs in the DJF and SON seasons indicating
that the orientation of the SHPEs in the DJF and SON seasons are primarily in the
SW–NE directions. In the MAM and JJA seasons, there are SHPEs with positive
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Figure 6.9: (a) Boxplots presenting the distribution of l1 and l2 axes of the SHPEs, and
(b) Bar-plots indicating the number of the SHPEs orientation angles (α referenced to the
geographical North) in each category (15◦). Horizontal boxplots in (b) show the overall
distribution of α in each of the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons across the United States
(1900–2014). Positive and negative angles refer to the SW–NE and SE–NW orientations,
respectively.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the spatial properties of the SHPEs that occurred across the United
States in DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons during 1900–2014.
attributes (average±std) DJF MAM JJA SON
Number of SHPEs 54 58 103 204
l1 (km) 1124±456 1166±339 1240±302 1081±344
l2 (km) 568±199 511±156 579±178 540±216
l2/l1 ratio (km/km) 0.5435±0.2009 0.4637±0.1763 0.4861±0.1621 0.5153±0.1784
area (km2) 2.104×106 1.897×106 2.303×106 1.930×106
area wrt CA1(l1 , l2) 1.240 1.118 1.358 1.154
area wrt CA (2l1 , 2l2) 4.962 4.474 5.431 4.615
1) California has an approximate width, length, and area equal to 400, 1240 km, and 423,970 km2.
and negative angles, in particular with slightly more frequent SHPEs in the SE–NW
direction (negative angles) (see the median of distribution from the horizontal
boxplots in Figure 6.9b for instance).
In addition to Figure 6.9, we provide Table 6.1 that summarizes the spatial
characteristics of the SHPEs in the four seasons during 1900–2014. To better compre-
hend the areal extents of SHPEs, we have also calculated its fraction with respect
to the total area of the state of California (CA) which is 423,970 km2 (163,696 mi2)
(US/Census/Bureau, 2012). For instance, if one considers the high-density area (the
inner ellipse in Figure 6.2), the average areal extent of SHPEs in the DJF season is
approximately 1.2 times the area of CA. It is 1.35 times the area of CA for the JJA
season.
6.5.4.1 Scaling of the areas of SHPEs
In the pursuit of understanding the spatial structure of extreme rainfall, several
previous studies have empirically identified from data, power laws for rainfall mag-
nitude and areal coverage that explains the underlying self-organization and scaling
behavior (Lovejoy, 1982; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; Rajagopalan and Tarboton,
1993; Gupta and Waymire, 1993; Dickman, 2003; Arakawa, 2006; Sapozhnikov and
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Foufoula-Georgiou, 2007; Devineni et al., 2015). In the same spirit, we explored
whether or not a power law scaling model can explain the frequency distribution of
the areas of SHPEs. In particular, we examined if SHPEs have a spatial organization
that is manifest as a scaling relationship with the contiguous area (as approximated
by the ellipse) over which SHPEs occur; and if yes, whether the parameters of the
scaling law vary by the season, reflecting different climate mechanisms described
in Section 6.5.3.
For each season, we explored a scaling law of the form:
f (A) ∝ A−α for A > Amin (6.3)
where Amin is the threshold and α is the scaling exponent, both of which are to be
estimated from the data on SHPE areas (A) for each of the DJF, MAM, JJA and SON
seasons, and f(.) refers to the probability distribution for (.). For estimating the
power laws, we chose to follow the approach developed by Clauset, Shalizi, and
Newman (2009). Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman (2009) discussed the shortcomings
of several traditional methods of estimating the parameters of the power law prob-
ability distribution and proposed a formal hypothesis testing based procedure to
select Amin (the lower bound for the applicability of a power law), and to estimate α
(the scaling exponent given Amin) using maximum likelihood. They also provide an
approach to perform likelihood ratio tests based on a bootstrap resampling strategy
to assess the probability that a power law distribution (or other candidate distri-
butions) may be reasonable for a given dataset. These steps can be implemented
using the “poweRlaw” package in the open source software R (Gillespie, 2014). In
our analysis, we used the continuous version of the algorithm with 5000 bootstrap
samples. Interested readers can refer to Gillespie (2014) for details on the estimation
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procedure.
In Figure 6.10, we present the results of this scaling analysis. The cumulative
distribution function of the data, the fitted power law, the p-value for the significance
of the power law fit for each season, and the median value of the Amin selected is
shown in Figure 6.10a. The box-plots (sans outliers) of the scaling exponent selected
across the bootstrap samples are presented in Figure 6.10b. A p-value greater than
0.1 indicates that the null hypothesis that the power law is suitable for the data
cannot be rejected at the 90% confidence level, and the higher the p-value, the higher
the plausibility. This interpretation is consistent with Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman
(2009) and Gillespie, 2014. From the Figure, we can observe that the power law
appears to be suitable (p-value > 0.1) for all the seasons. Amin (in units of 106 km2) is
varying from 1.72 to 3.58. For reference, 1.72 ×106 km2 is approximately four times
the area of the State of California. Hence, power laws are admissible for SHPEs
that have a sizeable areal extent. Given 54, 58, 103, and 204 SHPEs identified in the
DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons (1900–2014) (i.e., Section 6.5), there are 24 SHPEs
(∼45%) in the DJF season with an area greater than 1.96× 106; there are 31 SHPEs
(∼53%) in the MAM season with A >1.72× 106; there are 34 SHPEs (∼33%) in the
JJA season with A >2.62× 106; and there are 21 SHPEs (∼10%) in the SON season
with A >3.58× 106. It can hence be assumed that if there is a power law structure
to SHPEs, it may be at significantly larger spatial scales, and, the DJF and MAM
seasons seem to have more percentage of SHPEs that exhibit this self-organization.
For JJA and SON, the threshold (Amin) areas are much higher than the DJF and
MAM seasons, indicating that in JJA and SON seasons, the scaling manifests only
for significantly large SHPEs.
Based on the magnitude of the p-values, the most reliable results are the DJF
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Figure 6.10: Results from the scaling analysis for the areas of SHPEs. (a) Solid-line indicates
the power laws detected for areas of SHPEs. The associated p-values from the bootstrap are
shown in the inset text. The dashed-line refers to the xmin median. The p-values also show
that the power laws are significant (cannot reject its nonexistence). (b) The distribution
of the scaling exponents (α) for the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons with their median
values.
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and MAM seasons. All the seasons have a median scaling exponent (α) greater
than 3, indicating a finite first and second moment (i.e., a well defined mean and
variance) for the power law distribution (Newman, 2005). They range from 3.7 to
6.2. Based on the distribution of α, we can say that the scaling exponents for the DJF
and MAM are comparable and lower, while the JJA and SON seasons have higher
values for α. However, α values for the JJA and SON seasons have more uncertainty.
A lower scaling exponent suggests a higher probability of tail events with large
areas, and thus, depending on the antecedent soil states and the orientation of
the drainage network of the terrestrial hydrologic system, these large SHPE areas
can cause significant flooding. SHPEs in the DJF and MAM seasons are prime
candidates for this phenomenon. DJF and MAM are also the seasons during which
the mid-latitude jet-stream is persistent, and, in conjunction with the atmospheric
blocking phenomenon (Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Booth, Dunn-Sigouin, and Pfahl,
2017) enables the delivery of extreme moisture over relatively large contiguous
areas. See, for instance, the comparatively stronger anomalies of the geopotential
height and the wind vectors during the DJF and MAM seasons that potentially
enable organized moisture transport more often (Section 6.5.3).
In summary, while power law seems to be suitable to explain the underlying
scaling behavior for SHPEs in all the four seasons, based on the values of Amin and
α and the p-values, the SHPEs in DJF and MAM seem to show a shred of stronger
evidence for such self-organization. A thorough investigation into the physical
processes leading to such large-scale organization, i.e., how does the climate system
organize over these scales is required to understand their causality.
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6.5.4.2 Inference and prediction of the spatial risk
In the previous section, we attempted to quantify the frequency distribution of the
areas of SHPEs using power laws. In this section, we develop a statistical model for
the inference and prediction of the spatial risk of SHPEs in each season. We quantify
risk using the “probability that a given location will be the centroid of an SHPE.” In
other words, what is P(Yi = Centroidshpe), whereYi is the spatial coordinate vector,
[lon, lat] for each i; the 1244 GHCN-D station. Location can be a GHCN-D station,
as in this case, or a homogenized spatial grid. We explored a minimum number
of covariates in geographic and meteorological predictors for this inference and
prediction. The information about the longitude, latitude, and elevation are the
chosen geographic covariates. Long-term meteorological phenomena summarized
by the mean and coefficient of variation of the integrated vapor transport (IVT)
are chosen as the meteorological predictors. IVT is the integration of the moisture
flux and pressure in the entire atmosphere layer, thus aggregating the information
of GPH, PWV, and WV. Since we observed a pronounced large-scale atmospheric
behavior during SHPE days (i.e., see the discussions of GPH, PWV, and WV in
Section 6.5.3), we chose to use IVT (IVTmean and IVTcv) as the meteorological
covariates that can explain and predict the centroids of SHPEs. IVT has been used
previously as an explanatory variable to understand heavy precipitation, large-scale
moisture intrusions to the land, and ARs (Ralph et al., 2006; Neiman et al., 2008;
Lavers and Villarini, 2015; Mahoney et al., 2016; Khouakhi and Villarini, 2016;
Zhang and Villarini, 2018).
The purpose of this inference and prediction scheme is to create a model that
accurately identifies the chance of any location in the United States being the
centroid of an SHPE. We will hence be able to predict the central location of the
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high-risk regions associated with SHPEs for each season.
The step-by-step details of the model are presented next.
1. First, for each season, we have taken the corresponding SHPEs and assigned
their Centroidshpe to a nearest GHCN-D station. Note that since the centroid
of an SHPE is the joint first moment computed from the vector of the spa-
tial coordinates, it does not have to be a physical station. By assigning the
Centroidshpe to its nearest GHCN-D station, we are creating measurable geo-
graphic covariates (longitude, latitude, and elevation) for training the model.
Each of these stations – “adjusted centroids” – will also be assigned a binary
indicator 1 to register the occurrence of an SHPE; i.e., the station is now the
center of an SHPE. The remaining GHCN-D stations will be assigned a value
of 0 as a token for non-occurrence of an SHPE; the other stations are not the
center of any SHPE. Hence, we now have a dependent variable Y as a binary
indicator for each of the 1244 stations, and three geographic covariates for
each station – their longitudes (lon), latitudes (lat) and elevations (elev). As
mentioned above, we did this data preparation for each of the four seasons.
Since the DJF, MAM, JJA and SON seasons have 54, 58, 103 and 204 SHPEs,
respectively, the upper bound on the number of ′1′s in the dependent binary
variable Y is 54, 58, 103 and 204 for each season. The number of ′1′s in Y
for a season is not equivalent to the number of SHPEs in that season since
multiple events can be assigned to the same nearest stations. After assigning
the nearest station as the “adjusted centroid” for each of the events, we have
40 ′1′s in DJF, 57 ′1′s in MAM, 91 ′1′s in JJA and 171 ′1′s in SON.
2. Next, we calculated the long-term average (IVTmean) and coefficient of varia-
tion (IVTcv) of the daily vertically Integrated Water Vapor Transport (IVT) for
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1850–2014 period (165 years) for each 2◦×2◦ grid over the United States.
To derive the IVTmean and IVTcv metrics, we used 165 years of daily SH, WV,
and GPH data for 15 pressure levels provided by the NOAA/CIRES 20th




















where q refers to the specific humidity [SH, kg/kg], V is the wind vector [WV,
m.s−1], dp denotes the pressure difference between two adjacent vertical levels,
and g indicates the acceleration induced by gravity (9.81 m.s−2). The daily IVT
values [kg.m−1.s−1] are calculated at 2◦×2◦ spatial resolution globally for the
period of 1850–2014. For each grid, we then summarize this daily data using
the mean and coefficient of variation (i.e., the standard deviation relative to
the mean) for the four seasons separately.
The 1244 GHCN-D stations then get these two additional meteorological
covariates for each of the DJF, MAM, JJA and SON seasons through a standard
search:
which GHCN-D[lon,lat] ∈ IVT[lon,lat]. In simple terms, we locate the grid
that the GHCN station is part of, and assign the seasonal IVTmean and IVTcv
of that grid to this GHCN station. Due to the wider spatial resolution of
the IVT mesh grid, multiple GHCN-D stations part of the same grid get the
same IVTmean and IVTcv values. Ultimately, each station from the list of 1244
stations will have two values of the IVTmean and IVTcv in each of the DJF,
MAM, JJA, and SON seasons.
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3. We model Y as a Binomial distribution whose probability (P(Yi = 1)) is
estimated using an inverse logistic function on a possible set of linear additive
covariates described above. Yi = 1 indicates that the station i is the centroid





logit(pi) = α + β1loni + β2lati + β3log(elevi)




P(Yi = 1) = logit−1
(
α + β1loni + β2lati + β3log(elevi)





In Equation 6.5, Yi is a vector of ′1′s and ′0′s indicating whether or not the
station was the “adjusted centroid.” α, β1, β2, β3, β4, and β5 are the coeffi-
cients for the regression model (i.e., scaling factors of the geographical and
meteorological predictors).
4. We used the stepwise generalized linear regression model (GLM) framework
with a logistic link function (Dobson and Barnett, 2008) to estimate the regres-
sion coefficients and identify the best subset predictors.
Stepwise regression is a systematic method for adding and removing the
existing terms from the formulated GLM based on their statistical significance
in explaining the response variable (i.e., logit(pi) here).
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Table 6.2: Summary of the stepwise GLM for quantifying the probability a GHCN-D station
will be an SHPE centroid. The spatial co-variates are the coordinates (longitude and latitude)
and elevation information (meters above mean sea level (MSL)) as well as the Integrated
Water Vapor Transport (IVT). Results from the four seasons are shown in separate columns.
α + β1lon + β2lat + β3log(elev) + β4IVTmean + β5IVTcv
coefficients1,2,3 DJF MAM JJA SON
α -30.253∗∗(4.127) -20.749∗(5.094) -29.905∗∗(5.635) -20.231∗∗(3.713)
β1 -0.101∗∗(0.022) – -0.107∗∗(0.031) -0.0435∗∗(0.016)
β2 – 0.290∗∗(0.088) -0.193∗∗(0.059) -0.058∗(0.023)
β3 1.131∗∗(0.242) 0.588∗(0.265) 0.376∗(0.183) 0.700∗∗(0.136)
β4 0.204∗∗(0.044) 0.253∗∗(0.058) 0.405 ∗∗(0.062) 0.311∗∗(0.053)
β5 6.345∗(2.498) -8.035∗∗(2.798) 16.966∗∗(4.432) 4.645∗∗(1.599)
AIC 260.81 404.06 568.99 902.64
1) ‘(.)’ denotes the standard error.
2) ‘**’ and ‘*’ indicate p-value < 0.001 and 0.05, respectively.
3) ‘–’ indicates that the co-variate is not selected in the stepwise GLM.
The summary of the stepwise GLM is presented in Table 6.2.
In Table 6.2, the estimated regression coefficients, their standard errors and
level of statistical significance (at 0.001 or 0.05 level) as well as the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) for the final model are presented
for each of the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons.
Based on the results from the stepwise GLM, it is evident that the station eleva-
tion and the two meteorological covariates, IVTmean and IVTcv are significant
and useful in explaining the probability that a location will be the centroid of
an SHPE, for all the four seasons. Longitude is a significant covariate for the
DJF, JJA and SON seasons, and latitude is a significant covariate for the MAM,
JJA and SON seasons.
For the DJF season, we find that the longitude has a negative coefficient, while
the elevation, IVTmean, and IVTcv have positive coefficients. Latitude is not a sig-
nificant covariate. For simplicity, we follow the “divide by 4 rule” suggested by
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Gelman and Hill (2006) to interpret the regression coefficients in terms of the maxi-
mum difference in P(Yi = 1) corresponding to a unit difference in one covariate,
while others are unchanged.
Accordingly, for the DJF season, P(Yi = 1) decreases by 3% as we move West to
East (unit increase in the longitudinal direction, i.e., 1 degree ∼ 110km), increases
by 28% as we move up in altitude (elevation units of 1 meter), increases 5% with a
unit increase in the mean value of IVT (kg.m−1.s−1) and increases by 158% with a
unit change in the variance of IVT. For the MAM season, P(Yi = 1) increases by 7%
as we move South to North (unit increase in the latitudinal direction, i.e., ∼ 110km),
increases by 15% as we move up in altitude (elevation units of 1 meter), increases
6% with a unit increase in the mean value of IVT (kg.m−1.s−1) and decreases by
200% with a unit change in the variance of IVT.
For the JJA season, P(Yi = 1) decreases by 3% as we move West to East, decreases
by 5% as we move South to North, increases by 9% as we move up in altitude,
increases by 10% with a unit increase in the mean value of IVT (kg.m−1.s−1) and
increases by 424% with a unit change in the variance of IVT. Finally, for the SON
season, P(Yi = 1) decreases by 1% as we move West to East, decreases by 1% as we
move South to North, increases by 18% as we move up in altitude, increases by 8%
with a unit increase in the mean value of IVT (kg.m−1.s−1) and increases by 116%
with a unit change in the variance of IVT.
When we compare these changes across seasons, we find that the change in
P(Yi = 1) is around 2% with change in longitude, between 1 to 7% with change
in latitude (with MAM having the largest change of 7%), between 9 to 28% with
change in elevation, between 6 and 10% with change in IVTmean and between 116
to 425% with change in IVTcv. It is interesting to note that, for elevation, the most
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significant change is seen in the DJF and SON seasons where much of the SHPEs are
geographically aligned to the Rocky Mountains in the West and the Appalachian in
the East. SHPEs in the MAM and JJA seasons are mostly distributed in the plane
lands, and their changes are lower than the changes in the mountainous regions.
Further, we see that P(Yi = 1) is sensitive to the spatial difference in IVTcv with the
most significant effect in the JJA season.
Following the construction of the logistic regression models for each season, we
have estimated the probabilities for every single GHCN-D station using the inverse
logistic function on the model selected covariates. This process results in deriving
the likelihood that a station will be the centroid of an SHPE. Figure 6.11 presents
these results for each of the four seasons.
In Figure 6.11 (panel a to d for the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons), the
black-colored hollow circles indicate the locations of the “adjusted centroids” of
the SHPEs. The color bar in Figure 6.11 also shows the probability P(Yi = 1) as
predicted from the logistic model. Darker red-colored shades refer to a higher
probability that the station will be an SHPE centroid. Based on the comparison (see
the majority of stations would get a higher P(Yi = 1)) when they are neighboring
or near an SHPE centroid), we can presume that logistic regression model returns
accurate predictions in all four seasons. It should also be noted that the model’s
identifiability also improves with the increase in the density of the centroids.
6.5.4.3 Assessing the robustness of the model and predicting the spatial risk
We have conducted a leave-k-out cross-validation strategy to examine the robustness
of the model before we apply it for predicting the spatial risk of SHPEs at the United
State complete coverage.
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(mapped to the nearest station)
GHCN-D station
Figure 6.11: Probability of any station being the centroid of an SHPE as derived from the
inference model for the (a) DJF, (b) MAM, (c) JJA, and (d) SON seasons. The centroids of the
SHPEs calculated from the precipitation observations are adjusted to their nearest stations
and overlaid on the map as the hollow circles.
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For the cross-validation, for each season, we randomly select and leave out
10% of the 1244 GHCN-D stations (i.e., 125 stations), train the model (Equation
6.5) using the remaining 1119 stations, and then predict P(Yi = 1); ∀ i ∈ (1, 2, ...,
125), i.e., for the 125 left out GHCN-D stations, we predict their probability of being
a centroid, using the trained model. From this predicted P(Yi = 1) for each of
the 125 stations, we draw a random trail (0 or 1) from a Bernoulli distribution to
indicate whether or not that station is the centroid of an SHPE. Next, we compute
the proportion of these predicted centroids in the 125 stations; p1 =
#of predicted ’1’s
125 .
We also compute the observed proportion of actual centroids from the 125 left out
samples; p2 =
#of predicted ’1’s
125 . An error metric as the difference between the observed
and the predicted proportions is computed; e = p1 − p2. This procedure is repeated
1000 times to obtain the null distribution of the error metric. We verified the null
distribution of the error against 0 using a standard t-test and found that the null
hypothesis that the error metric is zero cannot be rejected (at the 10% confidence
level) for all the four seasons.
Besides the error metric on the overall proportion of predicted centroid, we
also verified the model results using a much more stringent measure, the hit-rate.
As before, for the 125 left out GHCN-D stations, we predict their probability of
being a centroid using the trained model on the 1119 stations. From this predicted
P(Yi = 1) for each of the 125 stations, we draw a random trail (0 or 1) from a
Bernoulli distribution to indicate whether or not that station is the centroid of an
SHPE. We compute hit-rate as the fraction of total ′1′s among the real centroid in the
125. In other words, in a random sample, if there are m centroids, we verify what
fraction of m the model can predict accurately. We repeat the Bernoulli draws 100
times and take an expected hit-rate. The leave-10%-out cross-validation procedure
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itself is repeated 1000 times to obtain the distribution of hit-rate across multiple
randomly left out samples. For all the seasons, the mean of the distribution of the
hit-rate ranges between 7% and 17%, and the maximum of the distribution ranges
between 14% to 63%. It has to be noted that the hit-rate we are computing inspects
for an exact match of the station without any scope for spatial errors. Hence, it is
a highly conservative measure. We also found that the non-occurrence hit-rate is
above 90% in all the seasons, indicating that the model structure is also sufficiently
robust in this regard.
Finally, we provide predictive gridded spatial risk maps based on the models for
each season. To do so, we applied the logistic model on the longitudinal and latitudi-
nal coordinates and elevation information as well as the IVTmean and IVTcv for the
gridded IVT mesh over the United States in each season. We considered the center
of each 2◦×2◦ grid as the coordinates for the longitude and latitude. We extracted
the elevation (in m) at 0.125-degree resolution from the Global Multi-resolution
Terrain Elevation Data (GMTED2010) with respect to the geoid WGS84 provided by
the U.S. Geological Survey (Danielson and Gesch, 2011). Given the longitudes and
latitudes of the IVT grid, we assigned the nearest elevation information available in
the GMTED2010 gridded mesh data to the corresponding IVT grid.
Figure 6.12 presents the final gridded spatial risk maps in terms of the chance of
each grid cell being the centroids of the SHPEs in each DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
seasons.
There are grid cells in each panel of Figure 6.12 featuring darker shades of red
colors. The darker patterns indicate that a higher probability is associated with those
grid cells for observing the centroids of the SHPEs over this region. Considering
Figure 6.11, one can realize that the SHPE risk model for each season can reveal
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Figure 6.12: Predicted probability of any grid (2◦×2◦) being the centroid of an SHPE based
on the spatial risk model for (a) DJF, (b) MAM, (c) JJA, and (d) SON seasons. The darker
shaded areas indicate a higher chance of SHPE risk.
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accurately, the centroids for SHPEs over the United States. The shaded regions with
darker red-colored pattern can entirely depict similar spatial patterns with respect
to the discrete points that we presented earlier in the Results section (i.e., in Section
6.5 Figures 6.4 to 6.7 and 6.11).
We summarize that the model formulation is robust, and the model performance
is reliable for each of the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons across the conterminous
United States.
6.6 Conclusions
This study presents a new way of quantifying the spatial manifestation of extreme
precipitation. We introduce SHPE –Simultaneous Heavy Precipitation Event– to
understand the daily compound effects of the spatially oriented extreme precipi-
tation events (>99th percentile) for each of the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons
across the conterminous United States. The spatiotemporal characteristics of SHPEs
are assessed to discern their properties in different seasons. Their spatial mani-
festations are quantified using power laws for areal extents and inverse logistic
functions for the probability of centroids. Ultimately, these models can be used as a
basis for several floodplain management strategies and proper maintenance of the
infrastructure systems.
We analyzed a high-quality dataset of 1244 daily GHCN-D precipitation ob-
servations distributed throughout the United States starting from January 1, 1990,
to December 31, 2014, and found that there are 54, 58, 103, and 204 SHPEs in the
DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON seasons. We identified the centroids and lateral stretches
for these SHPEs and thus quantified them as approximately elliptical. Then, we
briefly explained the patterns in the large-scale atmospheric circulations, including
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the GPH, PWV, and WV anomalies corresponding to these SHPEs in each season.
To predict the spatial risk manifestation, we also developed a statistical inference
model that utilizes the spatial coordinates with elevation information as well as
average and coefficient of variation obtained from the historical IVT values (1850–
2014) over the United States. We examined the robustness and performance of the
developed model using a leave-k-out cross-validation technique. Next, we adopted
this predictive model for individual seasons and applied it to each IVT gridded
data and presented the estimated spatial risk manifestations in each DJF, MAM, JJA,
and SON seasons U.S.A. wide.
The summary and concluding remarks related to the spatial manifestation of
the SHPEs are as follows:
1. Between 1900-2014, there was no significant trend observed in the annual
frequency of SHPEs that occurred throughout the United States. However, we
found a quasi-convex behavior of the long-term mean with slightly increasing
frequency in the second half of the 20th and early 21st centuries. On average,
three to four SHPEs occurred each year.
2. In the DJF season, the majority of the SHPEs are manifested in the Cascade
Range and the U.S. Pacific Coast region as circular shapes (a rounded spatial
footprint as the ratio quantity gets close to 1). The major axes of SHPEs (i.e.,
l1) are mostly between 650 to 1500 km and mostly oriented in the SW–NE
direction. SHPEs in this season also have the least frequency of occurrences in
1900–2014, but they have maximum variations in terms of the second axis of
the SHPEs (l2) relative to the other three seasons.
3. SHPEs in the MAM season are mostly manifested in the Central to South
Central United States with a few SHPEs along the Northeast belt. The l1
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length ranges mostly from 850 to 1600 km. The orientation of the SHPEs in
the MAM season is in both SW–NE and SE–NW directions (where the median
of the α distribution shows a small negative angle referring to the SE–NW
direction). The SHPEs located in the Central United States have more circular
manifestations with larger areas compared to those along the U.S. Northeast.
4. The 103 SHPEs that occurred in the JJA season have the largest areas and
longer spatial axes (950 to 1550 km) on average (median of 1250 km). They are
mostly manifested in the U.S. Midwest and the East Coast. The majority of
the SHPEs that occurred across the Midwest indicates a mixture of circular
and elliptical formations, while those in the East Coast represent elliptical
manifestation. The orientation of the SHPEs in this season is along both SW–
NE and SE–NW directions with slightly more SHPEs with SE–NW orientation.
5. The maximum number of the SHPEs during the 1900–2014 period occurred in
the SON season with 204 SHPEs (≈ 50% of total) and three spatial clusters
over the U.S. West Coast, the Midwest, and the Northeast regions. The SHPEs
in the Midwest have mostly circular formations, while those SHPEs in the
Northeast indicate elliptical configurations on the ground. Most of the SHPEs
in the SON season are orientated in the SW–NE direction and l1 has a median
of 1050 km derived from the distribution of the entire 204 SHPEs. We also
realized that several SHPEs with larger areal extents were manifested in the
Midwest cluster of the SON season.
6. We identified a dipole pattern of strong high- and low-pressure systems
anchored over the U.S. West Coast in the DJF season. There is also a significant
amount of higher water vapor within the entire atmosphere that transported
to the West Coast by the eastward-traveling winds coming originally from
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the North Pacific Ocean. In the MAM and JJA seasons, a strong warmer
front (higher GPH anomaly) is placed adjacent to the colder front (lower GPH
anomaly) that would control the inflow of winds towards the Midwest and
Northern Central United States. The pattern of atmospheric circulation for
SHPEs in the SON season indicated that a substantially higher GPH anomaly
is positioned over the Northeast and the Central United States. In this season,
the wind vectors are entering the United States mostly through the East Coast
and Southeastern (form Gulf of Mexico offshore) and passing significant
distances reaching out the Northern Central United States.
7. We examined the self-organization structure and potential scaling process of
the areas of SHPEs and found that for all seasons, the frequency distribution
of the areas of SHPEs can be explained using power laws. All seasons have
a scaling exponent (α) greater than three, indicating that the power law dis-
tribution, in this case, has a finite mean and variance. SHPEs in the DJF and
MAM seasons show more evidence of self-organization. The results showed
that ∼45%, ∼53%, ∼33%, ∼10% of the SHPEs in the DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON
follow the power law structure. These SHPEs have substantially larger spatial
scales.
In addition, we modeled the spatial risk of SHPEs in each season using a logistic
regression model. We developed an inference (and predictive) model that can be
used to estimate the probability of SHPE centroid for any geographical location
across the United States using spatial (longitude, latitude, and elevation) and meteo-
rological (the mean and the coefficient of variation of IVT) predictors. IVT captures
the dynamics of water vapor, pressure systems, and wind variabilities inside a
column of the atmosphere, and hence, serves as a good meteorological covariate.
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The results indicate that the parsimonious model with minimum covariates can be
used to accurately quantifying the centroids of the SHPEs in each DJF, MAM, JJA,
and SON seasons. In particular, the average of historical IVT and its coefficient of
variation as well as the elevation information happen to be the most statistically
significant predictors in quantifying the spatial manifestations of the SHPEs in all
seasons.
Furthermore, we used the trained model on a fully gridded data of predictors
and presented the probabilistic spatial risk maps corresponding to the centroids of
the SHPEs. The seasonal risk maps show the probability of each spatial location
(longitude and latitude) on the ground in the United States to be assigned as the
center of extreme precipitation events.
The spatial patterns, climate mechanisms and the spatial risk models for the
United States provide essential insights for understanding the spatial manifestations
of the widespread extreme precipitations on the ground in 1900–2014. The findings
and models discussed in this work can be directly used by the floodplain managers,
insurance agencies, and reservoir operators. For example, one can quantify the
vulnerability of residential structures and infrastructure systems that are geographi-
cally under or adjacent to SHPEs and then report the probabilistic exposure to the
heavy precipitations in each season. These are the direction of our current research.
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6.7 Appendix: Validating SHPEs using Gridded Pre-
cipitation Data
6.7.1 Gridded precipitation data: CPC unified gauge-based daily
precipitation
To ensure that our findings are not biased by the sparse network of ground-based
rain gauges, we also corroborated them with the results obtained from applying the
SHPE detection algorithm on the daily gridded precipitation data from the NOAA
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Daily Precip-
itation over CONUS. NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD (Boulder, CO, USA) provides the
CPC daily US Unified Precipitation data. It can be downloaded from their website
at https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/(accessed in November 2018)(Xie et al., 2007).
The CPC unified gauge-based daily precipitation database has a 0.25◦×0.25◦ spatial
resolution over the United States (and 0.5◦×0.5◦ at the global scale) that extended
from 20.125N–49.875N and 230.125E–304.875E. Hence, it provides a daily grid
of precipitation data (a matrix with a dimension of 300×120 (longitude, latitude))
over the United States since 1948. We have processed and organized 67 years of
daily gridded data starting from January 1, 1948, to December 31, 2014. The CPC
unified gauge-based precipitation gridded data are developed by combining all
applicable data sources available at the NOAA/CPC including ground-based, his-
torical, satellite, and numerical weather information using the optimal interpolation
(OI) objective analysis technique (Gandin, 1965; Chen et al., 2008), and thus can be
sufficiently reliable for our corroboration and validation.
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6.7.2 Validating SHPE’s centroids
Since the distribution of the GHCN-D stations across the United States is not homo-
geneous, we verify whether any substantial influence associated with the station
density might be affecting our findings. To corroborate our results (specifically the
spatial distribution of the centroids of SHPEs), we extract the precipitation fields
corresponding to 419 SHPEs from the CPC daily US Unified Precipitation data. 227
SHPE days were identified within the common record of 1948–2014. We compare
the centroids of SHPEs derived from the gridded precipitation product with the
centroids detected from the GHCN-D observations as follows.
1. For each grid (0.25◦×0.25◦ in the matrix of 300×120) of CPC daily US Unified
Precipitation data, we calculate the 99th percentile of the entire precipita-
tion (non-zero) for 1948–2014 period (24,472 days). The 99th percentile is
considered as the extreme threshold for each grid.
2. We take the 227 days identified as SHPE days within the period of 1948–2014
and derive the gridded precipitation map from the CPC daily US Unified
Precipitation data.
3. Then, we only keep those grids whose intensities are larger than their corre-
sponding 99th percentile threshold values. We carry on this filtering for all
the 227 SHPE-related maps of gridded precipitation data.
4. Next, we calculate the median of longitudes and latitudes of the resulted grids
(step 3 above) for each SHPE date. The median will be sufficiently robust
against the influence of potential outliers (if any).
5. To calculate the deviation between two centroids (i.e., one from the GHCN-D
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station-based observations and another one from the CPC daily US Unified
Precipitation data), the Euclidean distance metric between two centroids (out
of 227 pairs) is used:
deviationC = |Cstation − Cgrid| =
√
(lons − long)2 + (lats − latg)2 (6.6)
where C, s, and g refer to the Centroid, station and grid.
6. Ultimately, the summary statistics of deviationC are estimated (in both degree
and geographical distance). The median deviationC is 189.65 km. The IQR,
mean, and 90th percentile are 227, 270.69 and 530.14 km, respectively.
This experiment demonstrates that the difference between the identified cen-
troids from the GHCN-D observations and the CPC daily US Unified Precipitation
data is insignificant (less than ∼ 200 km that can be translated to less than 2◦ on
the ground, which is comparable with the spatial resolution of large-scale atmo-
spheric circulation reanalysis data). We confirmed that the influence of spatial
station density across the United States is negligible, and the presented findings
and information based on the rain gauges are valid.
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Chapter 7
Quantifying the Propagation of Flood
Risk along the River Network with
Critical Infrastructure
7.1 Summary
We present an experimental analysis to quantify the propagation of flood inundation
risk that jeopardizes the entire river basin and the existing infrastructure systems
in the floodplain. The flood inundation risk for the infrastructure systems located
across the river network is a function of varying factors including the critical
locations of infrastructure systems along the river and inside the sub-basin, the
capabilities of infrastructure to maintain stable under different level of inundations,
patterns of extreme precipitation events, and how the configuration of the river
network prescribes the flow of information that travels systematically all along
the river network to reach the far downstream. Two river networks are designed
to specifically understand how the propagation of inundation risk will change
under different stages of upstream inundation due to the extreme precipitation, in
particular, after adding a new flood control dam to the previously defined river
network structure. The main focus here is on the flood control dams and their
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spillway controls in order to examine how the inundation risk may alter with
respect to different operating rules of the dams. We also randomly simulated
sub-basin exposure to extreme precipitation events. Results demonstrate that the
flood inundation risk for the dams strongly depends on their critical position in
the river network and their upstream connections. The developed approach here is
sufficiently generic and it can be extended to the other infrastructure systems that
might be located adjacent to the rivers and inside the floodplains.
7.2 Flood Risk Propagation across the River
A flood event is defined when the river channel cannot hold the incoming water
anymore, and when the capacity is exceeded, a state of inundation will be declared
throughout the river (Leopold and Maddock Jr, 1954). There are examples that the
channelization of the river will increase the risk of the flood, even under existing
water infrastructure systems (e.g., dams and levees) , as shown by (Criss and Shock,
2001) across the middle Mississippi River and lower Missouri River. While the
impacts of dams on the downstream riverine ecology are well studied (Ligon,
Dietrich, and Trush (1995) and Webb et al. (1999)), there has been less attention on
quantifying the vulnerability of river engineering projects such as flood control
dams to varying level of flood inundations throughout the river network. Some
studies in this direction can be attributed to Green, Parker, and Tunstall (2000),
Graf (2001), Hayashi et al. (2008), and Magilligan and Nislow (2005). A better
understanding of the risks to infrastructure systems would help in mitigating
the total damages by applying more realistic flood-risk–management practices
(Driessen et al., 2016; Kundzewicz et al., 2018).
Flood risk propagation in the large river basins is associated with several vital
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components including the configuration of the river network, the position of the
dams in the river network, spillway capacities of flood control dams, and dams
storage among others. In addition, there are significant uncertainties as it involves
modeling the spatial dependence structure in the river network along with the
dependence to the regional precipitation regimes (instantaneous and compounded
extremes) and catchment characteristics (e.g., basin slope, portions of forested area
in the drainage area) within each sub-basin and its teleconnections to the large
moisture transport in the atmosphere layer.
In this study, we have designed an experiment to systematically model the prop-
agation of flood risk using two conceptual river networks, each one having several
streamgages and flood control dams. The first river network has seven streamgages
and four flood control dams. The second river network is an extension to the first
one to quantify how a small change in the location of a flood control dam might re-
define the risk propagation along the river. We intended to maintain the same river
network configuration but only added a single flood control dam to the network.
This procedure will also facilitate easy comparison of the risk compounded through
the river network under a systematic perturbation to the network (e.g., construction of
a new dam or removing a constructed dam along the stream direction in the river).
We condition the downstream gauge on upstream gauge and Simultaneous Heavy
Precipitation Events (SHPEs), i.e., widespread heavy precipitation events (>99th)
that hypothetically impose a significant inundation to the regions. In addition,
we condition the dams on their immediate upstream gauges. The probabilities at
each gauge and the flood control dams are modeled using the fundamental rule of
conditional probability as we model the entire river network as a spatial Markovian
process.
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Here we investigate two main research questions:
1. How will the probability of failure due to floods for the dams with varying
capacities change through the river network under different influences of
sub-basins’ exposure to SHPE risks? Are there any governing laws that relate
the probability of failure of dams to the probability of SHPEs?
2. How will these probabilities change with addition or removal of intermediate
flood control structures?
These questions were explored using two experiments that are explained in
details as follows:
7.2.1 Case 1: A river network with seven streamgages and four
flood control dams
Figure 7.1 shows a conceptual river network with seven streamgages labeled as s1,
s2, s3, s4, s5, s6 and s7 and four dams labeled as D0, D1, D2, D3. We assume that each
streamgage is located at the outflow of a sub-region and nearly the full exposure
of the sub-regions to inundation risk will transfer downstream. For instance, if
streamgage s6 is exposed to Simultaneous Heavy Precipitation Events (SHPEs),
s6 assumes flood exceedance in accordance to its inundation potential and dam
D3 will also assume the same risk since D3 is the dam located at this streamgage.
In addition, we also hypothesize that the streamlines connecting the sub-basins
transfer the risk downstream completely without any loss. For example, the flood
risk at streamgage s3 is computed using the flood risk at streamgage s7, and dams
D3 and D2.
The full flood risk propagation is modeled as a spatial Markovian process which
is described below:
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Figure 7.1: Case (1): A conceptual river network with seven streamgages and four flood
control dams. The direction of the triangles denote the direction of flow in the river network.
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where m ∈ 1 to 7, as applicable (7.6)
where Pshpe is the probability of each sub-basin exposure to SHPE (spatial coverage
of extreme rainfall event over the basin), and Pinund j refers to the probability of dry
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(i.e., Normal (0.,0.1)) and wet (i.e., Normal (0.9,0.1)) conditions of the sub-basin j
that contains the corresponding streamgage. Pspill indicates the initial storage of
dam and the probability of discharging water thought the spillway. Larger Pspill
values correspond to a higher chance of surplus water flowing over the dam to the
downstream. f (s) and f (D) are respectively the probability distribution functions
of the streamgages being inundated due to exposure to SHPE, and the probability
distribution of the risk of flooding for the dams.
In Equation 7.1, f (s1|s3, D1) and f (s3|s7, D3, D2) depict the risk to s1 and s3 as
induced from its immediate upstream connections. If s1 and s3 are already exceeded
through an SHPE, this risk supersedes the network induced risk. In other words,
f (s1|Pinund, Pshpe) f (Pinund) f (Pshpe) and f (s3|Pinund, Pshpe) f (Pinund) f (Pshpe) take prece-
dence over f (s1|s3, D1) and f (s3|s7, D3, D2).
We begin by assuming that the river basin is exposed to SHPEs with a certain





The Pshpe serves as the base risk of extreme precipitation in the region. The basin
response to such extreme precipitation event depends on whether it is under wet
or dry conditions which will regulate the contribution from SHPE accordingly. We









, and subsequently make a random assignment
to each sub-basin. The exceedance (or not) of the seven streamgages in the basin is
then modeled as a Binomial distribution with the base risk of SHPE and sub-basin








. If the base risk is
high (low), then, depending on the inundation potential of the sub-basin, more
(fewer) streamgages will be flooded. The failure (or not) of the dam due to this
exceedance is then modeled again as a Binomial distribution with a probability that
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is computed as a linearly weighted factor from its immediate upstream gauge(s);










. If there is one streamgage measuring
flows into a dam, and if this is exceeded based on the Binomial model f (s), the
probability of failure of the dam is Pspill. If two streamgages feed into a dam and
one of them exceeds while the other does not, the probability of the failure of
the dam is 0.5 × Pspill. If both of them exceed, the probability of dam failure is
Pspill. Take for example, D3. If s6 exceeds, D3 will fail according to its spill capacity
Pspill. In the case of D0, if s1 and s2 exceed, the probability of failure of D0 is equal




= 0.5 × Pspill, in which case f (D0) ∼ Binomial (0.5 × Pspill). Spillway
Probability (Pspill) is defined from 0 to 1; 1 indicates no regulation of flow due
to larger initial storage of dam. The dam fails to have any capacity against the
incoming flood risk from the upstream connection(s), and it allows the propagation
of risk downstream.
This approach is also applied to streamgages s1 and s3 if they are not already
exceeded based on Equation 7.4. Since they are not located at the headwaters,
their risk of flooding depends on their upstream connections (based on the linearly
weighted factor form of their immediate upstream gauge and dam(s) when they
are not exceeded directly through a passing SHPE.
We simulate the risk propagation along the river network using a Monte Carlo
based approach where we repeat Equations 7.1 to 7.6, 20,000 times and compute
the expected probability of failure of the dams. For each iteration, we evaluated
and recorded f (s) and f (D). In particular, we are interested in E[ f (D0)] as it is
computed as a compound risk propagation measure. Initially, we assume Pshpe as
0.2 (lower chance of SHPE coverage) and 0.8 (higher chance of SHPE coverage) and
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Pspill as 0.1 (lower initial dam storage) and 1 (higher initial dam storage) to show
the risk propagation along the network for each of the four combinations. Then, we
consider the entire range between 0 and 1 for Pshpe to find out the generic behavior
of the risk of the dams (under low or high initial dam storage) for different levels of
widespread heavy precipitation and basin responses.
7.2.1.1 Probability of failure of the dams in Case 1
Figure 7.2 presents the the river network as a directed graph with “nodes” for
dams and “edges” for the stream directions. The streamgages are indicated as filled
blue-colored triangles. Given Equation 7.1, we have computed the probability of
failure for D0, D1, D2, and D3 dams as E[ f (D0)], E[ f (D1)], E[ f (D2)], and E[ f (D3)],
under two possible SHPE risks; Pshpe = 0.2 and 0.8 with two initial dam storage
conditions; Pspill = 0.1 and 1. The colorbar represents the probability of failure of
the dams. Darker shades correspond to a higher probability of failure for the dams.
For Pshpe = 0.2 and Pspill = 0.1 (Figure 7.2a), we can see that D1, D2, and D3 dams
have an approximately equal probability of failure as they all are located in the
headwaters and exposed to a similar probability of SHPE risk. Their risk ranges
between 0.010 and 0.012. In contrast, we can see that dam D0 –which is located far
downstream of this network– has a higher risk of failure; i.e., 0.018.
It is apparent that the compounded risk along the river network originating
from upstream dam failures, risk of upstream sub-basin inundation, and or passing
SHPE, or three of them is manifested in D0 (see Equation 7.1). Given Pshpe = 0.2,
D0 encounters substantially greater risk if Pspill is 1 (dams inevitably allow full
discharge through the spillway). Accordingly, flood risk for D0 is 0.225 when Pshpe
= 0.2 and Pspill = 1, while it is 0.111 for all D1, D2, and D3 approximately. The failure
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a) Pspill = 0.1
Pspill = 0.1 Pspill = 1
Pspill = 1
b)
low initial storage high initial storage
Figure 7.2: Spatial distribution of the probability of failure for the four flood control dams
in Case (1) under two magnitudes of the risk of the simultaneous heavy precipitation
event (shpe) and initial dam storage and spillway condition (Pspill). Larger Pshpe and Pspill
indicate respectively a higher level of undergoing heavy rainfall risk for the sub-regions
and overflow of the dam due to excess incoming flow. The colorbar shows the probability
of the failure of the dams. 287
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risk for D0 is two-fold than the D1, D2, and D3 dams which are located upstream.
In addition, if we let the storage be high and increase Pshpe to 0.8 (Figure 7.2b),
the failure risk for D0 increases to 0.674 which is almost three times higher than
the situation with lower risk of spatial coverage of the sub-basins by SHPE. This
clearly shows how the risk is propagating non-linearly along the river network as
we increase the SHPE exposure probability –base risk– and the upstream dams
capacity to hold more incoming flow for this basin. The inundation risk for D1, D2,
and D3 is almost 45% if we force the network with Pshpe = 0.8 where the entire basin
undergoes an extended extreme precipitation event. The failure probability for
varying exposure to SHPE risk under different potential dam storage demonstrates
how the spatial dependence of the dams to their upstream connections in the river
network can result in a significantly lower or higher risk. It should be noted that,
if the spillway probability for a dam equals 1 (Pspill = 1), it indicates that the dam
is full to capacity, and all the streamgage risk (if any) would completely transfer
downstream through the dam.
Next, we show how the failure probability changes with changing probability
of spill, and under an increasing level of sub-basins’ exposure to SHPEs from 0
to 1. We have considered Pspill = 1 as the unregulated condition, and 0.1 being
near full control. Figure 7.3 shows these results. Each panel (Figure 7.3 a and b)
presents the failure probability of the dams D0, D1, D2, and D3 conditional on
varying probabilities SHPE risk and a level of regulation.
Figure 7.3a, shows that the probability of failure of the dams D1 D2 and D3
changes at a modest linear rate if we increase SHPE probability. This is because
they are in the headwaters and with full regulated conditions (Pspill = 0.1). On the
other hand, the behavior of D0 in relation to the varying SHPE probabilities shows
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Figure 7.3: The entire distribution of inundation risk for four flood control dams in Case (1)
conditional to two different spillway probabilities as Pspill = 0.1 (low) and 1 (high) initial
storage of dams for panels a and b, in the presence of continuous increase of Pshpe risk.
a non-linear change (resembling an exponential increase). For example, under an
SHPE probability equal to 0.5, the failure risk reaches nearly 4.2% (∼ 1.6-fold greater
than D1, D2, and D3 that have 2.5% risk). The pattern of failure risk for dams D1,
D2, and D3 increase to 5.4% for Pshpe = 1, and this increase propagates downstream
and triggers dam D0, making its failure risk 6.9%.
Similarly, Figure 7.3b presents how the probability of failure of the dams D1
D2 and D3 changes with changing SHPE probability when for Pspill = 1, full
unregulated conditions due to high initial dam storage. The behavior of D0 in
relation to the varying SHPE probabilities shows a significant increasing non-
linearity. For example, under an SHPE probability equal to 0.5, the inundation risk
reaches nearly 50% and this increase propagates downstream and triggers dam D0.
The inundation risk for D0 becomes 76%.
The inundation risk for all D1, D2, and D3 is equal to 28% and almost 50% for
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D0, when the SHPE risk is 0.5 (Figure 7.3b). We highlighted above that the flood
risk is being accumulated along the river and showing over 50% failure risk if half
of the basin was undergoing heavy precipitations. As we increase the level of dams
regulation (i.e., decreasing the spillway probability), the inundation risk decreases
in general. Moreover, the differences between the inundation risk among different
dams are also decreasing, showing that the amount of risk propagation is non-
linearly changing with respect to different spillway probabilities across different
dams.
7.2.2 Case 2: A river network with seven streamgages and five
flood control dams
Considering the same river network utilized for Case 1 (Section 7.2.1), we are
adding a “new” dam named as D4 to the immediate downstream of streamgage s3.
The purpose of adding a dam here is to examine how the propagation of flood risk
might be changing under a new perturbation to the river network. In simple terms,
how the risk of failure gets updated if a new dam is constructed at this location.
Figure 7.4 illustrates this new river network with seven streamgages and five flood
control dams.
The full flood risk propagation along the entire river network in Figure 7.4 is
modeled as a spatial Markovian process formulated as follows:
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Figure 7.4: Case (2): A conceptual river network with seven streamgages and five flood
control dams. Similar to Figure 7.1, the direction of the triangles denote the direction of
flow in the river network.
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where m ∈ 1 to 7, as applicable (7.12)
The flood risk probabilities for s2, s4, s5, s6, and s7 streamgages located in
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(Equation 7.10). In Case 2, D0 and D4 are placed in the river network so that their
upstream conditions depend on the hierarchy of streamgages and dams (Equations
7.7–7.12). We can then quantify the inundation risk for dams D1, D2, and D3 based
on their upstream streamgages, i.e., s4, s5, and s6. We can see in Figure 7.4 that
streamgages s4, s5, and s6 are located in the headwaters and thus are impacted by
the direct influence of SHPEs (Equation 7.10). The flood risk for D1, D2, and D3
dams will be similar to their upstream gauges, i.e., s4, s5, and s6. For Case 2, we
applied a similar Monte-Carlo training process to compute the sub-basins exposure
to the SHPE risk.
7.2.2.1 Probability of inundation risk for the dams in Case 2
In Figure 7.5, we present the failure probabilities for the five dams D0, D1, D2, D3,
D4 under two scenarios of sub-basins exposure to the SHPE risk, i.e. Pshpe = 0.2 and
0.8. The position of new added dam (D4) is also underlined with a dotted-circle
around the dam label for better identification. For Pshpe = 0.2 and Pspill = 1 (Figure
7.5a), the failure probability is greater for dams D0 and D4 (∼ 0.2) compared to
the other three dams of D1, D2, and D3 with a risk equal to ∼ 0.1. Interestingly, as
we increase the Pshpe to 0.8 (Figure 7.5b), we can see that the failure risk for D4 is
substantially greater than the others (0.16 and 0.71 for Pspill=0.1 and 1). In contrast
to Case 1 where D0 had the largest inundation risk with these Pshpe values, the
justification here is that since two dams of D2 and D3 and one streamgage of s7 are
connected to the streamgage s3 upstream –and s3 itself is directly connected to D4–
ultimately a larger amount of propagated risk is going to trigger D4.
In Figure 7.6 we show the generic behavior of five flood control dams in Case 2
under a varying sub-basins exposure to the SHPE risk. We have also considered
Pspill = 0.1 and 1 to see how storage modulates this failure risk.
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Figure 7.5: Spatial distribution of the inundation risk for five flood control dams in Case (2)
under two stages of the simultaneous heavy precipitation event (shpe). The new inserted
dam (D4) is annotated with a dotted circle. Similar to Figure 7.2, the colorbar shows the
probability of the inundation risk as darker shadows refer to a greater risk level.
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Figure 7.6: The entire distribution of inundation risk for five flood control dams in Case (2)
conditional to two different spillway probabilities as Pspill = 0.1 and 1 for panels a and b, in
the presence of continuous increase of Pshpe risk. The flood risk for the newly added dam
(i.e., dam 4) is sketched with gray-colored line.
The results for Pshpe = 0.8 and Pspill = 1 demonstrate that the inundation risk
probabilities are greater for D4 (83%) followed with D0 (71%). The others are ∼
56 %. Also, D1, D2, and D3 have a similar inundation risk probability which is
lower than the risk level associated with the D4 and D0 dams. The main reason for
such difference is related to the configuration of the river network in Case 2 and
the position of D4 dam along the river network. These functional forms provide
information regarding the limiting cases for risk level that threaten the dams if their
upstream sub-basins experience a heavy precipitation event.
7.3 Implications
We presented the propagation of the flood risk along the river network considering
the causal structure and complete spatially dependent links throughout the basin
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for the flood control dams. The extreme precipitation inputs were simulated based
on the sub-basins exposure to the SHPE risk. SHPEs usually cover a widespread
area, and they can be used to quantify the risk of flood inundation across the
sub-basins due to the extreme rainfall. We designed two river networks contain a
set of streamgage and flood control dams. We also assessed how the dynamic of
propagation of the inundation risk will change if we relocate or add a new dam
to the river network. Results demonstrated how the compound inundation risk
starting from the river upstream to the downstream can significantly impose lower
or higher level of inundation risk to the flood control dams. The positions of dams
along the river play a critical role to define what level of inundation risk might be
encountered if the upstream sub-basins undergo varying stages of SHPEs risk. We
also explained the generic status inundation risk for the dams in two simulated
river networks (i.e., Case 1 and Case 2), under different regulation rules to the dams
themselves.
In this study, we employed the flood control dams with their spillway specifica-
tions to precisely quantify their inundation risk in the river basin. Similarly, such
investigations can be applied to the bridges and or power plants which might be
placed adjacent to the rivers. For example, one can identify bridges whose founda-
tions are placed underwater along the critical river network. Given the positions of
the bridges in the river network, it is feasible to identify which bridge(s) is under a
higher level of inundation risk.
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This dissertation presented a comprehensive assessment of hydroclimate drivers
and atmospheric dynamics of floods at the regional and global scales and quantified
their coupled ocean-atmospheric drivers. This was followed by an understanding of
the spatial manifestation of the widespread extreme precipitations and mechanism
of flood risk propagation along the river network for critical infrastructure systems.
Three specified spatial scales including the regional scale (Missouri River Basin),
national scale (conterminous United States), and global scale were selected for the
assessment. A generic description of the motivation, goals, and research questions
associated with this dissertation were included in Chapter 1. Important remarks
that were underlined throughout the other chapters are recited below:
1. In Chapter 2, a long-term assessment of flood events that were recorded
by the Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) from 1985 to 2015 (31 years)
was carried out at the global, latitudinal, and country scales to study the
temporal trends in the frequencies of flood events and the characteristics
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of the probability distribution of flood durations together with their ocean-
atmosphere teleconnections and damages. This is the very first large-scale
study of “actual” flood events that focused on understanding the temporal
changes over the last three decades related to the frequency of short, moderate,
and long-duration floods. It was demonstrated that the median of flood
durations has increased monotonically at the global scale and across all the
latitudinal scales in 1985–2015, in addition to the increased frequency of floods
at the global scale, tropics, southern subtropics, and southern mid-latitudes.
More importantly, it was discussed that the frequency of moderate- and long-
duration floods has increased recently, but remain unchanged for the short-
duration floods (≤ 7 days) in all spatial scales. Much of these trends could be
explained by the long-term climate variability since the Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation, and Pacific Decadal Oscillation were
the main atmospheric teleconnections attributed to the observed trends.
2. In Chapter 3, a comprehensive hydroclimate-informed framework was pre-
sented to assess different flood durations, peaks, and volume, their spatiotem-
poral characteristics and causes based on the rainfall statistics, antecedent
flow conditions, and large-scale atmospheric circulations. The Missouri River
Basin (MRB) was used as a case study for the application of the framework
(1966–2014). The implication of analyzing the peak and volume of the floods
in the context of flood frequency analysis for flood control dams was also
discussed in details. It was demonstrated that the persistent atmospheric
processes and climate patterns resulted in frequent rainfall events that in
turn govern the long-duration flood events. It was also discussed that the
antecedent flow condition can dictate the long-duration flood events, while
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the rainfall duration can contribute to flood volume in addition to the effect of
antecedent flow fraction for the long-duration flood events.
3. In Chapter 4, a physically based Bayesian network model for inference and
prediction of flood duration was developed. This Bayesian network model
allows for a deeper understanding of the nexus of antecedent flow regime,
atmospheric blocking, and moisture transport/release mechanisms. Distinct
scaling factors at the land surface and regional atmospheric levels were unrav-
eled using this Bayesian network model: 1) Land surface scaling that explains
the variability in flood duration as a function of cumulative exceedance index
(CEI), which indicates the evolution of the flood in the basin, and 2) Dynamic
atmospheric scaling that explains the cumulative exceedance index using the
interaction between atmospheric blocking system and the synergistic model
of wind divergence and atmospheric water vapor. The findings underlined
that the synergy between a large persistent low-pressure blocking system and
a higher rate of divergent wind often triggers a long-duration flood, even in
the presence of moderate moisture supply in the atmosphere. This condition
in turn causes an extremely long-duration flood if the basin-wide cumulative
flow prior to the flood event was already high. This predictive flood duration
model can be used for the decision support purposes to protect the national
infrastructure systems against the long-duration flood events.
4. In Chapter 5, three sets of statistical scaling models –baseline and two-level
scaling using precipitation accumulation and variability– were developed for
the conterminous United States to quantify the significance of physical basin-
wide characteristics and precipitation inputs on defining the flood attributes.
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The physical characteristics of the basin included the geomorphologic prop-
erties (drainage area, average basin slope, stream length, and mean basin
elevation). Individual scaling factors and coefficients were retrieved from
these scaling models and statistical distributions (Poisson for flood duration,
Pareto for flood peak, and Log-normal for flood volume). The embedded
scaling quantities in these three models statistically relate the individual geo-
morphologic and ecohydrologic drivers to the flood attributes in the presence
of the preceding precipitation accumulation and precipitation variability in
the basin. Quantifying the basin-wide effective physical properties and me-
teorological drivers of the flood attributes would result in unraveling the
significant flood-generating processes at the regional scales.
5. In Chapter 6, understanding the spatial organization of Simultaneous Heavy
Precipitation Event (SHPE) was the focus to investigate whether extreme
precipitation (>99th percentile) has a footprint similar to a track or a contigu-
ous field with inherent scaling relationships that can be utilized to examine
the vulnerability of the flood-prone infrastructure systems. The SHPEs were
studied for their seasonality, spatial manifestations (centroids and stretches),
spatial orientations, areal extents, and recurrence over time. The systems of
atmosphere pressure and mechanisms of precipitable water vapor and mois-
ture transport in the atmosphere were also discussed in relation to the SHPEs
in four different season across the conterminous United States (1900–2014).
Moreover, a seasonal spatial risk model was developed that uses the spatial
coordinates and atmospheric total column water vapor information as the
covariates to predict the likelihood of SHPEs. Quantifying the spatial manifes-
tation of SHPEs and their risk footprints can help adopt precise strategies for
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better projecting the flooding risk and achieve sustainability of the floodplains
and interconnected infrastructure systems.
6. Following the study of the manifestation of the SHPE risk in Chapter 6, in
Chapter 7 two river networks were designed to specifically understand how
the propagation of inundation risk will change under different stages of
upstream inundation due to the extreme precipitations, in particular, after
adding a new flood control dam to the previously defined river network.
A set of statistical formulations and experimental analyses are presented to
quantify the propagation of flood inundation risk that jeopardizes the entire
river basin and the existing infrastructure systems in the floodplain. The
main focus was on the flood control dams and their spillway controls and
how their spillway capacities may change due to different operating rules by
dams. Results demonstrated that the inundation risk for the dams strongly
depends on their critical position along the river network and their upstream
connections. The developed formulations are sufficiently generic that can be
extended to the other infrastructure systems if they are located adjacent to the
rivers and inside the floodplains.
8.2 Future Works
The present dissertation focused on quantifying the hydroclimate drivers and
atmospheric dynamics of floods at different spatial scales together with the risk of
extreme precipitation and propagation of the flood risk along the river network.
Most of the developed inference, predictive, and statistical scaling models here are
based on the assumption of stationarity of the Earth systems (i.e., the absence of
significant change in the statistics of the process over time). It will be worthwhile to
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investigate how these processes change over time and the best statistical models to
capture long-term change. Furthermore, there are ongoing research directions for
each chapter that would complement these subject-specific contents. A summary of
the future works is outlined below:
1. While trends in the frequency and duration of global floods were explored in
details, it is necessary to quantify the cause-effect mechanism of these trends
considering the socioeconomic conditions of flood-prone regions. This will
facilitate a complete understanding of the emergence of floods and variability
of the associated damage. The cause-effect quantification in a socioeconomic
context will also provide us with more realistic information that can be trans-
lated to better specifying the multi-scale flood risk management and damage
control strategies for the future flood events.
2. Although a comprehensive hydroclimate-informed framework to quantify
the regional causes and large-scale atmospheric drivers of flood attributes was
presented, it is required to involve the snowmelt-driven floods in addition
to the rainfall driven ones to account for those events with larger peaks and
longer durations. It is also hypothesized that there should be a significant tim-
ing delay ahead of the snowmelt-driven flood peaks if one intends to consider
the contributions from the large-scale atmospheric circulations, which in turn
will make peak flow durations more complicated than before.
3. A physically based Bayesian network model was developed to statically quan-
tify the flood duration using nexus of the antecedent flow regime, atmospheric
blocking, and moisture transport/release mechanisms at the regional scale
for the Missouri River Basin. It will be an invaluable effort to expand this
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network model to the global scale and predict the duration of the floods across
the world.
4. While the geomorphologic characteristics and precipitation inputs (accumula-
tion and variability) were the covariates for the scaling of flood attributes, one
can account for varying metrics of the rainfall such as the duration of wet and
dry spells and longer time-span advancing to the flood event. The simultane-
ous rainfall events during the episode of the flood might also add valuable
information while deriving the scaling of the flood attributes. Considering an
individual or all these inputs may help improve the statistical scaling of the
flood duration, peak, and volume more than what was presented here.
5. The footprints of widespread extreme precipitation events were systemati-
cally modeled in this dissertation. Now, these spatial patterns can be directly
implemented to determine the risk of the residential structures and infrastruc-
ture systems to the extreme precipitation events in different seasons across
the United States. Additionally, it will be interesting to conduct an SHPE
investigation at the global scale and quantify the spatial manifestations of
global widespread extreme precipitation events.
6. Propagation of flood risk along the river network was formulated and dis-
cussed for two river networks with an arbitrary number of streamgages and
flood control dams. Such formulation can be applied to a real river network
with dams, bridges and power plants as critical infrastructure elements. Then,
the risk of flooding associated with these critical infrastructure systems under
different inundation scenarios and exposure to the precipitation extremes can
be quantified.
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In addition, rain on snow events are of particular interest. Berghuijs et al. (2016)
discovered that rain-on-snow (ROS) events and snowmelt-dominant catchments
are better correlated to the flooding responses for 420 catchments across the con-
terminous United States in 1948–2001 based on the Model Parameter Estimation
Experiment (MOPEX). In fact, the flood events caused by ROS mechanism are
considered as one of five typical flood types (i.e. snowmelt, long-rain, short-rain,
rain-on-snow, and flash flood types) occurring across the most river systems of
temperate climate over the mountainous landscapes (Merz and Blöschl, 2003). Mc-
Cabe, Clark, and Hay (2007) reported that ROS events are occurring with high (low)
frequency in the northwestern (southwestern) United States during La Niña (El
Niño) Southern Oscillation conditions. The flood events happened in the Bernese
Alps, Switzerland in 1999 and 2011 as well as in Willamette River basin (Oregon,
United States) in 1996 and the 2011 Missouri River Basin flood are some examples
of ROS-triggered catastrophic flood events (McCabe, Clark, and Hay, 2007; Rössler
et al., 2014; NWS-NOAA, 2013).
Statistical characteristics of precipitation events are capable of informing the
occurrences of some critical events influenced by intense and frequent rainfall such
as flooding (Cowpertwait et al., 1996a; Cowpertwait et al., 1996b). In addition to the
ROS flood generating process, storm arrival rate (SAR) which is the frequency of
continuous rainfall event(s) occurrence after (with respect to) the first rainfall event
within the flood window (from the start of flood season), is being taken into account
as a physical causative factor of flood event (e.g., Neyman-Scott Rectangular Pulses
(NSPP) model in Fowler, Kilsby, and O’Connell (2000), Fowler et al. (2005), and
Burton et al. (2008)).
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There is little to no literature to comprehensively address any possible con-
nections between ROS, SAR, and varying flood duration and peak values as well
as their causal large-scale atmospheric teleconnections. There is a great potential
with this avenue of research that will also provide us with essential indicators for
sustainable floodplain management in different spatial and temporal scales.
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